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Pre face 

In every scientific community that is related to an engineering discipline, the craft of designing an 
artifact is a main topic of research. The research effort is aimed at improving the design process or 
developing tools or methods to support this process. In computer science, the artifacts that are devel
oped are software systems and tools to improve the design process include descriptions of software 
engineering life-cycles, forma! or informal design methods, programming languages and techniques, 
and software environments for programming or testing purposes. 

The development of software systems is still a very young discipline and tools and methodologies 
that support the design process are in the early stages. Often, there is also a gap between research 
that is done in computer science and the engineering discipline that is executed in business life. Ph.D. 
studies often result in theoretical theses that are not (yet) applicable to industry applications. In order 
to diminish this gap, Ph.D. research should not only focus on theoretica! aspects of computer science, 
but also on the process of designing and building software. 

This thesis is written as a designer's Ph.D. thesis (in Dutch: proefontwerp). A designer's Ph.D. 
is a post-graduate doctorate program in which special attention is paid to the development and the 
management of the design process of an artifact. It is a well-known program in research areas such as 
Architecture or Electrical Engineering. Here, a designer's Ph.D. is defined as follows. 

A technica! artifact which is designed during a Ph.D. project, which is taken as subject 
for research or is used as an aid or as a tool in the research, and which is described in a 
Ph.D. dissertation. 

Within computer science, getting a Ph.D. degree based on a design bas a shorter history. At the 
Eindhoven University of Technology, only two (almost three as this is being written) Ph.D. students 
have received a promotion based on a designer's Ph.D. (see [Hautus, 1997] and [Argante, 1998]). 

The difference between a traditional Ph.D. and a designer's Ph.D. is that in the former research 
is done which is relevant to the scientific community. In the Jatter, the activities are connected to the 
design process itself. A designer's Ph.D. also usually deals with customers who use the artifact or 
have direct benefits from the research. 

Typical goals in a designer's Ph.D. are (1) to prove one's ability in developing adesign and manag
ing the design process, and (2) to gain insight into the design processes of the engineering disciplines 
involved. Concerning the first goal, the important aspect is to identify the process that leads to the 
artifact. This encompasses describing the different stages in the design process, explaining design 
decisions, and accounting for time planning. 

Regarding the second goal, maybe the most interesting question that should be gained insight into 
is: What is to design? Often to design is considered as applying some methodology to build a certain 
artifact. However, this definition does not incorporate the creativity and experience that is needed by 
a designer. Moreover, one can discuss if designing involves the creation of the actual artifact or only 
describing how the artifact should be built. For example in Architecture, it is usually assumed that 
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when a house is being built by building workers, the actual design process that was started by the 
architect has ended. One could make a boundary line between the design stage that is done by an 
architect and the realization phase, which is executed by building workers. 

In computer science, the boundary line between design and realization is harder to make. First of 
all, the "designer" and "worker" are often one and the same person or group of persons. Furthermore, 
during the process, the design of the system and the coding of it often go hand in hand and iterations 
between different activities frequently occur. 

In this thesis, we take the viewpoint that to design incorporates all activities that contribute to the 
realization of an artifact. Examples of activities include the creative thought process, writing ideas 
down in a structured or non-structured way, and the realization of the artifact. In these activities, dif
ferent stages can be distinguished, although there are no strict boundaries between the stages, neither 
is the order in which they are executed rigidly determined (that is, they may be carried out iteratively 
or in parallel). Consequently, we use the following definition to describe to design. 

To design is to carry out the process comprising the creation of an artifact. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In modem day software development of computer graphics systems, two main techniques can be 
distinguished. The first is the object-oriented paradigm, the second is the constraint paradigm. Both 
are powerful techniques that allow designers to deal with the complexity of large software systems. 
Object-oriented prograrnming provides the designer with sound software engineering principles, such 
as data encapsulation and inheritance. Constraint programming allows for declarative modeling of 
relations among (graphic) objects, while the maintenance of these relations is done automatically by 
the system environment. 

In two groups at the Eindhoven University of Technology, research is done regarding the useful
ness of constraints in a graphics environment. The first research group is the VR-DIS group at the 
Architecture Department. Here, the use of constraints in a 3-dimensional virtual reality design en
vironment for architects is investigated. Typical constraints that can be useful for architects are, for 
example, constraints to specify the dimensions of a room, sizes of walls, doors, windows, and relative 
positions of elements. In the VR-DIS project, an object-oriented environment is under development 
which allows for 3-dimensional modeling of architectural elements. The environment enables con
straints to be specified among these elements. A constraint system is needed that provides a set of 
constraints and appropriate constraint solvers. 

The second research group is the Computer Graphics group at the Department of Mathematics 
and Computing Science. Here, a 3-dimensional animation system, the GDP, has been developed 
that applies constraints to model animations. Special constraints to connect rigid bodies and specific 
techniques for solving the constraints, such as inverse kinematics and dynamics, enable the modeling 
of animations that simulate physical processes. Some examples are dangling chains, bicycle rides, 
and roller coaster rides. Animations in the GDP are programmed in an object-oriented scripting 
Janguage, ca1led Looks. In this animation system, it is not possible to specify constraînts on non
rigid objects. Therefore, the need arose for a broader class of constraints, such as constraints for 
intersection tests, constraints for relative positioning, and oonstraints that can be applied to non-rigid 
objects. For this environment, a constraint system is needed which provides a uniform structure for 
the Looks programmer while a11owing him to implement his own constraints and constraînt solvers. 

The VR-DIS project and the GDP project provide two different areas for which one solution bas 
to be found. The difference is the fact that in the VR-DIS project, an architectural design system is 
developed. In the GDP project, the animation system is the software environment. Furthermore, the 
end-user in the VR-DIS project is an architect, while in the GDP project, it is the Looks programmer. 
However, there are also similarities. These include the facts that both groups deal with object-oriented 
software development, 30 graphics, and the need to apply constraints on graphical objects. 



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

This thesis describes the design process that lead to the constraint system for the VR·DIS project 
and the GDP project. In the design process, 6 different phases can be distinguished: 

1. Domain analysis (Chapter 2), 
2. Problem analysis (Chapter 3), 
3. Outline of a solution (Chapter 4), 
4. Specification of the solution (Chapter 5), 
5. Prototype implementation (Chapter 6), 
6. Application implementation (Chapter 7). 

In the domain analysis phase, a broad overview is given of the two domains in which the research was 
performed, object-oriented programming and constraint programming. 

In the problem analysis phase, the problems are identified that have to be solved. Before narrow· 
ing down to the specific requirements of the constraint system, we first consider the combination of 
constraint programming and object-oriented programming in genera!. Although both paradigms offer 
powerful techniques to build graphics applications the combination of the two is difficult because of 
the following conceptual incompatibilities. 

1. Object--oriented programming is imperative, constraint programming is declarative. 
2. The information hiding principle of object·oriented programming encapsulates the data, while 

solvers need this data for constraint satisfaction. 

Most existing systems that combine objects and constraints do not provide a general approach to deal 
with these incompatibilities. 

Therefore, in the outline of a solution (Chapter 4), we decided to first build a generic model. 
The model should enable the paradigms to co·exist while preventing that either the object·oriented 
paradigm or the constraint paradigm looses any of its typical strengths. Furthennore, this model 
should be sufficiently generic to support different types of constraints and solving techniques. Such 
a generic model provides a well-founded basis to support versatile constraint systems. Additionally, 
the model can be easily extended to other application areas, such as simulation and visualization, user 
interface design, multimedia applications, and provide a genera] way of applying constraints here. 

The conceptual model was developed for the combination of objects with constraints. It radically 
separates the object-oriented paradigm from the constraint paradigm. Comrnunication between the 
two systems is done via events and data flows. Tuis communication strategy is completely orthogonal 
to the message passing activity of the objects, and this is used to solve the above mentioned incom· 
patibilities. The separation between the paradigms served as the starting point for defining the entities 
that occur in the model and their interaction. 

In the specification phase (Chapter 5), the conceptual model, now called CODE, is further worked 
out in detail. All events and data flows are detennined and a precise operational description of the 
model is given. Tables are used to specify the communications and events of the various entities. 
Diagrams describe the characteristics of the modes that each entity can be in. 

Because the implementation of the conceptual model is not trivial, first, a prototype implementa
tion was built in the next phase (Chapter 6). Tuis prototype implementation was set up to resemble 
the conceptual model CODE as closely as possible. The entities of the model are implemented as 
concurrent processes using the language MANIFOLD. In this way, the împlementation serves as a case 
study for the verification of the model and as a "blueprint" implementation in whîch all software com
ponents are identified. The prototype implementation, called PROTOM, was used to build a graphical 
drawing tool which demonstrated a number of constraint solvîng techniques. 
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In the application implementation phase (Chapter 7), the application is built for the VR-DIS 
project and the GDP project. This application, the constraint system called SCAFFOLD, is based 
on the conceptual model. That is, the entities of the conceptual model occur in the constraint system 
and communicate as is described by the model. In cooperation with the Architecture department, 
specific constraint types and solving methods were determined for the VR-DIS project in order to 

allow architects to experiment with constraints. Examples of constraint types are touch constraints 
and distance constraints between architectural elements such as walls, doors, and floors. For the GDP 
project, an interface was created between the constraint handling engine and Looks language. Via this 
interface, a generic structure is offered to the Looks programmer for the definition of his own con
straints and solvers. In order to demonstrate this interface, the constraint types that were developed 
for the VR-DIS project are also incorporated in the Looks language. 

In the last chapter of the thesis, Chapter 8, an evaluation is given regarding the design process 
and the design methodology. Furthermore, genera] conclusions are given concerning the combina
tion of object-oriented programming and constraint programming. The chapter concludes with some 
directions for further research. 

Since this thesis is carried out as a designer's Ph.D., an important aspect is the description of the 
design process. For this purpose, important design decisions are set off from the main text by extra 
space. They are headed by the text Design Decision followed by a label, and are ended by a square 
(0). For example, 

Design Decision 1.1 
In a separate piece of text like this, an important design decision is described. 

L This is the first alternative. 
2. This is the second alternative. 
3. This is a third alternative. 

After the evaluation of the alternatives, one of them is chosen and the reasons for the decision are 
explained. D 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

In this chapter, we present two major approaches that are used in the development of computer graph
ics systems. These are object-oriented programming and constraint programming. The aim is not 
to give an exhaustive study of these two fields, but to give a comprehensible overview, that will be 
sufficient for an understanding of the subsequent chapters. 

2.1 Object-Oriented Programming 

An object-oriented (00) approach to software design was derived from work on information hid
ing [Parnas, 1972], abstract data types [Lizkov et al., 1974], and work on object-oriented program
ming languages like Smalltalk [Goldberg et al., 1983]. Often, object-oriented design and object
oriented programming languages are treated as though they were the same. However, 00-design 
is a way of considering software design. It is independent of a programming language. 00-languages 
support notions that are used in 00-design and allow that such a design can be implemented directly. 
An 00-design can also be implemented in another language which does not provide these specific 
object-oriented notions. 

00-design is characterized, among other things, by a design strategy called information hiding. 
This means that as much data as possible is bidden within components of the system that is being de
signed. These components are called the objects. Objects communicate with each other via operations 
called messages. 

An advantage of 00-design is that shared data areas are eliminated since every object conceals 
its state within that object [Sommerville, 1989]. This leads to loosely coupled systems in which any 
one object can be replaced with another object that responds to the same set of messages. A second 
advantage is that objects are independent entities and control access to their internal state. In this 
way, illegitimate access to the object's internal state, deliberate or accidental, can be reduced. A third 
advantage is that objects may also be distributed or may execute either sequentially or in parallel. 
However, decisions of this kind do not have to be made early in the design process. 

In [Wegner, 1989], four software engineering goals of object-oriented programming are identified. 
These are the development of software components, software libraries, capital-intensive software 
technology, and very large scale object-oriented programming. 

Managing the complexity of a large software task is best done by splitting the task into smaller 
parts or components. Software components include functions, procedures, objects, but also processes, 
actors, and agents. Object-oriented programming provides systematic techniques, such as objects, 
classes, and inheritance, for managing these software components. 

5 



6 CHAPTBR2. BACKGROUND 

Libraries are repositories of software components that serve as reusable blocks for software de
velopment. Tuis idea dates back to the earliest days of computing in the 1940s and 1950s. However. 
implementation of tne idea has proven to be difficult. This is due to diversity of software and hard
ware environments. Creating libraries for different environments is a complex task and often flexible 
re-usability may conflict with efficiency requirements. Object-oriented libraries provide classes from 
which objects can be created. Tuis availability of classes promotes their re-usability and provides a 
uniform interface to created objects so that they all can be treated alike. 

Software like compilers, operating systems, and software components are capital goods in indus
try. Tuis means that there is an economie motivation for software to be reusable so that software 
productivity is enhanced. Object-oriented programming is an attempt to achieve this goal. However, 
in practice, object-oriented software systems typically have a non-object-oriented system structure to 
improve efficiency. 

Very large scale object-oriented programming means programming that is large in program size, 
large in development time, large in number of people, and large in educational and technica! infras
tructure. Object-oriented programming provides a framework which facilitates the management of 
such large systems. However, Wegner asserts that a programming language within megamodules of 
a large system can well be object-oriented, but that interface and coordination requirements among 
such megamodules might go beyond object-orientation. 

lndeed, if we consider the case of combining an 00-system with a constraint system, which is the 
subject of this thesis, there arise problems that are difficult to solve if we adhere strictly to traditional 
object-oriented programming techniques. Chapter 3 discusses these problems and in Chapter 4, a 
solution is presented. 

2.1.1 Basic Concepts 

Basic concepts in 00-design are classes, objects, inheritance, polymorphism, and information hiding. 
In literature, the terminology is not always in accordance with each other. In this section, definitions 
are given of the concepts that are often utilized and which will be used in the remainder of this thesis. 

An object is a discrete, distinguishable entity. It bas its own identity and can communicate with 
other objects. lt consists of a data structure, an interface through which other objects can communicate 
with it, and a behavior. The elements in the data structure are called the internal variables or instance 
variables of the object. The values of the internal variables determine the state of the object. 

The interface of an object is described by its messages. A message is a function name with an 
(optional) list of parameters. A message can be called by the object itself or by other objects. In the 
latter case, the message is said to be sent to the object. The mechanism of objects sending messages 
to each other is called message passing. When a message is called or sent, code that is associated with 
the message is executed. This associated code of a message is called a method. lt can be a certain 
action or a transformation on the internal variables. The set of methods realizes the actual behavior 
of an object. Messages can be polymorphic. This means that the same message can have different 
behavior when sent to different objects, due to inheritance and subtyping (inclusion polymorphism), 
or the message can be called with different parameter types (parametric polymorphism). 

A class is an abstraction that serves to describe objects with the same data structure and behavior. 
An object is an instance of a class and has its own value for each intemal variable. Classes can be 
organized hierarchically. 

A class can be refined by creating subclasses of that class. The class being refined is called the 
superclass. A subclass is said to inherit the data structure and behavior of its superclass. lt can add its 
own intemal variables and messages to the ones it inherits, and can also rewrite existing methods. In-
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heritance is used to implement different abstraction mechanisms. For example, specialization, where 
a class lower in the hierarchy is a more detailed version of its superclass. Or, aggregation, where 
classes lower in the hierarchy are components of the superclass (see [Taivalsaari, 1996)). 

The internal variables of an object are bidden from other objects. Tuis is called information hiding. 
lnfonnation hiding is also often called data encapsulation since data is encapsulated within the object 
and cannot be directly accessed from outside. 

Data encapsulation is complementary to data abstraction. In the general meaning, an abstraction 
is a simplified description or specification of a system in which important aspects are emphasized 
while minor details are omitted. In the object-oriented context, this means abstracting from the data 
representation of an object and focusing on the object's behavior. While abstraction focuses on the 
outside of an object, encapsulation realizes this by hiding the object's internals. 

2.1.2 Object-Oriented Modeling 

Object-oriented development methodologies assert to be more than just a way of programming. The 
difference between object-oriented software development techniques and traditional functional ap
proaches to design is that the Jatter place primary emphasis on decomposing the system into functional 
components. This often needs some kind of transfonnation of the problem space to tackle a problem. 
Object-oriented techniques intend to decompose a problem directly in objects that approximate more 
a person's perception of reality [Booch, 1986]. 

Important object-oriented modeling techniques that are currently widely used in industry, but 
are also continuously under development are Object-Oriented Design (OOD) [Booch, 1986], object
oriented modeling with use cases [Jacobson, 1995], object-oriented modeling using design by contract 
[Meyer, 1997], and modeling techniques based on the Unified ModeJing Langnage (UML) (see, for 
example, [Fowler, 1997], [Wanner et al" 1999]). 

In genera!, object-oriented design methodologies are similar to each other on the main points and 
differ from each other by putting emphasis on different phases or aspects of the design process. Below, 
an overview of the Object Modeling Technique (OMT) by [Rumbaugh et al., 1991] is given. 

Object Modeling Technique (OMT) 

OMT is a method for designing software systems in an object-oriented fashion, regardless of the final 
implementation language. In [Rumbaugh et al., 1991], the software engineering cycle is described as 
consisting of six stages: 

1. Analysis, 
2. Design, 
3. Implementation, 
4. Integration, 
5. Maintenance, 
6. Enhancement. 

OMT deals with the first three stages of this engineering cycle. The Jatter three stages are not explicitly 
addressed. However, it is argued that a clean design in a precise notation also facilitates these stages. 
OMT uses a graphical notation for expressing object-oriented models which is the same in all stages 
of the method. 

The OMT methodology consists of four stages. 
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1. Analysis. In this stage, a model of the real world situation is built. Described is what the desired 
system must do and not how this should be done. The objects in the model are application 
domain concep!S. 

2. System design. In this stage, high-level decisions about the overall system architecture are made. 
3. Object design. Based on the Analysis and System design models, a model is built that contains 

implementation details. In this stage, data structures and algorithms are designed to implement 
classes. 

4. lmplementation. The final stage is to translate the object design into a particular programming 
language, database, or hardware implementation. 

During each of these four stages, three kinds of models are used in OMT to describe a system. These 
are Iisted below. 

1. Object model. The object model presents a statie structure of objects and their relationships. It 
is built up of object diagrams in which nodes represent object classes and arcs between nodes 
represent relations among classes. Using the graphical representation, one can express classes 
and instances of classes, the objects. Examples of relations are objects that have references to 
other objects, objects that contain another object, and inheritance relations among classes. 

2. Dynamic model. This model specifies and implements the control aspect of the system and 
describes those aspects that change over time. It contains state diagrams in which the nodes 
represent states and the arcs between nodes are transitions caused by events. Furthermore, there 
are means in the model for expressing nested states and features for dealing with concurrency 
aspects. 

3. Functional model. This model describes the data value transformations, or computations, that 
take place in a system. It does not show control information. This belongs to the dynarnic 
model. lts diagrams are data flow diagrams in which nodes represent processes and the arcs are 
data fiows. 

The three models are orthogonal to each other. They describe different aspects of the system, but 
contain references to each other. The object model is the most fundamental. lt describes what is 
changing, while the other two describe when and how these changes take place. 

In each model, it is also possible to add constraints which describe relations among parts of the 
model and which have to remain invariant. In the object model, constraints describe relations among 
objects, in the dynamic model, constraints specify relations among states, and in the functional model, 
constraints put restrictions on operations. Constraints can range from precise specifications of values 
to vague descriptions of desired behavior. 

The OMT methodology is widely used in industry to model large applications in an object-oriented 
manner. Other object-oriented methodologies identify similar phases and differ in the emphasis that 
is placed on specific aspects or notation methodology. The main similarities among the software 
design methodologies are that all consist of several phases, each phase going top-down going from 
global to detail, and in each phase creating a forma] or semi-forma] description of the system (using 
different kinds of diagrams). Usually, the presentation of these phases is as if they are passed through 
in a sequential manner. However, as is often pointed out in the design methodology itself and as is 
experienced in practice, different phases can be carried out iteratively or in parallel. 

For example, many similarities can be discovered between the design methodologies of Rumbaugh 
and Booch. They both use roughly three models to represent the system, a model that describes the 
object and class structure, a model for describing dynamic aspects of a system, and a model for 
specifying control information. Rumbaugh compares OMT to the design methodology of Booch and 
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argues that OMT places more emphasis on analysis and Jess on design, and identifies the increased 
emphasis on associations in OMT as a major difference between the two methodologies. He concludes 
by remarking that the resemblance between the two is more striking that the difference. 

2.1.3 Languages 

Object-oriented programming languages incorporate many of the notions that are used within object
oriented design, such as objects, classes, inheritance, information hieling, and polymorphism. Togeth
er with the 00-design technique, development of 00-Ianguages started in the beginning of the 1980s. 
Since then, many applications have been developed using an object-oriented approach, for example, 
in the areas of databases, user interface design, computer graphics, animation, computer aided design. 

An object-oriented language does not necessarily implement all the features of an 00 approach 
and often an 00-language provides facilities that one would not designate as object-oriented. How
ever, they can be used to easily implement object-oriented designs. Often, design problems that fre
quently occur in a given application area are solved by applying design patterns [Gamma et al., 1995]. 
For a broad class of problems, design pattems have been developed. They describe the characteristics 
of such a problem, and provide a solution to it using object-oriented techniques. Next to this, design 
pattems discuss the consequences of applying them. 

A comprehensive introduction into object-oriented programming is given in [Budd, 1997]. The 
book extensively treats 00 mechanisms and compares various languages such as C++, Objective-C, 
Java, Smalltalk, Object Pascal, and Eiffel. 

2.2 Constraint Satisfaction Techniques 

Constraints are relations among variables that have to remain valid. The variables range over a certain 
domain for which, in general, notions of what constitutes a relation and what should be done with 
a collection of relations are defined. An example of a domain is the domain of real numbers, and 
relations over this domain are equality and inequality. Constraints on real numbers can be specified 
as (non-) Iinear equations. 

Constraint programming systems always have two components. The first is the declarative com
ponent. The goal here is to express the constraints in some kind of (programming) language. The 
second component bas a procedural nature and consists of algorithms for solving the constraints. 
Solving a set of constraints can, for example, mean deciding if there is a solution that satisfies a set of 
constraints, finding a solution that satisfies the constraints, or finding all solutions. 

Early research in constraint programming was done in Artificial Intelligence. The main focus here 
was designing algorithms for solving sets of constraints. Since then, in many other fields constraints 
became an important research topic, for example, in the area of logic programming. In this area, main
ly Ianguages have been developed for expressing constraints. In many cases, algorithms developed 
in AI were used to solve the constraints. Also in areas such as computer graphics, CAD/CAM, and 
user interfaces, research is being done to explore whether constraints can be used to solve complex 
problems. In the next sections, an overview of some important areas is given in which constraints are 
investigated. 

2.2.1 Constraint Programming 

Constraint logic programming descended from logic programming which became well-known via the 
Prolog Janguage. A drawback of this language is its poor efficiency in problems that give rise toa large 
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solution space due to Prolog's genera! resolution process. CLP languages generalize the resolution 
process by adding the notion of constraints. The logic programming resolution process is now seen 
as just an lnstanëè óf a more generaJ scheme that can also solve constraints. The family of CCP 
(Concurrent Constraint Programming) languages can be seen a generalization of the CLP scheme. 

In this section, we present a brief overview of logic programming, constraint Jogic programming, 
and concurrent constraint programming. 

Logic Programming 

Logic programming is based on the idea that computation can be seen as a controlled deduction 
[Hentenryck, 1989]. It was bom out of the work of Colmerauer and Kowalski [Kowalski, 1974], 
[Colmerauer et al., 1973]. The powerful formalism of logic programming was introduced by Kowals
ki in 1974. It grew out ofwork on automated theorem proving and was adapted so the new formalism 
could also be used for computing. Colmerauer and bis team designed a new programming language, 
Prolog, which was based on the logic programming paradigrn. Since then, new languages appeared 
based on this paradigrn and they were used to tackle various computationally complex problems. 

Logic programming languages operate on uninterpreted terms which are constructed from con
stants and function symbols, generally called the Herbrand Universe. A logic program consists of two 
parts. The first one is the declarative part, which specifies what bas to be computed. The second part 
is the proceduraJ part, which tells how the computation takes place. Writing a Jogic program consists 
of writing the declarative specifications (the what part). The computation mechanism of the language 
derives the logical conclusions from these specifications (the how part). 

Prolog is the most prominent representative of logic programming. Although there are differences 
between Prolog and the "pure" logic programming paradigm (small but important differences that 
have to do with efficiency, need for better expressiveness, and ease of computing), often the language 
is used to explain the intrinsics of the genera! logic programming paradigrn. 

A Prolog program consists of clauses which are of the form, head ~ goal1" •• ,goaln. The head 
and goals are composed of terms. A clause is read as, "In order to make headtrue, first goal1, ••• ,goaln 
have to be made true." All clauses whose heads have the same name and arity, together are called a 
predicate. There are two kinds of clauses. The first kind is when n equals 0 (no goals). These are 
calledfacts. The second kind are called rules in which case nis greater than 0. 

"Headless" clauses are called queries and are used to retrieve information from the current set of 
facts and rules. Given a program and a query, a search space is defined in which a logic programming 
language will try to find an answer to the query. 

In order to find solutions, logic programs use a computation mechanism called SLD-resolution. 
SLD-resolution stands for Selection rule driven Linear resolution for Definite clauses. The resolution 
process is a mechanical method for proving statements of first order logic, introduced by J.A. Robin
son in 1965 [Robinson, 1965]. lt is applied to two clauses in a rule. It eliminates, by unification (see 
below), a term that occurs "posîtive" in one clause (the head} and "negative" in the other (one of the 
goals) to produce a new clause, the resolvent. Linearity means that each resolvent depends only on 
the previous one, so that derivations become sequences. Definite clauses are the clauses as described 
above. The selection rule chooses a term from the current resolvent that is used in the next unificatîon 
step. 

Given a set of facts, rules, and a query, the SLD-resolution process derives a computation that 
yields a substitution e which assigns values to the terms in the query. SLD-resolution does not only 
compute a solution, the derived computation is also the proof of the query with valuation e from the 
set of facts and rules. 
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The basic îngredîent of SLD-resolutîon is unification. Unification is a mechanism to assign values 
to terms which differs from assignment in imperative programming languages (unification substitutes 
a term by another term which makes statements like x: =x+l more complex to express). Construction 
of the proof by SLD consists of basic steps which consist of replacing parts in the query using facts 
and rules of the program. When two tenns cannot be unified, backtracking is done to explore other 
branches in the search space. Fora comprehensible introduction into logic prograrnrning and Prolog, 
see [Apt, 1997]. 

Unfortunately, the irnplementation of the resolution process in logic programming languages 
gives bad performances for problems that generate large search trees, since their basic computational 
paradigrn is generate-and-test. That is, first the complete search tree is generated and next the valid
ity of each leaf is tested using unification and backtracking. This drawback lead to the development 
of constraint logic programming languages (CLP), where the computational paradigm is constrain
and-generate. That is, a CLP language uses specific knowledge to reduce the search tree and thus 
generates a smaller search tree to traverse. 

Constraint Logic Programming 

The scheme that underlies the Constraint Logic Programming paradigm defines a family of languages 
for reasoning about constraints using a logic programming approach [Heintze et al" 1987]. The CLP 
scheme adds constraints to the resolution algorithm that lies at the basis of Logic Programming. A 
CLP language operates on a certain computation domain and it uses constraints and knowledge of the 
domain to rule out possible outcornes before the search tree is constructed. 

The main advantage of CLP is that it combines the declarative aspect of logic programming and the 
efficiency and expressiveness of constraints. The disadvantage is that the complexity of the constraint 
soJver algorithms can affect the performance. To overcome this problem, a lot of research has gone 
into developing efficient algorithms. Also, constraint algorithms developed in AI are used extensively. 
Other techniques to improve sol ver efficiency are to apply compile-tirne optirnizations and parallelisrn 
(see below). 

The general CLP(X) scheme was developed by Jaffar and Lassez in 1987 [Jaffar et al" 1987]. 
The X is the domain on which the constraints in the CLP language operate. Jaffar et al. showed that 
CLP(X) has the desirable characteristic that important properties of logic programrning also hold for 
the CLP scheme. Like in logic programming, a constraint logic program consists of facts and rules. 
The difference is that next to the predicates, there exist constraints which have the same declarative, 
but different operational semantics. 

CLP clauses are of the form, head +-- cstr1" •• ,cstr m,goali. . .. ,goaln. The cstrs have the same 
semantics as the goals, however, operationally they are treated differently. The constraints are dealt 
with by special algorithms depending on the domain of the constraints. For example, finite dornain 
constraints are often solved by algorithms that were developed in AI, numerical constraints are solved 
by dedicated numerical sol vers. Although the order of the cstrs and goals in a clause is, theoretically, 
of no importance, operationally constraints are best put in front. This is because cstrs and goals are 
treated in the order in which they occur. Putting constraints up in front means that first the search 
space is pruned after which the logic programrning part invokes the SLD-resolution scherne to meet 
the goals. 

Various languages have been built based upon the CLP(X) scheme. For example, CLP(~) for 
variables which range over real values, CLP(BNR) for variables that take boolean values, CLP(FD) 
for finite domain variables, and CHIP which provides constraint handling in Prolog. Commercial 
constraint logic programming systems and languages include ILOG, Eclipse, and Prolog IV. The 
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ILOG Solver provides optimization solvers and algorithms to work with C++ programs. Eclipse 
is a constraint logic programming environment that provides several types of solvers for scheduling, 
planning, resource ailocation, and transport. Prolog IV, a successor of earlier Prolog versions, provides 
solvers for problem domains such as scheduling, linear and non-linear optimization, and simulation. 
It allows constraints to be specified on variables with various domains, such as real, integers, and 
booleans. 

Concurrent Constraint Programming 

The CCP paradigm extends the CLP scheme by adding the notion of concurrency to a constraint 
language [Saraswat, 1993]. It is based on concurrent logic programming and adds the notions of vari
ables, constraints that relate the variables, and systems that maintain the constraints. CCP languages 
may be built on top of different constraint systems that operate on different constraint domains, such 
as arithmetic and finite domain variables. CCP Janguages provide control to enforce strict sequentia! 
control as well as non-determinism. 

In CCP languages, it is possible to model object-oriented programming by representing objects as 
perpetual processes that consume a stream of messages [Kenneth et al., 1986]. However, constraints 
in such languages are not closely coupled with this object representation, but more closely resemble 
constraints in CLP languages [Lopez, 1997]. 

2.2.2 Constraint Solving 

Research in constraint reasoning probably started in Artificial Intelligence. Here, many problems are 
formulated as Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) and specialized techniques have been (and are 
being) developed to solve them. In many other application areas, these techniques are used to solve 
problerns, such as tempora! reasoning, resource allocation, and scheduling. Also, the role of CSP 
algorithrns play an important role in (constraint) logic prograrnrning (see Section 2.2.1). 

In this section, the book of [Tsang, 1993] is used as a guideline to give an overview of constraint 
satisfaction in Artificial lntelligence. 

What is the Constraint Satisfaction Problem? 

The Constraint Satisfaction Problern (CSP) in AI is formally defined as a tuple (Z, D, C). Z is the 
(finite) set of variables (Z = {x1, ••• ,x.}). Dis the set of domains for each variable in Z (D = 
{Dx" " .• Dx.}). Each Dx; is a finite set of values that variable Xi can take. Values in Dx1 can be 
assigned to x1• Tuis is denoted as a label, {x1, v1) (value v; is assigned to variable x1). Sirnultaneous 
assignments to variables can be done by compound labels, ({y1, v1), ... , (Yb vk)). A compound label 
consisting of k labels is called a k-compound label. 

A constraint is a set of compound labels that represents legal assignments to variables. Por exam
ple, the constraint c = { (y, 3), (y, 4}] specifies that variable y may take value 3 or 4. A label (x. a) 
is said to satisfy a constraint c, if (x, a) E c. A solution toa constraint problern C is an n-cornpound 
label which satisfies all constraints c E C. 

Solving the Constraint Satisfaction Problem 

Finding a solution fora CSP=(Z, D, C), rneans finding an n-compound label ((x1, vi), ... , (x" 
vn}) such that all constraints c E C are satisfied. In many cases, the complexity of this problem is 
NP-hard where the time needed for an unconstrained search increases exponentially (or worse) with 
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the problem size. Even fora binary CSP, where all constraints are 1- or 2-compound labels, this is 
the case. Famous examples of problems on which constraint techniques have been applied are the 
N-queens problem, graph-coloring problem, the scene labeling problem, and the resource allocation 
problem. Tsang classifies the CSP solving techniques into three categories: 

l. Problem reduction, 
2. (Tree) search, 
3. Solution synthesis. 

Problem reduction techniques transform a CSP into an equivalent problem that is hopefully easier to 
solve. This transformation can take place in two ways. 

1. Removing redundant values from variable domains. 
2. Removing redundant compound labels from the constraints. 

By removing redundant values and labels, possibly the reduced problem is easier to solve, because 
fewer labels have to be considered. If, by removing redundant values and labels, the domain of any 
variable or any constraint is reduced to an empty set, the problem is insoluble. Problem reduction 
is usually used as a pre-processing step to prune the search space. However, there are also algo
rithms that apply these techniques to prune the solution space during the search. In the Iiterature (see 
[Mackworth, 1977], [Mackworth et al" 1985], [Freuder, 1982]), problem reduction is often referred 
to as consistency maintenance or consistency checking. Consequently, a reduced problem can acquire 
different "levels" of consistency, such as node-consistency, arc-consistency, or path-consistency. Be
low, we will take a closer look at the first two. 

We call a constraint satisfaction problem node-consistent if and only if for all variables, all val
ues in its domain satisfy the unary constraints on that variable [Mackworth, 1977]. The following 
algorithm achieves node-consistency for discrete domains. 

1. NC (V, C) 
2. for (V v E V) 
3 • for (V s E domain of v ) 

4. if (3 violated unary constraint in Con v) then 
5. remove s from domain of v 
6. fi 
7. rof 
8. rof 
9. CN 

If the size of each domain is at most a and the total number of unary constraints is e, then the time 
complexity of this algorithm is e>(ae}. The algorithm is easily adapted for continuous domains. The 
time complexity then is e>(Re), with R the time needed to check a single constraint. 

We call a constraint satisfaction problem are-consistent if and only if for all values in the domain 
of each variable v, and for all constraints c on v, we can find a value in the domain of the other 
variables of c that satisfies the constraint. 

The following algorithm for acbieving arc-consistency assumes that the constraints are unary or 
binary, and have discrete domains. For each binary constraint c on variables v 1 and v2, the domains 
of the variables are examined separately by the method revise. When the domain is examined, all 
values are deleted which do not satisfy the constraint. If any value is removed, the other constraints 
on the variable must be reconsidered. We first present the method revise of constraint c. 
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1. Boolean revise(c,v1,v2) 
2 . changed : = FALSE 
3. for {V si E domein of v1) 
4. delete := TRUE 
5. for ('v' s2 E domain of vz} 
6. if ( (s1,s2l satisfies c) then 
7. delete FALSE 
8. break 
9. fi 

10. rof 
11. if (delete) then 
12. remove s1 from domain of v1 
13. changed .- TRUE 
14. fi 
15. rof 
16. return changed 
17. esiver 

The following algorithm for arc-consistency is called AC-3, after [Mackworth, 1977]. 

1. AC-3 (V, C) 
2. NC (V, C) 
3. while ( c -:j. 0 ) do 
4. select (CJ, vi, V2) from C 
5. remove (CJ, v1 , v2) from c 
6. if (revise(q,v1,u2)) then 
7 . for ( 'v' ( c2 , v2 , v3 ) -:/- ( CJ , VJ , vz) ) 
8. add (c2,v2,VJ) to C 
9. rof 

10. fi 
11. od 
12. 3-CA 

lts time complexity is <9(ea3), with a the maximum domain size and e the number of binary con
straints, which is linear in the number of constraints. If the constraint graph is planar, then the time 
complexity is also linear in the number ofvariables [Mackworth et al., 1985]. A less simple but opti
mal algorithm, AC-4, is presented in [Mohr et al., 1986]. lt has time complexity <9(ea2 ). 

Achieving node and arc-consistency does not solve the constraint satisfaction problem. These 
algorithms are used to reduce the search space of the problem. For example, when there are no cy
cles in the constraint graph, achieving node-consistency and arc-consistency implies that the graph is 
backtrack-free, that is, a solution can be found without backtracking [Freuder, 1982]. Ina backtrack
free graph, a solution is found in time linear in the number of nodes [Dechter et al., 1988). When 
there are cycles in the graph, additional algorithms have to be used to reduce the problem, such as the 
recognition of certain pattems (for example, k-trees). 

Solutions are found by searching. the basic search algorithm checks all values in the domains of 
all variables against all constraints. This algorithm uses simple backtracking to find solutions in the 
search space (which is a tree). The basic operation is to pick one varlable at a time and assign a value 
from the domain to it. If the assignment violates some constraints, another value, when available, is 
chosen. If all variables are assigned a value, the problem is solved. If at any stage no value can be 
found for a particular varlable without violating any constraints, the varlable which was last picked 
is revised and an altemative value, when available, is assigned to that varlable. Tuis carrles on until 
either a solution is found or aJI combinations of values have been tried and have failed. Below, the 
backtrack algorithm is given in pseudo code (see [Tsang, 1993]). 
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1. Boolean BT (V, Cl 
2. if (V = 0) then 
3 • return TRUE 
4. fi 
5. v : select variable from V 
6. while (domain(v) =f. 0) do 
7. s : select value from domain of v 
8. v : s 
9. remove s from domain v 

10. if (v violates no constraints in C) then 
11. success : BT (V {v), C) 
12. if (success) then 
13 • return TRUE 
14. fi 
15. fi 
16. od 
17. return FALSE //no solution found, backtracking is done 
18. TB 

15 

Tuis recursive algorithm is called with a set of unassigned variables v and the set of constraints c. 
Bach time BT is called, it picks a value from the domain of the current variable, assigns this to the 
variable, and removes the value from its domain. Then, it is tested if the current assignment together 
with all previous assignments violate any constraints in c. If this is the case, another value from the 
variable's domain is chosen. If the domain runs empty, no solution can be found for this particular 
variable and backtracking is performed. The time complexity is O(ane) (where a is the maximum 
domain size, n is the number of variables, and eis the number of constraints). 

In order to speed up the search, more advanced algorithms have been developed that exploit spe
cific features of a constraint problem. An easy way to improve the simple backtracking algorithm is to 
introduce a threshold, say b, that prevents the algorithm to exhaust one branch of the search tree before 
tuming to another one. If a certain node in the tree bas been visited b times, then unvisited children will 
be ignored. It can be proven, using arguments from probability theory, that this strategy spreads the 
computational effort across the choices for variables and values more evenly [Ginsberg et al., 1990]. 

Other strategies make use of the constraints to reduce the search space. For example, one strategy 
is to look ahead each time an assignment is done to a variable. The constraints are used to remove 
values from the domains of still unassigned variables that would violate any constraint Tuis technique 
is also often called constraint propagation. 

Another strategy is to gather-infonnation-while-searching. In this case, it is exploited that sibling 
subtrees in the search space are often similar to each other. Using this, an algorithm can identify and 
record sources of failure whenever traversing the tree and use this information to decrease the search 
space. 

The third category of solving CSPs (the first one was problem reduction and the second one, 
searching) is called solution synthesis. In solution synthesis the distinctive feature is that solutions are 
constructively generated. Starting with an empty set of labels, in each step a label is added, such that 
the partial solution acquired thus far does not violate any constraints. Solution synthesis algorithms 
are especially useful for problems in which all solutions are required and so-called tight problems (see 
below}. 

A wide range of problem types have been subject to research to investigate how and whether they 
can be solved using constraint technologies. Some of these problem types are the following. 
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• Search Problem. Here, the aim is to find one solution that satisfies all the constraints. 
• Optimization Problem. In case there are more solutions, find the best one (where it has to be 

defined what IJ/!sr means, using, for example, an objective function). 
• "Search-for-all-solutions" Problem. The aim is to find all solutions that satisfy the constraints. 
• Over-constrained Problem. There is no solution that satisfies all constraints. In that case, near 

solutions can be searched for. That is, assign values to variables, such that a given objective 
function reaches an optimal value. 

In these problem types, a number of characteristics are distinguished that can be used to guide the 
solving process. Some examples are the following. 

• The number of solutions that is required. 
• The size of the problem (number of variables, number of values in the domain of a variable, 

number of oonstraints). 
• The types of the variables. 
• The tightness of a problem. That is, a tight problem has a relatively small number of solutions 

compared to the total number of values that all variables can, take. 
• The quality of the solution. For example, to be used in optimization problems. 
• Partial solutions. When the problem is overconstrained, partial solutions can be searched for 

that violate as few constraints as possible. 

Many algorithms to find solutions for CSPs exploit the fact that the domains of the variables are finite. 
In some cases these algorithms can be generalized to tackle constraint problems with infinite domains, 
however in general, the 'finite domain' algorithms are difficult to tailor to specific 'continuous domain' 
problems. 

2.2.3 Tailored Constraint Approaches 

Outside the AI and Logic Programming, there are many other areas in which constraints and constraint 
system are used. Examples are user interface design, CAD/CAM, animation, geometrie modeling, 
multimedia. The difference is that the development of constraint systems in these areas is typically 
motivated by implementation issues or by specific applications. Within AI and logic programming, 
algorithms and languages are developed based on a formal framework with pre-defined semantic 
properties. The advantage is that formal proofs can be constructed concerning properties of these 
algorithms, such as the soundness, consistency, and complexity. A disadvantage is that it is often 
difficult to tailor these general algorithms to efficient implementations fora particular problem. 

This section presents an overview of constraint techniques and constraint systems that have arisen 
outside the AI and Logic Programming enterprises. 

Constraint Satisfaction Techniques 

There are basically two different models that constraint solvers use for determining solutions (values 
for variables) to the constraints: 

1. Alternation model, 
2. Refinement model. 

In the alternation (also called perturbation) model, each variable v1 gets assigned a single value s;. If 
a variable's value does not satisfy the constraints on it. the oonstraint solver tries alternative values 
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from its domain (possibly eliminating the incorrect value from the domain). Satisfaction is completed 
if each variable bas a solution such that all constraints hold. 

In the refinement model, each variable v; gets assigned a subset S; of its domain D;. If a value s; 

in the proposed solution S; does not satisfy the constraints on v;, then the constraint sol ver eliminates 
that value. Satisfaction is completed when the solution set of each variable satisfies the constraints on 
that variable. After satisfaction, not every valuation (s1, ... , sn) E (S1,"., Sn) needs to satisfy all 
constraints, but for every s; E S;, values s j E S j, j :/= i can be found that satisfy all constraints. 

Many constraint algorithms in computer graphics use the altemation model with continuous do
mains of the variables. Many algorithms in artificial intelligence use the altemation model with dis
crete domains. In constraint logic programming, both models occur, although the refinement model 
is mostly used since the CLP scheme is based on the logic programming scheme. For example, 
languages CLP(FD), CLP(BNR), ILOG, and so on, use the refinement model to determine possible 
values for variables with discrete domains. CLP(~) uses the refinement model on variables with 
continuous domains. 

Most constraint techniques and systems that are developed outside the AI or Logic Programming 
areas (and thus is characterized as a tailored constraint approach) apply a variation or combination of 
three basic algorithms. These algorithms are (see also [Leler, 1988)): 

l. Propagation of known states, 
2. Relaxation, 
3. Propagation of degrees of freedom. 

Propagation of known states, or just local propagation, can be performed when there are parts in the 
network whose states are completely known (have no degrees of freedom). The satisfaction system 
looks for one-step deductions that wîll allow the states of other parts to be known. This is repeated 
until all constraints are satisfied or no more known states can be propagated. If not all constraints can 
be satisfied, the rernaining constraints must be resolved by, for example, nurnericaJ relaxation (see 
below). 

Many constraint satisfaction systems use sorne form of Jocal propagation. For an arbitrary con
straint graph, we can use the following local propagation algorithrn. 

1. LP (VJ) 

2. for (V ei on VJ) 

3. fifo.push(ci,v1) 
4. while (NOT fifo.empty()) do 
5. fifo.pop (CJ, v1) 

6. changed : = revise (CJ, v1) 

7. for (V vz E changed) 
8. for (V c2 :p. CJ on 112) 11 effecti vely 
9. fifo.push(c2,vzl //LP (v2} 

10. rof 
11. rof 
12. od 
13. rof 
14. PL 

Algorithm LP is invoked with the variable that triggers the propagation. The constraints on the vari
ables are pushed onto a first-in-first-out queue. In the while-loop every constraint in this queue is 
revised by possibly changing the variables subject to the constraint other than the variable that trig
gered the constraint. All other variables that have been modified are put in the set changed. These 
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variables and the constraints on them are put into the queue. Because constraints on changed vari
ables are placed in a first-in-first-out queue (as opposed to an unordered set), they are guaranteed 
to be revised tater on, whetber the propagation is finite or infinite. Tuis is called fair propagation 
[Güsgen et al" 1988]. 

If there are no cycles in the constraint graph, LP solves each constraint exactly once, and so the 
time complexity is linear in the number of constraints. Let R be the time needed to revise a constraint. 
The time complexity for LP is then <9(Re). The time R depends on the problem. For discrete domains 
of size a, Ris typically <9(a) in the alternation model, and <9(a2) in the refinement model. Ifthere are 
cycles in the constraint graph, there is in genera! no way to determine the complexity of the algorithm 
except for the refinement model on discrete domains. For example, for binary constraints, it becomes 
<9(ea3), equal to the time complexity of AC-3. Por the other cases, let}.. be the number of loops done 
by the algorithm. The time complexity is then <9(}..Re). 

In the case that the constraint graph contains no cycles, the variables of a solved constraint are not 
changed by the same constraint again during further propagation. However, if that value prevents other 
variables to satisfy constraints, no solution is found, since backtracking is not possible. Tuis problem 
can be circumvented by allowing a constraint to change the value of the variable it was triggered from. 

Relaxation is an iterative numerical approximation technique that is often used in cases where 
local propagation fails, such as cycles in the constraint graph. Relaxation can only be used on variables 
with continuous numeric values. It makes an initia) guess at the values of the unknown variables, and 
then estimates the error that would be caused by assigning these values to the variables. New guesses 
are then made, and new error estimates calculated. This process repeats until the error is minimized. 
The number of iterations can also be limited by a constant in case the error does not converge fast 
enough. An algorithm for relaxation is given below. 

1. RX (V, C) 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

times := 0 
error := € + 1 
while (error > € AND times < À) do 

error := 0 
times : times + 1 
for (V v E V) 

guess initial value for v 
error .- max (error,error(v,C)) 

rof 
11. od 
12. XR 

The algorithm RX applies to all the variables in the set v, subject to the constraints in the set c. The 
local variables of the algorithm, t irnes and error, denote the number of iterations that have elapsed 
and the maximum error estimate, respectively. The variable error could also be a vector containing 
the error terms for all variables. In the while-loop, first initia! values are guessed for the variables. 
Then the error is determined by testing the values of the variables against the constraints. The while
loop is repeated until the error term is smaller than a certain value E or the maximum number of 
îterations À, is reached. 

Let again b be the number of variables and e the number of constraints. If we assume that a 
variable value can be guessed, and its error estimated, in time Jinear in the number of constraints on 
the variable, the complexity for guessing and error estimation of all variables is (9(be). Since the 
number of iterations is at most À, the time complexity of RX is <9 (}..be). 
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Although the relaxatîon algorithm is linear in the number of variables and constraints, in practice 
it can be slow because expensive ftoating point calculatîons have to be performed to guess values or 
estimate errors. Using local propagation however, relaxation can often be speeded up. 

Prior to performing local propagation or relaxation, one can perfonn an analysis to plan the best 
order to propagate constraints [Sannella, 1994]. It is sometimes efficient to plan how to solve con
straints before actually doing it. For example if one drags a graphics object which is constrained and 
must remain constrained, the planning can be done at the beginning of the drag operation, and the 
execution can be done in real time. 

Propagation of degrees of freedom (DoF) is a technique where parts of the constraint graph that 
can easily be solved, are (temporarily) pruned off. DoF looks for a variable in the network with 
few enough constraints so that it can be changed to satisfy the constraints. If such a variable is 
found, it is removed together with the constraints that are imposed on it. If there are no variables 
with enough degrees of freedom, the resulting graph is solved by some other technique such as, for 
example, relaxation. After values for the variables in the resulting graph are determined, these values 
are propagated back to the removed branches. 

DoF is often used in combinatîon with relaxation. Parts of the graph that do not contain cycles 
are first removed and then the constraints inside the cycles are solved using relaxation. When the 
cycles are solved, the pruned off parts can be resolved using local propagation. The advantage is that 
the relaxation algorithm does not have to guess values for all variables in the network and thus the 
constraint graph can be solved much faster. 

A problem with DoF is how to determine wbich variables in the graph have enough degrees of 
freedom, so that they can be removed. An often used beuristic is to look for variables which have only 
one constraint on them. Below an algorithm is given. 

1. DoF() 
2. v := find_var() 
3. while (v '!- e) do 
4. for (V c on v) 
5. fifo_push (c) 

6. remove_constr (c) 

7. rof 
8. fifo_push(v) 
9 . rernove_ var ( v) 

10. v . - find_var {) 
11. od 
12. FoD 

The procedure find_var looks for a variable witb enough degrees of freedom and assigns tbis to v. 
lf a variable is found, the while-loop is entered and, after the constraint and variable are stored in a 
fifo"Jist, tbey are removed from the graph. 

Every constraint and every variable in the grapb can be removed only once, tbus the complexity is 
O(b+e). Despite the fact that DoF can speed up the relaxation algorithm in practice, it does not have 
an inftuence on the time complexity. The worst case is when no variables can be removed by DoF and 
relaxation still bas to relax all variables in the constraint graph. 

Constraint Systems 

Many constraint systems outside AI and logic programming somebow find their roots in the Sketch
pad system that was developed by Ivan Sutherland in the beginning of the 1960s [Sutherland, 1963]. 
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Sketchpad was a geometrie drawing application that allowed the user to draw objects such as lines, 
circles, rectangles, and relate these objects using constraints, such as point-on-line, point-on-circle, 
ftftd oollinear. The Sketchpad constraint system used local propagation and relaxation to satisfy the 
constraints. Sketchpad also included the facility for defining new constraint types in the underlying 
language. 

After the pioneer work of Sketchpad, a silence set in that lasted for more than 15 years. At the 
end of the l 970s, Alan Boming developed ThingLab [Boming, 1981 ], a graphic simulation labora
tory for constructing interactive, graphic simulations of experiments in physics and geometry, such 
as electrical circuits and mechanica! linkages. The principle issue addressed in ThingLab was the 
representation and satisfaction of constraints which specified relations among parts of the simulation. 
ThingLab applied many of the ideas of Sketchpad to object-oriented programming in the Smalltalk 
language [Goldberg et al., 1983]. The used constraint satisfaction techniques in ThingLab were lo
cal propagation, relaxation, and propagation of degrees of freedom. One of the main contributions 
was the fact that for a fixed set of constraints, ThingLab could generate constraint satisfaction plans 
which could be compiled. This would tremendously improve the performance of constraint satisfac
tion. ThingLab influenced many other constraint systems and had some successors that implemented 
constraint solvers for user interface and animation construction systems (see [Malony et al., 1989], 
[Borning et al" 1986]}. 

In [Freeman-Benson et al" 1990], the authors present the DeltaBlue algorithm, a fast local propa
gation constraint solver. The DeltaBlue algorithm implements an incremental constraint solver, which 
means that the solver maintains an evolving "current solution" to the constraints. When constraints 
are added or removed, the solver does not solve the complete set of constraints again, but modifies the 
current solution to find a new one that satisfies all constraints. Implementations of DeltaBlue turn out 
to be fast algorithms. However, drawbacks are that DeltaBlue cannot handle constraints in a cycle. 

A successor of the DeltaB!ue algorithm is the SkyBlue algorithm [Sannella, 1994]. The most 
significant difference between DeltaBlue and SkyBlue is that the Jatter can handle cyclic constraints. 
This is done by calling extemal (that is, extemal to the SkyBlue algorithm) solvers to satisfy these 
constraints. The SkyBlue algorithm is implemented in the Multi-Gamet User Interface Development 
System [Sannella, 1994], which is a successor of Gamet [Myers et al" 1990]. Gamet is a user inter
face toolkit based on Common Lisp and X windows and provides a simple local propagation algorithm 
for so-called "one-way'' constraints, that is, constraints that provide only one way to calculate a local 
solution. 

In [Gleicher et al., 1994], Oleicher and Witkin describe a drawing program called Briar. Briar is 
similar to Sketchpad. It provides various drawing primitives and direct manipulation techniques to edit 
the primitives. Constraints among primitives, like controlling distances, positions, and orientations 
can be established, edited, removed, and visualized. Briar addresses the problem of adding constraints 
to a direct manipulation drawing program without detracting from what has made these programs 
so successful. An overview of the practical issues that concern a graphics drawing tool is given 
in [Gleicher, 1994]. 

In the area of geometrical constraints, many constraint solving techniques and implementations 
thereof have been developed. Geometrie constraints often deal with overconstrained or undercon
strained situations. Such situations can be resolved by giving practical feedback to the user who can 
provide new information to solve the problem (see [Noort et al" 1997], [Veltkamp, 1995]). Solving 
geometrical constraints usually involves solving sets of (non-) linear equations. Dealing with over
constrained or underconstrained situations can then be solved by using an objective function that 
should be minimized or maximized (see [Wesselink et al., 1995], [Donikian et al., 1995]). To reduce 
the number of numerical equations to be solved, often numerical equation solving is combined with 
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propagation techniques (see [Arbab et al., 1991], [Kramer, 1992]). 
In early nineties, [Freernan-Benson, 1991] introduced a new family of languages that combined 

the imperative aspect of object-oriented programming with the declarativity of constraint program
ming. These were called the Constraint Imperative Prograrnming (CIP) languages. A first instance 
of this family was Kaleidoscope [Freeman-Benson et al., 1992]. lt is an 00 language which provides 
constraints that can be imposed on objects. The constraint solver is an integral part of the Janguage. 
The first version of Kaleidoscope served as a proof of concept and had some limitations. For exarnple, 
the language semantics did not model state changes in the usual object-oriented sense and objects did 
not have an identity. In [Lopez, 1997], these drawbacks are solved and more and new constraint types 
are added. For example, identity constraints can be specified between objects which can be used to 
explicitly deciare alias relations between objects. Other imperative constraint prograrnming languages 
that were developed in this family are Siri [Hom, 1991] and COPE [Li, 1995]. 

CIP languages provide a smooth integration of object-orientation and constraints. However, since 
the constraint solver is an integral part of the language, it is not possible for a programmer to design 
new constraint types that the solver of the language cannot handle. 

2.3 Conclusion 

ln this chapter, we have seen two major approaches that are currently being used and are being re
searched for the development of (large) software systems. Object-oriented design provides a software 
engineer with techniques and tools to decompose and control large and complex systems. Constraints 
allow an engineer to declaratively specify intricate problems, while distantiating from the actual sol v
ing of the constraints. 

00-design is not always the most natura! way to design a system. In particular, systems that re
tain only minimal state information are best designed using another methodology than 00-design. In 
00-design, decisions concerning representations of states can be made in a later stage of the design 
process. Thus, it promotes decoupling of system components and makes it more flexible to change 
when representation decisions have to be made [Wegner, 1989]. In [Borning, 1986], it is observed that 
the genera! inheritance mechanism poses some problems which are caused by the statie definition of 
classes. For exarnple, if a certain object of a class needs a (slightly) different interface than the class 
provides, a new (sub)class has to be defined. In the paper, the use of prototypes is described and com
pared to using classes. In [Aksit et al., 1992], obstacles that have been encountered in object-oriented 
software development are described. Problems are identified on three levels, the prepatory work (for 
example, during domain analysis), structured relations (for exarnple, inheritance), and interactions 
among objects (message passing). In many cases, the 00 model is too restrictive to describe relations 
and interactions in a ftexible manner. For example, many 00 methods cannot expres multiple views 
on objects. Despite the shortcomings, however, 00 is considered a good starting point for building 
large systems and there is optimism that these problems can be solved. 

Constraints are applied to declaratively specify relations. Depending on the domains of the con
straint variables, different solving techniques can be used to solve or maintain them. The genera! CSP 
problem is a hard problem and satisfaction algorithms are often slow. One way to speed up the pro
cess is to perform computations in parallel. An interesting approach is taken in [Lipton, 1995], where 
massively parallel computations are done by means of chemical reactions on DNA strands. However, 
a more common approach to speed up the solving process, is to reduce the solution space by achieving 
some level of (node, are) consistency. 

In Table 2.1, an overview is given of the complexities we have discussed for the different constraint 
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BT ea" 
NC ae Re 
AC-3 a"e J..Re 
LP Àae aje J..Re J..Re i 

RX J..ne 

Table 2.1: Time complexities of some constraint algorithms. e is the number of constraints, 
a is the maximum domain size, n is the number of variables, À is the maximum number of 
iterations, and R is the time needed to solve a single constrnint. 

solving techniques. We discriminate between the altemation and the refinement model of sol ving, and 
between discrete and continuous domains. As usual, a is the size of a discrete domain, n is the number 
of variables, e the number of constraints. R is the time needed to solve a single constraint, and À the 
number of loops or iterations made by the algorithms. 

All complexities are at least linear in the number of constraints e. It is immediately clear why local 
propagation LP is such a widely used constraint solving method. It is applicable in a wide variety of 
applications and linear in the number of constraints, if Ris independent of e. Note however that LP 
need not always find a solution, which is why it is often preceded by a planning stage. 

Both object-orientation and constraints are very applicable in the area of computer graphics. In 
the next chapter, we consider whether the two approaches can be combined and how they affect each 
other. 



Chapter 3 

Combining Objects and Constraints 

Computer graphics systems are typically very large integrated programs that use a wide range of 
techniques. They may deal with various types of data and allow concurrent interaction with a user and 
between a large number of agents, actors, or active objects. 

A well founded and appropriate underlying abstraction is needed to deal with the complexity of 
computer graphics. Object-orientedness provides such an underlying abstraction to deal with com
plexity. The concept of constraints is another such abstraction. Object-oriented programming pro
vides powerful software engineering principles, such as inheritance and data encapsulation, which 
are needed to cope with large complex software systems. The principal benefit of declarative ap
proaches is that they shift the burden of deciding how something bas to be done from the application 
prograrnmer to the system environment he is working in. 

The justification for combining objects and constraints derives from the fact that both address 
the problems of complexity in large interactive graphical systems. Complexity arises in specifying 
the behavior of animations and interactions with many components or objects. Constraints allow the 
declarative modeling of the behavior of such systems. Secondly, complexity is due to the fact that we 
are dealing with large software systems. 

In both the VR-DIS project and the GDP project, the applications, the architectural design system 
and the animation system respectively. are object-oriented. In these 00-systems, a constraint system 
bas to be incorporated that enables relations between the objects to be specified and maintained. 
However, in order to set up a design in which the two paradigms are combined, we have to deal with 
the incompatibilities mentioned in the introduction of this thesis. 

This chapter presents the combination of the two paradigms and treats the incompatibilities that 
arise. It is the second step in the software engineering trajectory that was outlined in Chapter l (the 
problem analysis). First, the problem domain is demarcated in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 gives an 
overview of existing systems that combine objects and constraints. In Section 3.3, the declarative 
nature of constraint programming is compared with the imperative nature of object-oriented program
ming. Section 3.4 treats the information hiding principle of the object-oriented paradigm in relation 
to the constraint paradigm. Section 3.5 compares several constraint satisfaction algorithms with re
spect to the amount of data that an object encapsulates. Finally, Section 3.7 gives the conclusions and 
proposes an approach for solving the problems that are set out in this chapter. 

23 
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3.1 Problem Demarcation 

In the VR·DIS project, a design system Is developed to support 30 architectural modeling. Geometrie 
constraints offer a designer powerful 30 modeling tools in such an environment. The design system 
aims to assist in the early phases of architectural design. The primary goal of these phases is to get a 
first impression about the overall shape of a building. Constraints as 30 modeling tools add geometrie 
design knowledge which enables the modeling of rooms and elements in a building on a semantically 
high level. 

In the GOP project, an animation system is developed to create 3D interactive animations. The 
animation system is controlled by a scripting Janguage, called Looks. Looks can be used to create 
and delete objects that occur in the animation and prescribe their movements. A powerful tool to 
describe motions of objects is the use of constraints. Constraints that specify connections among 
objects allow for easy modeling of complex scenes. While the motion of one object is prescribed, the 
constraint system of the animation system can calculate motions of other objects that are connected 
via constraint to the prescribed object. 

The design system of the VR-DIS project and the Looks Janguage in the GDP project are both 
object-oriented in which constraints have to be incorporated. The goal ofthis thesis is to describe the 
design of a constraint system that provides constraint types in object-oriented graphics environments. 
In particular, a constraint system is designed and implemented for the VR-DIS project and the GDP 
project. 

In defining a model for combining constraints and objects, two incompatibilities arise. 

1. Object-oriented programming is imperative, while constraint programming is declarative (see 
Section 3.3). 

2. Object-oriented design methodologies encourage data encapsulation, while this encapsulation 
is an obstruction for powerful constraint solving (see Section 3.4). 

These incompatibilities exist on a conceptual level. The practical combination of the paradigms does 
not cause insurmountable problems. However, although existing implementations might lead us to 
believe that combining objects and constraints is a closed matter, in order to make a clean design that 
combines objects and constraints the approach that is laid out by the existing implementations do not 
satisfactory solve to the above mentioned incompatibilities. It is therefore necessary to analyze these 
incompatibilities and provide a solution to it. 

In literature, various systems are described that combine both paradigms. In the next section, we 
examine some important systems that combine objects and constraints in a graphics environment. 

3.2 Existing Object-Constraint Models 

Existing systems that combine objects and constraints hardly ever address the information hiding 
conflict problem. Solutions in literature that explicitly deal with the information hiding conflict, try to 
assign values to an object by using the object's interface. In order to set an object's intemal variables, 
the interface is extended with messages that can be called by a solver. In some cases, specific features 
of a system are used to allow a solver direct access to the intemal variables, such as giving it certain 
privileges. 

In [Laffra et al" 1991], the methods of an object that may violate constraints are guarded by so
called propagators. The propagators send messages to other objects to maintain the constraints. Tuis 
technique is similar to the pre- and postcondition facilities in Go [Davy, 1991]. lt is limited to con-
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straint maintenance (that is, truth maintenance as opposed to starting with an inconsistent situation 
that is then resolved). 

Amore powerful technique is presented in [Wilk, 1991]. Here, a constraint system, Equate, us
es term rewriting as a guide to find solutions. Constraints are specified as equations. Rewrite rules 
convert equations into equivalent sets of equations that can more easily be solved. This repeats recur
sively (zero or more times) until equations are simple enough to be rewritten to a set of instructions 
(messages to an object). The rewrite rules which rewrite the equations are provided by the classes and 
are similar to the program clauses of logic programs. Several rules may apply to rewrite an equation. 

The partial solutions for every constraint have to be combined in order to provide a solution 
program for the whole constraint problem. Equate uses so-called read-sets and write-sets to determine 
which instructions interfere with the accomplishments of others. These sets contain the (intemal) 
variables of objects that will be read or written to during the execution of the instruction. Por example, 
when an instruction A writes toa variable which is read by another instruction B, instruction A can 
undo some of the achievements of B and is therefore executed first. If no proper order can be found, 
Equate finds no solution. In this way, a set of solution programs is generated, which is offered to 
the application. The application must choose a solution program from that set to execute in order to 
satisfy the constraints. 

Another system, which is quite similar to Equate, is the Object-Oriented Constraint System, OOC
S [Hoole et al" 1994]. The main difference between these systems is that OOCS does not use term 
rewriting. Instead, an object supplies a set of solution program segments for each constraint that has 
been imposed upon it. The object guarantees that execution of any of these segments will leave the 
object in a state which satisfies the constraint. OOCS then solves a set of constraints by determining 
which program segment steps interfere with each other. This is achieved in the same way as in Equate 
by using read-sets and write-sets. By arranging the solution steps using these sets, the OOCS solver 
is able to decide which are feasible solutions. 

Constraint solving with Equate takes the following four steps. 

1. Rewrite all the constraints. 
2. Order the partial solutions into solution programs. 
3. Make a selection out of the set of solution programs. 
4. Execute a program. 

OOCS does not perform the first step. The last two have to be executed by the application program. 
The problem of the above approaches is the local character of the solution. More powerful so

lutions are necessarily global in nature. The danger is that all objects need methods to get and set 
their internal data. This however, allows every other object to get and set these values which is clearly 
against the object-oriented philosophy. 

One way to restrict this, is to have an object allow value setting only when its intemal constraints 
remain satisfied (see [Rankin, 1991)). A constraint could be made internal by constructing a 'con
tainer object', which contains the constraint and the operand objects, but this does not solve the basic 
problem. In particular, the state of active objects cannot be changed without their explicit cooperation. 
(Active objects, or actors, conceptually have their own processor and behave autonomously, which is 
typical in animation and simulation.) Another approach is to limit access to private data to constraint
objects or the constraint solver-objects only. Por example, C++ provides the 'friend' declaration to 
grant functions access to the private part of objects. This is also comparable to the approach taken 
by [Cournarie et al., 1995], where special variables (slots) are accessible by constraints only. One can 
argue that encapsulation is still violated (and specifically that the C++ friend construct could be easily 
misused). 
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3.3 lmperative and Declarative Programming 

An imperative program is executed by performing an ordered sequence of statements. The statements 
operate on variables that contain values which can be updated by the statements. The set of values 
stored in the variables is called the state. The execution of an imperative program can be described in 
terms of a state machine model, where each statement causes the program to move from one state to 
the next. Control over the order of execution is provided by selection and iteration statements. The 
statements in the program are responsible for transforming an initial state into the final state. 

The imperative paradigm closely resembles the actual machine that runs a program. Because of 
such closeness, imperative languages are familiar, efficient, and widespread. A disadvantage is that 
abstraction is more limited than with some other paradigms. Furthermore, function or procedure calls 
in an imperative program often have side effects, which can make it complex to understand, prove, or 
debug. 

Object-oriented programming belongs to the family of imperative programming languages. It 
has the same notion of state that is operated on by sequentially executed statements. It extends the 
traditional imperative paradigm with techniques for building large, modular software systems. 

Declarative programming entails the writing of declarations and logic-like rules among declara
tions. Typically, the rules describe that one set of declarations is true if some other set of declarations 
is true. There is no notion of a state that is sequentially manipulated by statements. The declarations 
specify one timeless state, the solution to the problem. Therefore, declarative languages are often 
called executable specification languages. Because declarative languages entail the representation of 
declarative models as compositions of logic-Jike rules, it is easier to relate such languages (and model
s) to formal logics The logic-like structures can be used to model a problem and construct correctness 
proofs thereof. 

Constraint programming languages form a subclass of the declarative languages. Constraints 
declaratively specify restrictions on and relations between states (values of variables). In contrast to 
pure functional languages, where states are totally abandoned, there is a notion of states in constraint 
programming. However, constraints do not describe how states are manipulated or how restrictions or 
relations are satisfied. (This is the task of an underlying constraint solver.) 

When combining imperative programming with declarative programming, in particular constraint 
programming, a conflict arises conceming the manipulation of states. Imperative updates of a state can 
break constraints {destructive assignments) that restrict that state. One could choose to let the update 
fail, thus violating the semantics of the imperative language, or allow the constraint to be broken, thus 
violating the semantics of the constraint language. 

To find a genera] solution to this problem might be very difficult. However, in many cases it can 
be desirable to be able to change a state imperatively while constraints maintain relations on that state. 
For example, suppose a graphics object drawn on the screen may not cross the borders of the window 
in which it is displayed. It can be moved around and modified by an end-user. The operations that 
a user can perform are modeled as imperative actions on state of the object. The fact that the object 
may not step over the window borders is modeled by constraints. As soon as the user changes the 
state in such a way that constraints are violated, action is taken by the underlying system to solve the 
constraints. For example, the state of the object is set back to the values it had before the constraints 
were violated. 

The possibility of specifying the relations in a declarative way can save an enormous number of 
lines of code that would be needed if the relations were updated in an imperative way. Once the 
constraints are specified, they are maintained ever after. In the above example, the restrictions that the 
object may not cross window borders can be specified by four constraints. One constraint specifies 
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that the object may not be positioned above the line that coincides with the upper border of the window 
and three other constraints specify similar restrictions for the three other window borders. If it were 
modeled in an imperative way, each time the user performs an action a series of if statements or a case 
statement would have to be coded to check whether the object crossed any borders. lf so, the update 
of the object's state has to be coded too. 

The functionality of these two approaches is exactly the sarne. However, besides the saving of 
lines of code, constraints provide a clearer specification of the relations that have to hold. This enables 
more complex structures to be built, which will be less error-prone, than when done in an imperative 
way. 

When combining declarative constraints and imperative statements, it is important to describe 
the semantics of an assignment in relation to the constraints. A straightforward approach is to solve 
the constraints as soon as a constrained variable or object changes. However, in an object-oriented 
environment, one might want to have more control over triggering of solving. For example, when 
dragging a constrained object across the screen, a user might want the constraints to be solved after 
the dragging operation has been finished, but not during the dragging process itself. On the other 
hand, the user should not be forced to explicitly invoke the solver himself. 

Furthermore, if an imperative assignment has been done that violates constraints a decision has 
to be made how to solve them. For example, a possible solution would be to restore all object states 
to the situation that existed before the assignment was done. However, in many cases, this solution 
might not be satisfactory. 

3.4 Constraints vs. Information Hiding 

In the glossary of [Booch, 1991], the following definition is given. 

Information hiding is the process of hiding all the details of an object that do not con
tribute to its essential characteristics. Typically, the structure of an object is bidden, as 
well as the irnplementation of its rnethods. The terms information hiding and encapsula
tion are usually interchangeable. 

Infonnation hiding, or encapsulation, is a key concept in object-oriented programming and design 
and serves to separate extemal, communication aspects of an object from the intemal, implernentation 
details of the object. This promotes modular design and prevents that small changes in some part of a 
systern has rnassive ripple effects [Micallef, 1988]. However, information hiding obstructs the specifi
cation of relations in the 00 paradigm [Blake et al., 1992]. In particular, constraints specify relations 
among the intemal variables of objects. In [Aksit et al., 1992), a sirnilar problem is identified in the 
observation that many object-oriented languages do not allow multiple views on objects. A solution is 
developed in [Aksit et al., 1993], where object compositionfilters are used to filter incoming messages 
with respect to conditions specified in the class definition. In our discussion, we will restrict ourselves 
to the encapsulation of variables inside an object, since this is of interest from the constraint sol ving 
viewpoint. 

Access to the bidden variables of an object is provided tbrougb an interface of messages. Instead 
of directly reading or writing a variable, one object requests another object to perform sorne action by 
sending a rnessage. This allows the receiving object to control assignments to variables, for exarnple 
to maintain a class-invariant, or to update intemal variables in order to maintain internal relations (or 
internal constraints). 

We speak of the violation of information hiding wben bidden variables of an object are directly 
accessed. That is, they are directly read, written, or referred to. For example, in A. y = A. x + 2; 
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where A is an object and x and y are bidden variables of A, infonnation hiding is broken twice, once 
by directly reading A. x and once by doing a direct assignment to A. y. 

Constraints in an object-oriented environment specify relations among objects that have to remain 
valid. It is the responsibility of a constraint solver to calculate values for the internal variables of the 
objects to validate the constraints. In an object-oriented context, these variables are usually bidden 
inside the objects and manipulation is only allowed via the interface of messages. This interface can 
obstruct powerful constraint solving. The following cases make it hard, if not impossible, for a solver 
to efficiently satisfy the constraints. 

1. Execution of a method leads to violation of intemal constraints of the object. As a result, the 
object can refuse to do the assignment or can update other variables (side-effects) in order to 
maintain the internal constraints. 

2. Side-effects of the methods (possibly undocumented) can break previously satisfied constraints. 
3. The provided interface does not provide enough facilities for the solver to put the object in a 

state that satisfies the constraints. 

Let us look at an example to clarify these points. 

3.4.1 Case Study 

The objects under consideration are line segments. An object of class Line Segment bas four internal 
variables of type float. The class definition in a C++ style is presented below. 

class LineSegment 
{ 
private: 

float x..begin, y..begin, 
y_end; 

public: 
void move.begin( float x, float y); 
void move_end(float x, float y); 
void rotate(float degrees); 

The intemal variables, defined in the private part of the class definition, are the bidden variables. 
The messages, specified in the public part, manipulate these variables and are the means by which 
other objects can communicate. The bidden variables of class LineSegment are not known outside 
the class. 

Suppose, tbere are two line segments, 1 1 and 12. On these line segments, constraints are imposed 
in the form of linear equations. Consider the following constraints on the line segments. 

11.x..begin 
12.x..begin 
11.x-end 
11.y_end 

;(:. 11.x_end 
i= 12 .x_end 

12 .x_begin 
= 12. y_begin 

The constraints c1 and c2 specify that none of the line segments may be positioned vertically (the 
x-coordinates of their endpoints may not be equal to each other). The constraints c3 and c4 express 
the facts that endpoint (x_end, y_end) of 11 must coincide with endpoint (x..begin, y_begin) 

of 12. 
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Figure 3.1: A solution to the constraint problem. The endpoints of the line segments should 
be positioned such that a solution to the constraint problem is obtained. 
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A possible solution is the following (for some x1, x2, x3 (x1 'f= x2, x2 'f= x3), y1, y2, and y3) (see 
also Figure 3.1 ). 

Solution 1: 11.x-begin Xji (1) 
11.y-begin Yu (2) 
11.x_end x2; (3) 
{ C1 } 
11.y_end Y2; (4) 
12.x...begin x2; (5) 

{ C1 /\ C3 } 
12. y-begin = Y2; (6) 

( C1 /\ C3 /\ C4 } 
lz.x_end X3; (7) 

( C1 /\ C3 /\ C4 /\ C2 } 
12 .y_end YH (8) 

After execution of statements ( 1), ( 2) , and ( 3) , constraint c 1 is satisfied. Statement ( 5) satisfies 
constraint c 3. Statement ( 6) satisfies c4 and after statement ( 7) all constraints are solved. Between 
braces is indicated which constraints are valid after execution of an assignment. 

Solution 1 guarantees that the constraints are satisfied if all the assignments are canied out 
without interruption, that is, if the solution is executed atomically. However, it is clear that informa
tion hiding is violated. Firstly, the constraint specifications address the bidden variables of the line 
segments, which are not known outside class Linesegment. Secondly, when expressing the solution, 
direct assignments are done to bidden variables. 

A way for staling the constraints and presenting the solution that would respect the information 
hiding principle could be the following. 

c'1: not-vertical ( 11) 
c;: not-vertical ( 12) 
c;: touch_eb(l1,l2) 

Solution 2a: float deg, Xb, Yb, x,,, Yei 

11. rota te (deg); (1) 
{ CÎ } 
12.rnove..begin(Xb,Ybl; (2) 
{ Cî /\ c3 } 
12.move_end(x,,ye); (3) 
{ cl A c; A c3 } 
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The constraints are stated as functions that take the constrained objects as arguments. The solution is 
presented as a set of messages back to the objects. Execution of statement ( 1) satisfies constraint c;. 
Statement (2) satisfies constraint c3 and statement (3) satisfies constraint c2. This approach does 
not violate the information hiding principle. 

However, Solution 2a is not complete. In order for the solver to calculate values for the vari
ables deg, Xb, Yb, xe. and y e, it has to know the current values of the end points of the line segments. 
But class LineSegrnent provides no messages to determine these values. In this case, the interface 
of the class does not provide enough facilities for the sol ver to satisfy the constraints. 

Therefore, we extend class LineSegrnent to class LineSegment' with messages to retrieve the 
values of the endpoints and present a Solution 2b that satisfies the constraints (see below). 

class LineSegment' 
{ 
private: 

float x..begin, y..begin, 
x_end, y_end; 

public: 
void get..begin(float* x, float* y); 
void geLendfloat* x, float* y); 
void move..begin(float x, float y); 
void rnove_end(float x, float y); 
void rotate(float degrees); 

c'1: n0Lvertical(l1) 
c;: not_vertical(l2) 
c3: touch_eb(l1, l2) 

Solution 2b: float blx, bly, elx, ely, 
b2x, b2y, e2x, e2y; 

float deg, valx, val"; 
Il Initialization of deg, valx, and valy, 
Il such that deg mod 180 :/= 0 and valx :/= 0 
11 . get..begin ( &blx, &bly) ; ( 1) 
11.get_end(&elx,&ely); (2) 
if (blx == elx) (3) 

11. rota te (deg); 
1 c; l 
12. get..begin ( &b2x, &b2y) ; ( 4) 
12.get_end(&e2x,&e2y); (5) 
12.move..begin(elx-b2x,ely-b2y); (6) 
{ C'1 A C'.J } 
if (elx e2x) (7) 

12.move_end(valx,valy}; 
{ Cj A c; A c3 l 

Statements ( 1) and ( 2 J retrieve the values of the endpoints of line segment 1 1. Statement ( 3 l 
satisfies constraint cj. Statements ( 4) and ( 5) retrieve the values of the endpoints of line segment 
12• Statement ( 6) satisfies constraint c3 and ( 7) satisfies constraint c;. 
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Figure 3.2: Example of the Linkage Positioning problem. 

This solution would be correct if the methods were to be carried out unconditionally and without 
side-effects. However, suppose that class LineSegment' has an internal constraint which dictates 
that the length of a segment may not exceed some maximum value. When one endpoint is moved 
and the internal constraint gets violated, the object can either refuse to execute the move operation or 
modify the other endpoint to maintain the internal constraint. 

In Solution 2b, if the object would refuse to perform the move when the maximum length is 
exceeded, it cannot be concluded after statement ( 6 ) that constraint c3 is satisfied. Alternatively, if 
moving one endpoint would have the side-effect of a possible update of the other endpoint, executing 
statement ( 7) could falsify constraint c3 that was previously solved by statement ( 6 l . 

Consequently, a solver would have to check, after calling a message, if the assignment bas been 
carried out If tbis is not the case, it bas to try other messages to achieve the desired result. This 
complicates the task of a solver and, if an object refuses all attempts, it cannot satisfy the constraints. 

Another drawback of Solutions 2a and 2b is that assigning the values in this way is less effi
cient than in Solution 1. In Sol ut ion 1, direct assignments were done to achieve a solution. In 
Solutions 2a and 2b, the object has to perform rotations and translations to arrive at the solution 
which is more computation intensive. 

Related to this, the question rises whether the time complexity of the constraint solving algo
rithm changes if it has to take into account the way in which assignments can be done to variables. 
In [Veltkamp et al., 1995], a number of constraint satisfaction methods bas been reviewed, their time 
complexities are determined, and a particular example is used to illustrate how the complexity changes 
due to the way in which the problem is modeled. The results of this work are presented in the next 
section. 

3.5 Complexity of Constraint Algorithms 

We use the following running example. Let R = {r1, ••• , r,,,} be a set of m rods. The set of endpoints 
of these rods is P = {p1, ... , Pn), a set of n points p1 = (x1, y;) in R2. Eacb rod r; bas a fixed length 
d;. The rods r; are altematively denoted as its pair of endpoints, r; = (p11' p12 ), i 1, i 2 e {l,." , n). 
The length of rod (p;1 , Pii) is altematively denoted as dii 12 • The rods form a single linkage structure, 
l; if two rods are joined, then they share an endpoint. Let W = {wi. ... , wk) be a set of k vertical 
walls (in R2); each w; is represented by its x-coordinate. The rods must be positioned on the walls in 
such a way that the endpoints of each rod lie on different walls. See Figure 3.2 for an example. 

This Linkage Positioning problem can be modeled as a constraint problem in various ways. 
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Constraint Problem 1 (CP-1) 

The set of~ variahles ~ V = {p1 •... , Pnl· The domain of each variable (x;, y;) Is W x IR. 
The constraints are a set of m binary constraints that fix the length between two points that belong to 
the same rod and prohibit these points to lie on one wall. 

Constraint Problem 2 (CP-2) 

The set of constraint variables is V = {r1, .•• , rml· Each variable is responsible for maintaining 
its intemal integrity, that is, it retains a fixed length. The domain of each variable r; = (p;1 , p;2 ) is 
(W x IR.)2 . The constraints are a set of m unary constraints that prevent each rod from being vertical, 
and q binary constraints to specify incident rods. The q binary constraints construct the linkage, and 
the value of q depends on the structure of the linkage, but is at least m - J . If the maxima! number of 
rods incident toa point is constant (independent of norm) then q = l!J(n). If a constant number of 
points are incident to <9(n) points then q = CJ(n2). If CJ(n) vertices are incident to (!J(n) points then 
q = <9(n3). 

Constraint Problem 3 (CP-3) 

The constraint variable is the whole linkage l. The domain of this variable is (W x IR)". The linkage 
should maintain the fixed lengths of the rods, and the incidence relations between the rods. As in CP-
2, there are m unary constraints to prevent each rod from being vertical. These are unary constraints 
on the single linkage variable. 

In the respective constraint problems, we let the amount of data that is hidden inside the objects 
increase. In CP-1, the coordinates of the points are hidden, in CP-2, the points themselves are hidden 
in the rods, and in CP-3, the rods are hidden in the linkage. In all three cases, we assume there are 
messages that can do assignments to the object as a whole. That is, in CP-1, assignments can be done 
to position the points, in CP-2, assignments position the rods, and in CP-3, assignments to the whole 
linkage can be done. 

Already, it can be observed that by moving constraint variables inside an object, constraints on 
these variables disappear while new (different) constraints have to be created. Increasing encapsula
tion of variables in objects changes the constraint variables and, thus, creates a different constraint 
problem. This makes it less trivia! to compare the time complexities of CP-1, CP-2, and CP-3. How
ever, since the problems are still the same and they are derived from each other, it is worthwhile to 
investigate to what extent the time complexity is influenced. 

Typically, the intemal variables of the objects are the points, and they attain a value from W x IR, 
or they are unspecified, that is, they have no value yet. Instead of restricting the domain of the x; 's to 
W in each of the three constraint problems above, we could let the domain be IR, and add extra unary 
constraints to place the points on the wa!L This will be necessary for solving techniques that require 
continuous domains for the constraint variables, such as relaxation. 

The Linkage Positioning Problem illustrates different types of constraints (unary, binary) and 
different types of domains (discrete, continuous). lt is suitable to demonstrate both the altemation and 
the refinement models of constraint satisfaction. 

The Linkage Positioning Problem is similar to a famous problem in computability and complexity 
theory, (k-)Graph Coloring. The problem there is to assign a color from a given set of k colors to each 
vertex of the graph, such that vertices connected by an edge have different colors. The set of vertices 
corresponds to P from the Linkage Problem, the set of edges to R, and the set of colors to W. The 
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condition of 'different colors' corresponds to 'different walls, plus fixed distance'; both conditions 
take constant time to check. Just like genera! constraint satisfaction, k-Graph Coloring is known to be 
NP-complete [Baase, 1978]. Determining if a graph is 2-colorable is easy (polynomial). Deterrnining 
if it is 3-colorable is NP-complete. It is still NP-complete if the graphs are planar and the maxima! 
degree is four. If the maxima! degree is at most two, the k-coloring problem is easy. Coloring bipartite 
graphs (for example, trees) is also easy. 

3.5.1 Backtracking 

The first constraint satisfaction algorithm we consider is backtracking (BT). As we recall from Sec
tion 2.2.2, the time complexity of BT is (!)(eab), where b s the number of variables, ais the maximum 
domain size for a variable, and e is the number of constraints. 

The backtracking algorithm assumes the domains of a variable to be discrete and finite. In 
Constraint Problem 1 (CP-1) of the Linkage Positioning Problem, the domain of each variable p; 
(= (x;, y;)) is W x R. If there are no cycles in the linkage structure, the y-coordinates are of no 
significance. If the x-coordinates have values which do not violate the constraints, proper values can 
always be found for the y-coordinates in time linear in the number of variables. The complexity is in 
thatcase <!J(mkn). 

In CP-2, the set of constraint variables is V = {r1, ... , r m}. The domain of each variable 
r; = (Pip p 12 ) is (W x R)2 . In order to be able to apply the backtracking algorithm, we restrict 
the domain to W2 only, which has size k2 . The time complexity changes accordingly. In the case the 
linkage structure contains no cycles, there are k2m candidate solutions. For every candidate solution, 
all constraints will be checked. The number of constraints is m+q, so the complexity of the algorithm 
is <9((m + q)k2m). 

In the case of CP-3, the single variabJe is a complete linkage. An assignment to this variable is 
a tuple of n walls. The size of its domain equals kn, which is also the number of candidate solutions 
to the problem. For every candidate solution, all constraints have to be checked. The number of 
constraints is m, so the complexity of the algorithm is <!J(mkn), which is the same as for CP-1. 

3.5.2 Node and Are Consistency 

Node and are consistency applies to the refinement model of satisfaction. See Section 2.2.2 for the 
pseudo code of the corresponding algorithms NC and AC. The time complexities for these algorithms 
are <!J(ae) and <9(ea3) (for AC-3), respectively, where ais the maximum domain size and e the number 
of constraints. 

In CP-1, there are no unary constraints on the variables, thus, by definition it is node-consistent. 
Node-consistency for CP-2 is achieved by removing all wall-tuples from the domain of a rod r; on 
which the segment cannot lie. These are the wall-tuples whose distance is larger than the rod length 
and the tuples which contain two the same walls. In CP-2 the domain size is k 2 and the number of 
unary constraints is m. Tuis results is a time complexity of <9(mk2). The domain size in CP-3 equals 
k", and the number of unary constraints is m. Tuis results is a time complexity of <9(mk") for NC. 

In CP-1, arc-consistency means that if we assign to a point p; an arbitrary wall from its domain, 
then all other points to which it is adjacent, can be placed on walls so that th.e constraints still hold. 
The domain size in CP-1 is k, the number of constraints m, thus the complexity for AC-3 is <9(mk3). 

lf we assume that there are no cycles in the linkage, finding an actual solution takes an additional 
<9(n) = <!J(m) amount of time (see Section 2.2.2). 

In the case of CP-2, arc-consistency means that once a rod is placed on two walls, all adjacent 
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rods can also be placed. The difference with CP-1 is that the domain size has increased to k2 and the 
numberof constraints has become (m+q). Thecomplexity ofalgorithm AC-3 is now (f)((m+q)(k2) 3). 

Again, if there àre no cycles in the Iinkage, an actual solution can be found in e (n) = e (m) additional 
time. 

Since CP-3 only contains one variable which is the complete linkage, there are no binary con
straints. So, if it is node-consistent, it is also are-consistent. 

3.5.3 Local Propagation 

Propagation of known states propagates known values of variables through the network. lt can apply 
to both the altemation model and the refinement model of constraint satisfaction. In the first case, 
values of variables are propagated. In the second case, sets of values or intervals are propagated 
[Davis, 1987]. 

The pseudo code of the LP algorithm that solves the linkage positioning problem is the altemation 
model which is given in Section 2.2.3. The time complexity ofthis algorithm is (f)(ae), fora maximum 
domain size a and e constraints. 

In CP-1, the constraint variables are the n points. These are connected to each other by m binary 
constraints. The number of walls, which is also the size of the domain fora point, is k. lf we apply LP 
to CP-1, the time complexity is <9(km), assuming that there are no cycles. However, as is pointed out 
in Section 2.2.3, it cannot always find a solution. In constraint problem CP-2, the variables are the m 
rods. The domain size has increased to k2, because every rod contains two points. The total number 
of constraints are the m unary constraints and the q binary constraints. The complexity for LP is then 
<9(k2(q + m)). In CP-3, the constraint variable is the complete linkage, consisting of n points and m 
rods. Consequently, the domain size bas increased tok", the number of unary constraints is m. The 
resulting complexity is <9(k"m). 

3.5.4 Relaxation 

Relaxation strictly applies to the altemation model of constraint satisfaction. The variables have infi
nite, continuous domains since relaxation uses mathematica) functions for computing initial guesses 
and error estimates. The algorithm is given in Section 2.2.3. The time complexity is <9()"be), for b 
variables and e constraints, and where À is the maximum number of iterations. 

In order to be able to use the relaxation algorithm on the Linkage Positioning Problem, we allow 
the x-coordinates of the variables to be continuous and infinite. This means that the domain for points 
is JR2. 

For CP-1, the set of m binary constraints is now extended with n unary constraints, which state 
that the points must reside on walls. Error estimation is done by calculating distances between points 
and distances between points and walls. There aren variables and m + n constraints, so the complexity 
for RX is <9(n(m + n)À). For CP-2, the number of variables is mand the number of constraints is 
increased by n unary constraints to constrain the endpoints of a rod to He on walls. The total number 
of constraints is thus n + q +m. The complexity for RX is then <9(m(q + m + n)'A). For CP-3, the 
number of constraints increases ton+ m, resulting in a complexity of <9((m + n)À). 

3.5.5 Equate and OOCS 

Equate and OOCS are two systems that explicitly express the solution to a constraint problem as 
messages to the objects. The structure of the algorithms of these systems are outlined in Section 3.2. 
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Fora detailed description, we refer to [Wilk, 1991] and [Hoole et al., 1994], respectively. 
In [Choppy et al., 1989], an approach to determine the complexity of term rewriting systems is 

given. A notion of the complexity is given by means of the cost of terms. In [Leler, 1988], it is 
mentioned that if the set of terms is strictly left-sequential, there is a fast algorithm which can find a 
rule in the rule-base in time linear in the length of the expression to be rewritten (the head of the rule ). 
Based on these observations, it is determined in [Veltkamp et al., 1995] that the time complexity of 
the rewrite rules in Equate and OOCS are cubic in the number of constraints (l9(e3), where e is the 
number of constraints). 

We shall use Equate here to exemplify how the Linkage Positioning Problem can be solved using 
this strategy. The line of reasoning for OOCS remains the same. In order to use Equate, classes, 
constraint equations, and rewrite mies must be defined. The purpose ofEquate is to generate a solution 
in the form of a sequence of method calls that satisfy constraints, rather than to generate and test 
individual values from the variables' domains. 

In CP-1, the objects involved are points, their domain is the set ofwalls. lt is the responsibility of 
the points to attain values in the domain. A typical rewrite rule could be, 

d(poînt1,pointû=exp+- faiLunless point1.wall(exp) t= NIL; 
point2 .move_ to (point1. wall (exp)) 

where point1• wall (exp) returns a position on a wall other than its current wal!, at distance exp. In 
CP-1, the number of constraints is m, so the time complexity becomes l9(e3) = l9(m3). 

In CP~2 the objects are the rods. Considering the working of Equate, we choose to combine the 
unary and binary constraints. For example, a typical rewrite rule could be, 

incident (rod1, rod2) =TRUE +- faiLunless unary_constraint (rod1) =TRUE; 
rod1. rotate (rodû 

where unary_constraint needs further rewriting and rod1. rota te (rod2) rotates rod1 to be in
cident with rod2. The number of constraints is now q. The time complexity l9(e3) thus becomes 
(9(q3). 

In CP-3 there is only a single variable, the linkage structure. A typical method of this object is 
to rotate one part of the Iinkage around a hinge vertex, leaving the other part fixed. The object is 
responsible for maintaining intemal constraints on those points that have a value. As in CP-1, the 
number of constraints is m, resulting in <9(m3) time complexity. 

Equate need not always find a solution. Checking the read and write sets can be overly restrictive 
and may abort valid solutions. Another reason is that run time checks may fail. In CP-1 for example, 
in order to satisfy the distance constraint, Equate moves a point to only one of the possible solutions. 
Tuis assignment satisfies the current constraint, hut it is possible that it obstructs other variables to 
satisfy their constraints. Equate then succeeds in producing a solution program, but if the application 
executes the program, it fails, that is, one of the faiLunless statements evaluates to false and the 
program aborts. 

3.5.6 Discussion 

The constraint problems CP-1, CP-2, and CP-3 differ in the amount ofvariables that are bidden inside 
the objects which increases from CP-1 to CP-3. Consequently, hiding variables into objects changes 
the type and number of constraints. Therefore, Table 3.l does not reftect a direct relation between 
information hiding and the complexity of the constraint algorithms. The table merely indicates that 
the way an application is modeled can Iargely influence the time complexity of constraint satisfaction. 
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CP-1 CP-2 CP-3 

BT mkn (m +q)kzm mkn 

NC mF mkn 

AC-3 mk-' (m + q)(k~)-' 
LP mk (m +q)k~ mkn 

RX n(m +n)À m(q+m+n)À (m +n)À 
Equate/OOCS m-' q-' mj 

Table 3.1: Time complexities for the constraint problems. m and q are the number of 
constraints, k is the maximum domain size, n is the number of variables, and À is the 
number of iterations. 

Particularly the number of constraints and the size of domains can vary. By encapsulating more 
variables into objects (like the vertices in the rods), constraints may move into the objects (like the 
fixed distances of the rods ). On the other hand, new constraints may be needed to describe the relations 
among the objects (like the incidence constraints between the rods ). Furthennore, if the domains of the 
object variables are discrete, the complexity of the sol ving algorithm is increased when the domains 
are enlarged. 

In the alternation model of satisfaction, many algorithms do hard solution assignments to the 
objects (possibly in combination with domain refinement). For example, the backtracking algorithm 
BT by means of v. assign ( s), and the are consistency algorithm AC-3 through c. revise (). The 
complexities above are valid on the assumption that the objects accept the assignment. However, to 
maintain any form of information hiding, the assignment should be done through message passing, 
encapsulating the internal implementation of the objects (as Equate and OOCS do). 

Equate and OOCS obey information hiding to some extend. Neither the constraints nor the proce
dural solutions refer directly to an object's implementation. Actually, neither the solver nor the object 
detennines a solution alone. The objects offer possible local solutions, and the solver tries to combine 
them into a global solution. However, a global solution need not be found, and the complexity is 
cubic in the number of constraints, which limits the use to small scale applications. Note that in the 
end the use of read-sets and write-sets in Equate and OOCS, which contain implementation specific 
knowledge of an object, infringes the concept of information hiding after all. In [Hoole et al" 1994] 
is put forward that encapsulation is maintained from the application programmer's perspective. The 
read-sets and write-sets are only available to the constraint solver, thus keeping the benefits of object
oriented programming for the programmer. 

In the Jatter case the time complexity typically becomes exponential in a, or worse for continu
ous domains. The relaxation algorithms were formulated such that the objects themselves determine 
a value. However, this also gives them the freedom not to satisfy constraints, which destroys the 
compelling and declarative nature of constraints. 

For the refinement model of satisfaction similar problems hold. One may model the domain as a 
separate object, but conceptually it is the exclusive property of the variable, and in fact apart of it. In 
that sense, changing the domain of a variable is equivalent to assigning a value. 
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3.6 Towards a Solution 

From Sections 3.4. l and 3.5, it shows that it is undesirable to restrict a solver's communication with 
objects to the (regular) interface that the objects provide. It could decrease the power of constraint 
solving. To avoid this, it is necessary to provide constraint solvers with direct access to the internal 
variables and, inevitably, violate infonnation hiding. However, if this violation can be limited, it might 
still be acceptable. 

In finding a solution, we want to preserve as much information hiding as possible. Although 
we allow a constraint solver to violate infonnation hiding, it would still be desirable to maintain 
information hiding for aJl non-solver objects. For example, by restricting the interface that provides 
direct access to solvers only or by defining separate interfaces for solver objects and non-solver objects 
(see Figure 3.3). 

Furthennore, even though a solver is granted direct access, we still would like to preserve the 
benefits of information hiding as much as possible also from the solver point of view. Basically, we 
can identify two goals that are realized by information hiding in object-oriented languages. 

1. lmplementation independence. Internal variables of an object are bidden bebind an interface of 
messages, so that their implementation can be changed independently of other objects that use 
these variables. 

2. Internal consistency. Internal variables of an object are operated on only by its messages, so that 
relations among these variables (either specified as internal constraints or as class invariants) 
can be maintained by the object itself. 

Providing direct access for a constraint solver to internal variables can be done in two ways. 

A. Deciare the internal variables as directly accessible. 
B. Provide messages to set and get internal variables. 

By choosing option A" both benefits that are achieved by information hiding will be lost. If a solver 
accesses variables in this way, it becomes dependent on the object's implementation, while the object 
itself looses its control over assignments done to the variables. 

By choosing option B., implementation independence can still be maintained. It could be achieved 
by providing direct-access messages, for example, set.var () and geLvar ( l messages for each 
variable var, which would 'directly' assign and retrieve its value. It should be mentioned that in 
general, independent of implementation issues, exposing variables through set and get messages goes 
against the object-oriented philosophy. Technically speaking, information hiding is not violated since 
variables are accessed through their interface. However, it is often seen as an indication that a class is 
not well-designed, since the message interface should describe the behavior of the object independent 
of the internal representation. Although information hiding is technically not broken, the idea that lies 
bebind it clearly is. 

Whether each pair of set.var ( ) and geLvar ( ) messages is implemented as an actual var vari
able is of the object's concern. lndeed, the implementation can change without having an effect on 
the objects that use the variable, as long as the messages behave as ifthey directly access the variable 
connected to them. That is, the retumed value of an arbitrary get.var ( l message should be equal to 
the value that was used in a previously called set.var ( l message. 

By providing direct-access messages, in particular the set.var () messages, class invariants or 
internal constraints can be violated. However, we cannot change a set.var () message to respect 
the invariants, since this would mean that it could ignore assignments or cause other variables to be 
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Object 

Constraint Solvers 

Objects 

Figure 3.3: A constrained object has two separate interfaces, one for constraint solvers and 
another for all non-solver objects. 

updated (side-effects) and thus loose its direct character. It is therefore not possible for the class to 
guarantee the validity of class invariants or internal constraints when direct access is provided. 

A possible solution is to Iet the solvers that use the direct-access messages take these internal 
relations into account. This is quite possible since constraint sol vers are specialized on 'relations'. 
For example, intemal relations of objects can be specified as unary constraints on the objects that will 
be solved by the constraint solver. 

Summarizing, if an end-user împoses constraints on his objects, it is desirable that the underly
îng constraint solver can efficiently solve them. But since information hiding can be an obstacle in 
achîeving thîs, a constraint solver needs to have direct access to the object's variables. If we can re
strict a direct-access interface to solvers only, a solution can be found that respects implementation 
independence and maintaîns internal consistency of the objects, provided that the solver will take the 
internal object relations into account. 

3. 7 Conclusion 

If we design a system which combines objects and constraints, we are confronted with two incom
patibilities. The first is the fact that object-oriented programming is imperative while constraint pro
gramming is declarative. Imperative actions of the object-oriented might violate constraints that are 
imposed on the objects or imperative actions can fail due to imposed constraints. Secondly, if an 
object has to maintain intemal relationships and refuses an assignment, then either the constraints are 
not satisfied, or the solver has to negotiate with the objects to accept values. Obviously, to avoid a 
situation that an object can refuse a solution via a message, the methods should be designed so as to 
obey the intemal relationships, or the solver must take into account these relationships. In the first 
case the satisfaction power of the solver may be limited, in the second case the information hiding 
principle is broken. Encapsulating the objects and completely hiding them from the constraint solver 
prevents the solver from doing any global solution. This leads to the foliowing 

Principal Observation Under strict information hiding, constraint satisfaction on objects 
cannot be guaranteed. 

If the constraint system is part of a programming language, the infringement of information hiding 
is under control of the constraint solver. From the application programmer's point of view the data 
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encapsulation is still preserved. As pointed out by [Freeman-Benson et al" 1992], requiring the lan
guage's intemal constraint system to respect information hiding is similar to requiring an optimizing 
compiler to respect information hiding, which would make part of its task impossible. 

If one is to sacrifice strict information hiding in order to facilitate constraint satisfaction, care 
should be taken not to allow abuse. Chapter 4 presents a radical separation of the constraint system 
and the normal object-oriented framework by means of two orthogonal communication strategies for 
objects, messages on the one hand, and events and data-flow on the other hand. In this way, the 
process of constraint management via data-flows does not interfere with the communication of the 
object-oriented world via messages. Because of the global and compelling nature of constraints, this 
strict separation facilitates the design and debugging of constraints and the constraint system. 
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Chapter 4 

Conceptual Model 

A conceptual model is an idealized description, used to communicate our understanding of the prob
lem and to be a starting point for the design of some solution to it. In order to describe a solution to 
the incompatibilities of combining objects and constraints, it is important make clear the concepts that 
exist and specify their relations with each other. 

In this chapter, the conceptual model is designed. It is the third step in the software design process 
that was stated in Chapter 1. In Section 4.1, the requirements that we impose on the model are 
described. Section 4.2 presents a top-level overview of the model and determines the elements should 
be present. These elements are described in more detail in Sections 4.3 through 4.7. Section 4.8 
demonstrates the operational practice of the conceptual model by means of an example. Section 4.9 
concludes the chapter. 

4.1 Requirements 

Before Jaying out the specific requirements for the constraint systems for the VR-DIS project and the 
GDP project, we first focus on combining objects and constraints. To combine constraints and objects 
when developing a computer graphics system, we define a conceptual model. This model should find 
solutions to the incompatibilities that are described in the previous chapter. Furthermore, it should 
enable design of an object-constraint system that is both modular and powerful. Modular means that 
the development of the object-oriented system should not interfere with development of the constraint 
system. This is done in order to prevent that the strengths of either the object-oriented paradigm or the 
constraint paradigm are sacrificed. Powerful means that constraint solving should be fast and efficient. 
Since the general constraint problem is NP-complete, this implies that we cannot implement a genera! 
constraint solver for solving all constraint problems. In practice, a specific type of constraint problem 
bas a dedicated solver type that is designed to solve the problem efficiently. 

We want to maintain the strict separation between constraint specification and constraint solving 
that exists in traditional constraint programming Janguages. That is, an application designer who 
designs objects and imposes constraints on them should not be concemed with how to solve the 
constraints or be bothered by specific solver details. By decoupling the usage of constraints and the 
development of constraint sol vers, the solvers can be changed, upgraded, or replaced without affecting 
the application. 

In a graphics system, many different types of constraints can exist (finite, infinite, numerical) at 
the same time that have to be solved fast. Consequently, there will be multiple dedicated solvers that 
can solve specific problems. To arrive at a powerful system, the sol vers will have to cooperate to solve 
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Figure 4.1: Top level overview of the conceptual model. 

a complex constraint problem. 
Finally, a model should provide a practical method for the development of a graphics system 

which incorporates constraints and objects. That is, it should provide a basis for a software engineer 
to build a working system. 

Summarizing, we list the requirements that a model or methodology should fulfill that combines 
constraints and objects. 

1. Deal with the incompatibility of imperative versus declarative. That is, define how the constraint 
world and object world internet. 

2. Provide direct access for a constraint solver while information hiding is respected by all other 
objects. 

3. Shield the constraint system off from the application designer who is using constraints to specify 
relations among his objects. 

4. Allow multiple solvers to cooperate to solve a constraint problem. 
5. Be a practical basis for designing systems that combine objects and constraints. 

4.2 Overview of a Conceptual Model 

In order to deal with the incompatibilities, the following main design decision is taken. 

Design Decision 4.1 
The main approach of the conceptual model is to rigorously separate the constraint world from the 
object world. The separation keeps both paradigms distinct and prevents that one of the two (or both) 
has to sacrifice any of its typical strengths. D 

Tuis approach will lead to better design, analysis, and implementation of complex computer graphics 
systems. Separating the two brings the advantage that an object-oriented system can be developed 
independently from the constraint system which makes it better to manage both of them. 

Changes in the object system can be made without affecting the constraint system. Similarly, 
changes in the constraint system do not affect the object world. Tuis implies that in the constraint 
system sol vers can be replaced or improved, or satisfaction techniques can be changed independent of 
the object-oriented application. 

Concerning the communication in the conceptual model, the following decision is taken. 

Design Decision 4.2 
The communication between the two worlds is managed by a protocol different from message passing, 
namely data flows and events. 0 

The choice for data fiows and events is made because these communication primitives are completely 
orthogonal to message passing. In this way, communication between solvers and objects does not 
interfere with communication among objects. 
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Constraints 

Figure 4.2: Objects communicate arnong each other via messages (curved arrows). The 
objects communicate with constraints and solvers via events (zigzag arrows) and data ftows 
(big arrows). Constraints, managers, and solvers communicate with each other via events 
and data ftows. 
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Events can be used to indicate state changes of the objects in the 00-application. Data ftows can 
be used to provide access the intemal state of an object for sol vers and constraints, while direct access 
is not possible via ordinacy message passing. 

Fignre 4.1 presents an top-level overview of the conceptual model. Seen from the viewpoint of 
the 00-application, there are two extemal system with which is communicated. On one side, there 
is an end-user who works with the application via a graphical interface. On the other side, there is 
the constraint system, which bas to solve constraints that directly or indirectly are imposed by the 
end-user. The broad arrow represents the events and data flows by which the 00-application and the 
constraint system communicate. The constraint application is bidden from the end-user, but also from 
the developer of the object-oriented application. 

There are two kinds of elements in the conceptual model: 

1. The entities in a constraint problem, 
2. Elements for describing communication between the entities. 

The elements for describing the communication are the events and the data flows. The entities in a 
constraint problem are first of all the constraints themselves. Furthermore, there are the constraint 
variables which are the objects (of an objec.t-oriented application). Next, there are solver entities 
that can solve the constraints. Finally, since there can be multiple solvers working on one constraint 
problem, we need entities that can manage the solving of such a problem. These entities are called the 
constraint managers. 

Objects on which constraints are imposed are called constrained objects. Objects on which con
straints can be imposed are called constrainable objects, or short, constrainables. 

In Figure 4.2, an overview of the elements of the conceptual model is shown. The following 
elements are visible in the picture: 

• (Constrainable) objects, 
• Constraints, 
• Solvers, 
• Constraint managers, 
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• Messages, 
• Events, 
• Dafä llows. 

The left part of the picture represents an object-oriented application, the right part is a constraint solv
ing system. The (constrainable) objects exist in an object-oriented application. Constraints, managers, 
and solvers exist in the constraint system. 

In the next sections, we will treat in more detail the different elements of the conceptual model. 

4.3 Entities, Events and Data Flows 

The basic building blocks of the conceptual model are entity types, events, and dataflows. In this sec
tion, we will describe the features of these elements. The characteristics for data flows and events were 
inspired by the language MANIFOLD and its underlying concepts (see Section 6.1.1 and [Arbab, 1996]). 

4.3.1 Entities 

Entities are the basic components to model a constraint problem. An entity can exist independent1y 
and concurrently to other entities and it communicates with other entities via events and data flows. 
There are four different entity types in the conceptual model. These are constrainable, constraint, 
manager, and solver. In a system that is based on the conceptual model, there exist a number of 
instantiations of each type. 

4.3.2 Events 

An event is an asynchronous, non-decomposable (atomie) message, broadcasted by a constrainable, 
constraint, solver, or manager entity. Raising an event means that it is broadcasted into the environ
ment. An entity that raises an event is called the event source. A raised event has a data structure 
holding the name (or type) of the event and an identifier of the source tha.t raised it. 

An event can be raised and detected by any entity (constrainable, constraint, solver, or manager). 
An entity can show its interest for the following cases: 

• A certain event type raised by a specific entity, 
• A certain event type raised by a certain entity type, 
• A certain event type raised by any entity, 
• Any event raised by a specific entity, 
• Any event raised by a certain entity type, 
• Any event raised by any entity. 

An entity that raises an event will, in general, not know who are the receivers of the event. Por 
example, an entity raises an event and continues with whatever it is doing without waiting for, or 
expecting, a reaction. However, entities that have knowledge of other entities in its environment may 
indicate which specific entities or entity types should be the receivers of a raised event. That is, events 
can be targeted to trigger a specific entity or entities. Targeted events are used when an entity desires 
that another entity performs some action. Por example, one entity can raise a targeted event to trigger 
another entity to send data. 
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(a) In norrnal mode (b) In solving mode 

Figure 4.3: A constrainable communicates with other objects via message passing (a} and 
with entities of the conceptual model via events and data flows (b). 

4.3.3 Data Flows 
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A data flow is the transport of units of data. This flow is always in one direction and has a beginning 
and an end. At the beginning and end of a data flow, there are entities. The entities have connection 
points through which data can be exchanged. 

4.4 Constrainable 

Objects on which constraints can be imposed have extra functionality to make them suitable for con
straint solving. They must allow the following. 

• Provide access to their intemal data for the constraint solvers via data flows. 
• Communicate with other objects via message passing. 
• Disable message passing during constraint solving and disable data flows while not constraint 

solving. 
• Detect events and raise an event when the state has changed. 

Objects with this extra functionality are called constrainable objects or just constrainables. 
A constrainable object communicates with its environment in two ways. The first way is via mes

sages that it receives from and sends to other objects. In Figure 4.3(a), the curved arrows are messages 
sent or received. When constraints are being solved, the constrainable communicates with other enti
ties through data flows, and message passing is suspended. This is illustrated in Figure 4.3(b}, where 
the zigzag arrows depict events and the broad arrows are the data flows. The squares on the object 
boundary depict the ports to which channels can be connected. The rectangles inside the constrainable 
object represent its intemal data. 

The two communication strategies of a constrainable are mutually exclusive. When a constrain
able communicates via events and data flows, it cannot at the same time send or receive messages. 
And equally for the other way around. 
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Design Decision 4.3 
A constrainable bas two nwdes, the solving mode and the normal mode. When the constrainable is 
in nomratl'ITOde; 1t communîcates with other objects via messages. When it is in solving mode, it 
communicates with other entities through data flows. 0 

The two modes and the two ways of communication of a constrainable object form the core of the 
separation between the object-oriented and the constraint worlds. Objects cannot communicate with 
other objects via events and data flows. Constraint solvers cannot communicate with objects via 
message passing. 

4.5 Constraint 

Constraints can be imposed on objects as a whole or on internal variables of objects. The domains 
of the variables are usually continuous and infinite, when they represent positions or dimensions of 
objects, hut can also be discrete and finite. Constraints on continuous variables lead to numerical equa
tions which may be linear, non-linear, or contain inequalities. Furthermore, constraints can be created 
and removed dynamically in an interactive application, which can easily lead to underconstrained or 
overconstrained situations. 

A constraint specifies a relation among a number of constrainables. This relation has to remain 
valid at all times and limits the values that the internal variables of the constrainable can take. The 
constrainables on which the constraint is imposed are called the operands of that constraint. 

Design Decision 4.4 
A constraint is an entity, which means it bas ports and communicates via events and data flows. D 

Constraint entities have the following characteristics. 

• A constraint is created in the 00-application. 
• Constraints specify a relation among constrainables. 
• They detect changes in constrainables on which they are imposed. 
• Communication with constrainables takes place via events and data ftows. 
• They provide info for solvers and managers concerning the relation. 
• Optionally, a constraint can provide additional functionality, such as checking its own validity, 

details on error size. 

4.6 Solver 

A constraint solver has to be able to deal with different situations. In a graphics application, exactly 
one solution bas to be calculated, so that it can be displayed. This solution has to be calculated fast in 
order to meet performance requirements. Another difficulty is that a solver has to calculate a solution 
that an end-user does 'expect', which can be very hard to specify uniquely. 

At this level, a solver is viewed as a black box that takes a set of constraints, together with a set 
of constrainables, as input. A solver is either a system that calculates values for the internal variables 
of the constrainables, or it simplifies the constraints. The first type of sol vers calculates values for the 
constrainables that validate the constraints. The second type simplifies the constraints, which means 
they are transformed into other constraints that are possibly easier to solve. The new set of constraints 
is equivalent to the old one, that is, it describes the same constraint problem. This implies that, when 
the new set of constraints is solved, also the old set is solved. 
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If the solver cannot assign the proper values to the constrainables or cannot successfully transform 
the constraints, for example, because the constraints are conflicting, this is communicated to the entity 
that trîggered the solver (which is a constraint manager). The trîggering entity can then decide, for 
example, if solving has to be retrîed with different parameters, or if another solver should be chosen. 

A solver provides the following functionality. 

• Calculate values for a collection of constrainables to satisfy the set of constraints which the 
solver has to solve. 

• Transform a set of constraints into a different set of constraints. 
• Communicate states with constrainables via data flows. 
• Give information concerning the result of the sol ving process to a manager. 
• Allow the manager to control the solving process or to set solver options. 

4.7 Constraint Manager 

A constraint manager is an entity that deals with a series of tasks. They are listed below. 

• Store and manage networks of constraints. 
• Detect violated constraints. 
• Analyze network of constraints. 
• Communicate with solvers to solve parts of the network. 
• Cooperate with other constraint managers to solve a network. 
• Process information concerning the result of the sol ving process of a solver or another manager. 
• Dealing with underoonstrained, overconstrained, and failing situations. 

A manager maintains a data structure in which it stores all constraints and their operands, the so
called constraint network. From this network, it can derive how constrainables and constraints are 
interrelated. 

A constraint manager is concerned with conducting a number of constraint solvers or other man
agers. It is the entity that initially trîggers the constraint solving process. Any particular manager 
can have a specific solving strategy to solve a collection of constraints. For example, there can be 
a manager which guides local propagation, a manager for relaxation, or one for solving numerical 
constraints. The task of the constraint manager is to select a number of constraints from the network 
and let it be solved by a specific solver or delegate them to another constraint manager. 

Each network of constraints can be solved by multiple solvers or managers, but there is always 
exactly one main manager that supervises the complete network. This main manager determines when 
a solver or other manager should start solving constraints. In principle, for the main manager there 
is no difference between triggering a solver or another manager. If a solver is triggered, the manager 
expects the constraints to be solved or being replaced by a new set of simplified constraints. If another 
manager is triggered, the main manager delegates part of its work and expects an account of the end 
result. 

4.8 Operational Description 

In this section, an operational description is given of the conceptual model. First, we describe the 
genera) case. Next, the genera! algorithm is applied to a specific example. 
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Figure 4.4: A graphic representation of a constraint problem. Constraints are depicted as 
rectangles, constrainables as circles, solvers as triangles, and the manager as a bow-tie. 
Constraints are imposed on the constrainables that are connected to it by lines. Managers 
handle a number of constraints and solvers that are connected to it by dotted lines. 

The following algorithm describes point-by-point a genera] case in whlch there are several con
strainables on which constraints are imposed, some solvers that can solve the constraints, and one 
manager (see also Figure 4.4). 

L A constrainable raises an event, E-changed, to indicate a change in its intemal state, which is 
caused by message passing activity. 

2. The E-changed event is detected by the constraints that are imposed on the constrainable. 
3. The constraints that detected E-changed raise E·solving to put their operands in so1ving mode. 
4. The constraints retrieve the intemal states of the constrainables via data fiows and check their 

validity. 
5. Violated constraints raise the E·violation event. 
6. Valid constraints raise E-normal to put the constrainables back to normal mode. 
7. E-violation events are detected by the manager that manages the constraints, called the main 

manager. 
8. The main manager puts all constrainables in solving mode by raising an event, E-solving. 
9. The main manager determines which constraints have to be solved by which solvers and man

agers and sends identifications of these constraints via data flows. 
· 10. The main manager triggers a solver or another manager, or several sol vers or managers, to 

compute a solution for a set of constraints via the E·start event. 
11. Triggered solvers request via events and receive via data fiows the states of constrainables and 

start their computation. 
12. Triggered managers start to execute their own solving strategy. 
13. When a solver has finished its so1ving algorithm successfully and has calculated states for the 

constrainables that satisfy the constraints, it assigns these states to the constrainables via data 
fiows. 

14. When a triggered solver or manager is finished, it raises an event to notify the manager by 
raising an event E-finished. 

15. The E-finished event is detected by the main manager. 
16. Via data flows, the main manager retrieves additiona1 information from the solvers concerning 

the exact results of the solving processes and, possibly, triggers other solvers or managers to 
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Figure 4.5: Circle c and rectangle R have two constraints which dictate that Rand c have to 
touch and should have equal areas. 

continue solving. 
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17. After all solvers have finished, the manager raises the E-norma! event to put the constrainables 
back to nonnal operation. 

We shall apply this general algorithm to the following example. Suppose we have a circle c and a 
rectangle Ron which two constraints are imposed (see Figure 4.5). 

One constraint, EqualArea, describes that both objects should have equal areas. The other con
straint, Touch, specifies that the circle and rectangle have to touch. There are two solvers. One that 
can solve the EqualArea constraint and another that solves the Touch constraint. Both solvers calcu
late a solution by changing one of the objects. The Touch sol ver satisfies a constraint by moving one 
object. The EqualArea solver calculates a solution by resizing one object. Which object is changed 
and which one should remain unchanged is an option of the solver that can be set using parameters. 
If the option is not set, the solver communicates with the constraint it bas to solve to find out wbich 
of the objects bas changed most recently. It will then calculate a solution that does not change this 
object. 

There is one manager that deals with both constraint types and solves the network using a local 
propagation algorithm. The manager knows both solver types and the effects of the solutions they 
calculate. In Figure 4.6, a graphical representation of the constraint problem is given. 

Suppose the right side of rectangle R is moved by a message call. That is, the value of R. r 
is changed. The following events will then occur (each point corresponds to the same point in the 
previous algorithm). 

1. Rectangle R raises the E-changed event due to the change in its intemal state (the value ofR. r). 
2. The E-changed event is detected by both the Touch and the EqualArea constraints. 
3. Both constraints raise the E-so!ving event to put their operands in solving mode. 
4. The constraints rai se events to retrieve the intemal states of the rectangle and the circle via data 

flows. Next, they check their validity. 
5. The EqualArea constraint is violated and raises the E-violatlon event. 
6. Touch is not violated and raises the E-normal event to put the operands in nonnal mode (which 

does not happen, since EqualArea is still holding them in solving mode). 
7. E-violatlon event is detected by the manager M. 

8. The manager puts all constrainables in solving mode by raising the E-solving event. 
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Figure 4.6: Circle c and rectangle R have two constraints which dictate that they have 
to touch and should have equal areas. Manager M handles the constraints which can be 
satisfied by the solvers. 

9. The solver receives the identifiers of the EqualArea constraint, circle c, and rectangle R via 
data flows from the manager. 

10. The manager triggers the EqualArea solver via the E-start event. 
11. The sol ver receives via data fiows the states of the circle and the rectangle. 
12. The solver requests parameter data from the constraint which consists of an identifier of the 

object that changed (the rectangle). During solving, the solver takes care that only the state of 
the other constrainable (the circle) is changed. 

13. The solver calculates a new value for circle by changing its radius c. rand assigns the new state 
to circle c via data fiows. 

14. Next, it raises the E-finished event. 
15. The E-finished event is detected by the manager. 
16. (a) Via data flows, the manager receives the result from the EqualArea solver and determines 

that the state of the circle has changed and that constraint Touch might be violated. 
(b) The manager triggers the Touch solver and summons it to calculate a solution by not 

changing the circle. 
(c) The Touch solver calculates a value for the position of the rectangle that satisfies the 

constraint and raises E-finished. 
17. The manager receives the E-finished event, and determines that, since the Touch solver cannot 

violate any EqualArea constraints, all constraints are satisfied and that solving has finished. 
Finally, it raises the E-normal event to put the constrainables back to normal operation. 

4.9 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we presented a conceptual model for the combination of objects and constraints. 
There are four entity types and two means by which the entities communicate. The entities are the 
constrainables, constraints, solvers, and managers. They communicate via events and data flows. In 
Section 4.1, five requirements were defined that the model should fulfill. They are evaluated below. 

1. The declarative aspect of constraint programming is coupled with the imperative aspect of 00 
programming by using events. Solving of constraints that are imposed on objects is triggered 
by changes in the intemal state of an object. Such a change is indicated by raising an event. 

2. Information hiding among objects is guaranteed by using data flows. Solvers have direct access 
while other objects communicate via messages. Since, data fiows and events are orthogonal to 
message passing, the communication strategies do not interfere. 
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3. The data ftows and events protocol shields the constraint solver off from the application design
er. 

4. The model introduces constraint managers to control multiple solvers. The managers take care 
of the administration of constraints and are responsible for the coordination of possibly multiple, 
concurrently operating constraint solvers. A solver computes values for the (intemal variables 
of) constrainables that satisfy the constraints imposed on them. 

5. The identification of entities and the way in which they communicate can be used to model 
constraint systems (see Chapters 6 and 7). 

In the next chapter, the entities and the communication protocol among entities is worked out in detail. 
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Chapter 5 

Specification 

In this chapter, the events and data flows that exist among entities are described in detail. The model 
is called CODE, which is an acronym for Constraints on Objects via Data flows and Events. CODE is 
an elaboration of the requirements and characteristics that were detennined in the previous chapter. 
Because all important design decisions were detennined there, this chapter does not contain explicit 
design decisions. 

In Section 5.1, the data ftows and events that exist for each entity are described by a data flow 
diagram and tables. In Section 5.2, the modes that entities can be in are specified by means of so
called mode diagrams. 

5.1 Data Flows and Events 

From the entity descriptions and operational description in Section 4.1, we can derive which data 
flows have to exist among the entities. In Figure 5.1, all possible data flows are depicted. In the 
figure, the entities are represented by circles and the data flows by broad arrows. The data flows have 
names associated with them which indicate the type of the associated data and Roman numbers for 
easy identification. 

The state of a constrainable can flow from the constrainable to a constraint (State Flow 1) or to 
a solver (State Flow III). A solver can also send a new state to a constrainable (State Flow II). There 
is an entity flow from a manager to a solver (Entity Flow VIII). This flow contains identifiers of the 
constraints and constrainables that the solver has to solve. There is also an entity flow from the solver 
to the manager (Entity Flow IX). This flow contains constraint identifiers in case the solver does 
not compute states for constrainables, but instead, transfonns the constraints into other constraints 
which are sent back to the manager. An example of this kind of solver is described in Section 7.4.2. 
Finally, there are parameter ftows from constraints to solvers (Parameter Flow V), from constraints to 
managers (Flow IV), and among sol vers and managers (Flows VI and VII). Parameter data is additional 
data needed for solving, such as numeric coefficients of a constraint, priority of a constraint, or con trol 
variables for steering a solver. Also, a manager can send entity identifiers to another manager (Flow 
XII) and they can communicate parameter data (Flows X and XI) among each other. In the figure, an 
extra manager is depicted to show these data flows. 

The events that cause data to flow are listed in the event tables that are presented in this section. 
How the data flows are used is explained in the mode diagrams in Section 5.2. The tables describe 
which entities are sensitive to which events and how events and data ftows are related. Like for the 
data flows, this information is extracted from the descriptions in Section 4.1. 
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Figure 5.1: Data ftows among the entity types. 

A table presents the events that an entity can raise and detect. A table for an entity consists of 
two parts, Raised events and Observed events. The first part shows the names of the events that an 
entity can raise, the receivers of the event, and the purpose for raising the event. A raised event can 
be targeted, which is indicated by a superscripted ''T" (targeted-eventT) The second part shows the 
names of the events that are observed by an entity, the source of the event, and the action taken upon 
detection of the event. 

Table 5.1 shows an example of the events of an entity. An entity of type Entity-type-1 can raise an 
event with name E-event-raised. This event is detected by another entity of type Entity-type-2. The 
purpose for raising the event by Entity-type-1 is to trigger the receiving entity of type Entity-type-2 to 
perform some action. Entity Entity-type-1 is sensitive to one event type E-external-event. E-external
event is raised by an Entity-type-3. The action done by Entity-type-1 is, send data via a data flow. In 
the tables of the respective entities below, when there is a data flow constructed based on the detection 
of an event, there is also a reference (a Roman number) to the corresponding data flow in Figure 5.1. 

5.1.1 Constrainable 

Table 5.2 shows all events that can be raised and observed by a constrainable entity. Por the entity 
names in this table, the following holds. With Constraint is meant a constraint that is imposed on the 

1j', " ~ 

.• "-·.1 

Raised events 
Name 1 Receivers 1 Purpose 
E-raised-event 1 Entlty·type-2 1 Trigger entity 

Observed events 
Name 1 Source 1 Action 
E·external-event 1 Entlty·type-3 1 Send data 

Table 5.1: Raised and observed events for an entity. 
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1 Constrainable 

Raised events 
Name Receivers Purpose 
E-changed Constraint Notification of state change 

! Observed events 
Name Source Action 
E-solving Constraint, Manager Switch to solving mode 
E-normal-mode Constraint, Manager Switch to normal mode 
E·state-dispatch Sol ver Receive new state (II) 
E-state-request Constraint, Solver Send current state (1, III) 

• 

Table 5.2: Raised and observed events for constrainables. 

constrainable. Solver means a solver that is calculating a new state for the constrainable. Manager 
means the manager that operates on the constraints which are imposed on the constrainable. 

A constrainable raises the E-changed event to indicate that its state has changed due to a message 
call. The event is only detected by the constraints that are imposed on the constrainable. 

A constrainable is sensitive to four event types. The E-solving and E-normal events can be raised 
by a constraint that is imposed on the constrainable or the manager that operates on the constraints. 
When the event E-solving is detected, the constrainable switches to solving mode and disables mes
sage passing. Upon detection of the E·normal event, the constrainable can switch back to normal 
mode again. The E-state-dispatch event is raised by a solver that bas computed a new state for the 
constrainable. Upon detection, the constrainable receives a new state via data flows (State Flow II in 
Figure 5.1). Event E-state-request can be raised by a constraint that is imposed on the constrainable 
or a solver that needs the object's state. When the event is detected, the constrainable sends it state 
via data flows (Flows I and lII in Figure 5.1). 

5.1.2 Constraint 

Table 5 .3 shows all events that can be raised and observed by a constraint entity. For the entities in this 
table, the following holds. With Operand is meant a constrainable on which the constraint is imposed. 
Solver means a solver that is solving the constraint. Manager means the manager that operates on the 
constraint. 

A constraint can raise events of four different types. The E-violation event is raised when the 
constraint is violated. It is detected by the manager that operates on the constraint. E-solving and E· 
normal are raised by the constraint to put its operands in solving mode and normal mode, respectively. 
These two events are only detected by the constrainables that are operands of the constraint that raised 
it. The E-state-request event is raised to retrieve the state of an operand via data flows (Flow I in 
Figure 5.1 ). Tuis event is a targeted event and is only detected by the constrainable which was aimed 
at by the constraint After it is raised, the constraint waits until it has received the state of the operand. 

The constraint is sensitive to three event types. The E-changed event can be raised by constrain
ables. A constraint will detect the event if the constrainable that raised it is one of its operands. The 
E-param-request event can be raised by a solver that bas to solve the constraint or the manager that 
operates on it. Upon detection, the constraint will send its parameters via data flows (Flows IV and 
V in Figure 5.1). Parametric data is data that gives specific details conceming the constraint. For 
example, parametric data fora FixPosition constraint could be the coordinates of the point that is 
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Constraint 

Rilli!ed~Yents 
Name Receivers Purpose 
E-violation Manager Notification of violation 
E-solvingT Operands Put in solving mode 
E-normalT Operands Put in nonna! mode 
E-state-request T Operand Receive state data (l) 

Observed events 
Name Source Action 
E·changed Operand Check validity 
E-param-request Solver or Manager Send parameter data (IV, V) 
E-normal Manager Put Operands in nonna! mode 

Table 5.3: Raised and observed events for constraints. 

used to fix the position. The last event that can be detected is the E-normal event. When it is detected, 
the constraint puts its operands in nonna! mode by raising the E-normal event. The need for this event 
will be explained in Section 5.2.2. 

5.1.3 Solver 

Table 5.4 shows an events that can be raised and observed by a solver entity. For the entities in this 
table, the following holds. With Constrainable is meant an operand of a constraint the solver has to 
solve. Constraint is a constraint the solver has to solve. Manager means the manager that is managing 
the solver. A solver bas always exactly one manager that guides it. 

A solver can raise events of four event types. E-state-request and E-state-dispatch are raised to 
receive and send object states, respectively (State Flows III and II in Figure 5.1). These events are 
targeted to specific constrainables that should send or receive a state. After the solver has raised one 
of these events, it waits until it has received or sent the state of the constrainable. E-param-request is 
raised by the solver to request parameter data of a constraint. Also this event is targeted and causes 
the solver to wait until it has received the data. The E-finished event is raised by the solver to notify 
the manager that initially triggered the solver that its calculations have finished. 

A solver is sensitive to five event types. The first is E-start. This event is raised by a manager and 
triggers the solver to start its solving algorithm. The E-entity-dispatch event is raised by the manager 
to send identifiers of the constraints that the sol ver has to solve (Flow VIII in Figure 5.1). If the solver 
transforms constraints, the manager uses E-entity-request to receive the identifiers of the newly created 
constraints (Entity Flow IX). E-param-dispatch is used by the manager to send parameter data. to the 
solver (Parameter Flow VI). The parameter data received by the solver is data conceming specific 
details of constraints or parameters for the solving process. For example, the number of iterations 
for a relaxation solver or the starting point for local propagation. Event E-param-request is used by 
the manager to retrieve the outcoroe of the solving process (Parameter Flow VII). For example, the 
process ended successfully, the constraints are conflicting, or more solutions exist. 
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Sol ver 
Raised events 
Name Receivers Purpose 
E-state-requestT Constralnable Receive state data (Ill) 
E-state-dispatch 1 Constrainable Send state data (II) 
E-param-request1 Constraint Receive parameter data (V, VI) 
E·finished Manager Notification of termination 

Observed events 
Name Source Action 
E-start Manager Start solving process 
E-entity-dispatch Manager Receive entity identifiers (Vlll) 
E-entity-request Manager Send entity identifiers (IX) 
E-param-dispatch , Manager Receive parameter data (VI) 

• E-param-request Manager Send parameter data (VII) 

Table 5.4: Raised and observed events for solvers. 

5.1.4 Constraint Manager 

Table 5.5 shows all events that can be raised and observed by a constraint manager entity. For the 
entities in this table, the following holds. With Constrainable is meant an operand of a constraint 
the manager operates on. Constraint is a constraint that the manager operates on. Solver means a 
solver that is managed by the manager. Manager means another manager that is cooperating with this 
manager. 

A constraint manager can raise events of eight different types to communicate with other entities 
of CODE. A manager can raise the E-start event to trigger a specific solver, or another constraint 
manager, to start solving a set of constraints. Tuis event is targeted to the specific solver of manager 
that is triggered. A manager raises the E-finished event if it finished its network solving algorithm and 
was triggered itselfby another manager (see be!ow). It raises the E-solving and E-normal events to put 
all constrainables of the constraints it operates on in solving and in normal mode, respectively. The 
receivers of the E-solving event are all constrainables that have constraints imposed on them which 
are being solved by the manager. The E-normal event is also received by the constraints themselves. 
The reason for this is explained in Section 5.2.2. 

E-entity-dispatch is raised to send identifiers to a solver or another manager (Entity Flow VIII in 
Figure 5.1 for solvers, Entity Flow XII for managers). E-entlty-request is raised to receive identifiers 
from a solver that has applied a transformation to a set of constraints (Entity Flow IX). E-param
dispatch is raised to send parameter data to a solver or manager that has to solve a set of constraints 
(Flows VI and XI for solvers and managers, respectively). E-param-request is raised to receive param
eter data from a constraint or the results of the sol ving process from a sol ver or manager (Parameter 
Flows IV, VII, and X for constraints, solvers, and managers, respectively). All these four events are 
targeted events and, after it has raised one of them, the manager waits until it has received or can send 
the data that is under concern. 

A manager is sensitive to six event types. The E-violation event is raised by a constraint that is 
operated on by the manager. Upon detection, the manager starts its solving algorithm. If it detects 
an E-start event, this is raised by another manager that can cooperate with this one. The E-finished 
event is raised by a solver or another manager that was previously triggered by this manager. When 
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1 Constraint manager 

R&sed. ~v.~nts 
Name Receivers Purpose 
E·start• Solver or Manager Trigger 
E·finished Solver or Manager Notification of termination 
E·solvlngT Constraints Put in solving mode 
E-nonnalT Constraints Put in normal mode 
E-entity·dîspatch T Solver or Manager Send entity identifiers (VIII, XII) 
E·entity-requestT Solver Receive entity identifiers (IX) 
E·param-dispatch T Solver or Manager Send parameter data (VI, XI) 
E-param-requestT Constraint, Solver, Manager Receive parameter data (IV, VII, X) 

Observed events 
Name Source Action 
E-violation Constraint Start solving strategy 
E-start Manager Start solving strategy 
E·finished Solver of Manager Evaluate result 
E·entity-dispatch Manager Receive entity identifiers (XII) 
E·param-dispatch Manager Receive parameter data (XI) 

i E-param-request Manager Send parameter data (X) 

Table 5.5: Raised and observed events for constraint managers. 

this event is detected, the manager will evaluate the results of the solver or manager entity and will 
determine if the overall solving process is finished or not. When the manager detects E·entity-dispatch, 
it will receive constraint identifiers from another manager which it will have to solve (Flow XII). When 
E-param-dispatch is detected, specific parameters for the solving process will be received (Flow XI). 
Upon detection of E-param·request, the manager will send the outcorne of its solving process to 
another manager via data flows (Flow X). 

5.2 Mode Diagrams 

Each entity is described by means of a mode diagram. A mode diagram describes the modes an entity 
can be in and the transitions between the modes. During each transition and in each mode, an entity 
can perform actions, for example, raising an event Transitions between modes are invoked by events 
and guarded by conditions. 

In a diagram, modes are depicted as black dots. The mode that an entity starts in is encircled. The 
names of modes are written close to the black dots in small capitals. An optional rectangle under the 
name of a mode indicates the actions that the entity takes in that mode. An entity can take actions 
upon Entry of the mode, upon Exit, or Throughout. Actions specified under Entry are executed when 
the mode is entered via a transition. Actions specified under Exit are executed just before the mode 
is exited via a transition. Actions that are performed Throughout are executed continuously between 
entry and exit of the mode. When a transition to another mode can be made, for example, when an 
event occurs, the Throughout actions are interrupted and are continued upon re-entrance of the mode. 

Mode transitions are depicted as curved arrows and are Iabeled by a string that indicates the event 
that causes the transition, under which conditions the transition can be done, and actions that are 
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INITIAL 

ThroughOut: ! 
BeBusy() 

E-external-event I end:=O 

[end=!] 

E-raised-event 

OTHER 
Ent!)': 
Calculate(); end:=! 
Exit: 
RemoveEvents() 

Figure 5.2: Mode diagram of an entity. The entity starts in the INITIAL mode. The transition 
to OTHER is caused by the event E-external-event. If, when in OTHER, the condition [end=!] 
becomes true, the entity performs the transition back to INITIAL. 

performed during the transition. The format of this string is as follows, 
Event [Condition] I Actions 
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Event is the event name that can trigger the transition. There can be zero or one events. If there is 
no event, then only the condition detennines when the transition is done. The condition is written 
between brackets ([ and ]). After the slash (/), the actions are specified that are perfonned during 
transition from one mode to the other. If there are more than one actions, they are separated by 
semi-colons (;). 

Events that arrive in a certain mode but do not trigger any transitions, either because there is no 
transition labeled with the event name or the associated condition is not true, remain in the event 
memory of the entity. An event is removed from event memory when it has successfully caused a 
transition or when it is explicitly removed by the entity itself. 

All events that an entity raises are depicted in the mode diagram. When an event is raised during a 
transition, this is specified by the action Rai se (e..name). When an event is raised in a certain mode, 
this is represented by a zigzag arrow labeled with the event name. A zigzag arrow in a certain mode, 
thus, indicates that any function that is executed in that mode can (but not necessarily has to) raise the 
event represented by the arrow. 

The notation for the mode diagrams in this section is based on the description of State Charts 
in [Harel, 1987]. State Charts provide a graphical notation for specifying state-transition diagrams. 
The mode diagrams have a somewhat different representation and there are additional symbols, such 
as the zigzag arrow for events. The name 'mode diagram' is used instead of 'state chart' or 'state 
transition diagram' in order to avoid a name clash between a state, or mode, that an entity can be in 
and the state which refers to the values of the variables of a constrainable. 

In Figure 5.2, an example of a mode diagram is depicted. The entity in the figure bas two modes, 
INITIAL and OTHER. While it is in INITIAL mode, it is executing the function BeBusy (). When 
the event E-extemal-event is detected, which is raised by another entity, execution of BeBusy () is 
suspended and a transition to the OTHER mode is made. During this transition, a variable, end, is set 
to zero. Upon entrance of the mode OTHER, the entity starts executing the function Calculate () 

and during this execution it might raise the event E-raised-event. After the function, it will execute 
the statement end: =l. Tuis statement validates the guard [end= l J and enables the transition from 
OTHER to NORMAL. Before the transition is done, the function RemoveEvents () is executed which, 
in this example, removes all events from event memory. In INITIAL mode, the same process starts 
from the beginning. 
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E-cbanged E-state-dispatch I ReceiveState() 

E-solving I solv:=O 

E-nonnal [solv=OJ 
E-nonnal [NOT solv=O] / 
solv:=solv-1 

E-state-request / SendState() 

Figure 5.3: Mode diagram of a constrainable. 

In Figure 5.3, the mode diagram for a constrainable is depicted. A constrainable has two modes, 
NORMAL and SOLVING mode. It starts in NORMAL in which it continually executes the function 
HandleMessages (). This function indicates that the entity is busy with communicating with other 
objects via message passing. When a change in the state has occurred, HandleMessages () raises 
the event E·changed to notify the entities in the environment. 

Upon detection of the E·solving event, the constrainable wil! switch to SOLVING. This event 
can be raised by each constraint that operates on the constrainable and the constraint manager. A 
constrainable switches to SOLVJNG as soon as it detects this event, but it should not switch back to 
NORMAL until all constraints and the manager have raised the E·normal event. Therefore, the con
strainable maintains a counter solv to count the number of E-solving events it has detected. During 
the transition from NORMAL to SOLVING, it sets this variable sol v to 0. 

In SOLVING mode, the constrainable is sensitive to four event types: 

l. E-state-dispatch, 
2. E-state-request, 
3. E-solving, 
4. E-normal. 

Upon detection of E-state·dispatch, the object performs the transition that is Iabeled with this event 
name. During the transition, it executes the function Recei vestate () in which it receives new 
values for its intemal variables via data flows. After the transition, it comes back into SOL VING mode. 
Similarly, when E-state-request is detected, the constrainable executes Sendstate () in which it 
exports the values of its variables via data flows. 

When in SOLVING mode the E-solving event is detected, the constrainable increases the counter 
solv with 1. If the E-normal event is detected, there are two options depending on the value of the 
counter sol v. If solv is not equal to zero, the constrainable performs the transition in which the 
counter is diminished by l. If the counter is zero, the transition back to NORMAL is performed. 

5.2.2 Constraints 

In Figure 5.4, the mode diagram fora constraint is depicted. A constraint has two modes, NORMAL 

and CHECK. It starts in NORMAL mode. In this mode, it continually executes the function Handle

Messages (). This implies that a constraint, provided it is represented as an object in the object
oriented application, can communicate with other objects via message passing. These messages can 
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Figure 5.4: Mode diagram of a constraint. 

val:=CheckValidity() 
Exit: 
RemoveE-chan ed() 
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be inquiries by the application conceming the validity, operands, or parameters of the constraint. 
However, when the constraint detects the E-changed event, which is raised by one of its operands, 
it suspends message passing and switches to CHECK mode. During the transition from NORMAL to 
CHECK, the constraint raises the E-solving event, to put all constrainables it operates on in solving 
mode and it sets a variable val, which is used to determine the transition to be taken after the CHECK 

mode, to-1. 
Upon entrance of the CHECK mode, the constraint executes the function CheckValidi ty ( l in 

which it determines its own validity. The constraint retrieves the values of its operands by raising 
the event E·state-request. This event is aimed at the constrainables which are the operands of the 
constraint and will trigger these entities to send their states. The function CheckValidi ty ( l returns 
the value 1 if the constraint is valid and zero, otherwise. When the function is finished, the return 
value is assigned to the variable val. 

When variable val becomes either zero or 1, the transition back to NORMAL mode can be made. 
Before the transition is performed, first the function RernoveE-changed ( ) is executed. This function 
removes all E-changed events that arrived while the constraint was checking its validity. Removing 
these events prevents that the constraint will repeatedly check its validity if several of its operands 
changed at the same time. 

lf the constraint is violated, the transition labeled with condition [val= O l is selected. During this 
transition, the constraint raises the event E·violation to indicate to the environment that it is violated. 
If the constraint is valid, the transition labeled with condition [val= 1 l is selected. During this tran
sition, the constraint raises the event E-normal to put the constrainables it operates on back in normal 
mode. 

Besides the E-changed event, a constraint entity is sensitive to two other event types. These are E· 
param-request and E-normal. When E-param-request is detected, the constraint executes the function 
SendParameters ( ) in which it sends parameter data via data flows. 

In order for a constrainable to return to normal mode, all constraints that raised E·sotving should 
also raise E·normal. However, a constraint that bas raised E-solving when switching from NORMAL to 
CHECK does not always raise E-normal when it switches back from CHECK to NORMAL. In particular 
(see Figure 5.4), a constraint that is violated onJy raises E-violated when it switches back to NORMAL. 

Thus, its operands are still in solving mode. 
This implies that a constraint which is violated still bas to rai se E·normal when the solving process 

has ended. This process is ended when the constraint manager raises the E·norrnal event. Therefore, 
a constraint is sensitive to the E·norrnal event raised by the constraint manager. When this event is 
detected and the constraint was violated, it executes the transition with event E·normal and condi-
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Figure 5.5: Mode diagram of a solver. 

tion [val=O J and executes Rai se ( E-normal) to release the constrainables. Subsequently, it sets 
variable val to l. If it was not violated, it performs the transition labeled with event E-normal and 
condition [val=lJ. The transition removes the E-normal event from event memory without taking 
further action. 

5.2.3 Solvers 

In Figure 5.5, the mode diagram fora solver is depicted. A solver entity has two modes, NORMAL 

and SOLVING. The solver entity starts in NORMAL in which it is sensitive for the events E-start, 
E-entity-dispatch, E-param-dispatch, E-entity-request, and E-param-request. 

The solver switches to SOLVINO when the E-start event is detected. When the transition labeled 
with the event E-entity-dispatch is performed, the solver executes function ReceiveEntities () in 
which it receives identifiers of the constrainables and constraints it has to solve via data flows. When 
the transition labeled with event name E-param-dispatch is performed, the solver executes function 
Recei veParameters () in which it receives parameter data via data flows. 

During the transition from NORMAL to SOLVINO, the solver sets a variable fin, used to indicate 
the end of the solving process, to zero. Upon entrance of SOLVINO mode, the function Sol ve () is 
executed in which the solver calculates values for the constrainables such that the constraints are valid 
or translates the set of constraints it bas to solve into another set of constraints. During this solving 
procedure, the solver can communicate with constraints and constrainables via events and data flows. 
The solver can raise three kinds of events: 

l. E-param-request, to request parameters from a constraint, 
2. E-state-request, to request the state of a constrainable, 
3. E-state-dispatch, to send a new state toa constrainable. 

After the function Sol ve ( ) ends, the variable fin is set to l, which enables the transition from 
SOLVING to NORM AL to be done. During this transition, the solver executes Rai se ( E- f inished) 
to indicate to the manager that the solving procedure has ended. 

There are two more events that a solver is sensitive to in NORMAL mode. These are E-param
request and E-entity-request. When E-param-request is detected, the function sendParameters () 
is executed which sends the outcome of the solving process via data flows to the constraint manager. 
If the solver transforms constraints into other (simpler) constraints, the constraint manager will ask 
for identifiers of these constraints by raising the E-entity-request event. Upon detection, the solver 
executes SendEnti ties () which sends the constraint identifiers. 
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5.2.4 Constraint Managers 

In Figure 5.6, the mode diagram for a constraint manager is depicted. A manager has three modes: 

1. NORMAL, 

2. SOLVING, 

3. EVALUATION. 

It starts in NORMAL mode and, like constrainables and constraints, a manager can communicate with 
other objects and handles these messages in NORMAL mode in the function HandleMessages ( l. 
These can be messages for inquiry, but also to add to or remove constraints from the network of the 
constraint manager. In SOLVING and EVALUATION mode, it tries to solve a set of constraints. There 
is a variable coop which indicates if the manager is cooperating with another manager. It has initia! 
value zero. 

When the constraint manager detects E-violation, raised by a constraint, it suspends message pass
ing and switches from NORMAL to SOLVING. During this transition the event E-solving is raised to 
put all constrainables in solving mode. Upon entry of SOLVING, the function InvokeSolvers () 
is executed in which the constraint network is analyzed in order to decide which constraints will be 
solved by which solvers and which part of the network is delegated to another constraint manager. 
In the function InvokeSol vers (), a manager can raise four kinds of events to trigger solvers and 
managers: 

1. E-start, 
2. E-entity-dispatch, 
3. E-param-dispatch, 
4. E-param-request. 

These events are used to communicate with solvers and managers alike. 
By raising E-param-request, it can request the constraint that raised the E-violation event for 

further details concerning the violation. Por example, operands that have changed or the size of the 
error. By raising the events E-entity·dispatch and E·param-dispatch, the manager requests a solver 
or manager to receive identifiers of the constraints and parameter data, respectively. Next, it raises 
E-start to trigger the specific solver or manager. 

When execution of InvokeSol vers () has finished, the manager waits until one of the triggered 
solvers or managers ends its solving process and raises the E·finished event. When the event is de
tected, the manager switches to EVALUATION. During the transition, it sets a variable fin, used for 
determining the next transition after EVALUATION, toa value unequal to zero or 1 (here, -1). 

Upon entry of EVALUATION mode, the function Evaluate () is executed. In this function, the 
manager retrieves the results of the triggered entity. lt can use the events E·param-request to request 
the outcome of the solving process of a solver or manager. In case a solver translated one set of 
constraints into another, E-entity-request is raised to request constraint identifiers. When all necessary 
data have been received, these are evaluated by the function. lf solving has to continue, for example, 
because the solver did not solve all constraints, the function returns the value zero which is assigned 
to fin. If all constraints have been solved, the function returns 1. 

When the variable fin receives value zero or l, the transition out of EVALUATION can be made. 
Before the mode is exited and a transition is done, the function RemoveE-violation is executed 
which removes all E-violation events from event memory that were received during solving. This 
is done to prevent the manager from immediately switching to SOLVING after NORMAL, in case it 
had received multiple E-violation events from a number of constraints that simultaneously raised it. 
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Figure 5.6: Mode diagram of a constraint manager. 

If fin equals zero, the transition is done back to SOLVING and the solving process is continued. If 
fin equals l, the transition is done to NORMAL (since variable coop was initially zero and hasn't 
changed). During this last transition, the manager raises the event E-normal to put all constrainables 
back to normal mode. 

In NORMAL mode, a manager is also sensitive to four other events: 

1. E-start, 
2. E-entity-dispatch, 
3. E-param-dispatch, 
4. E-param-request. 

All these events are raised by another manager that wants to use this manager for solving a set of 
constraints. 

When the event E-entity-dispatch is detected, the manager executes the function Ree ei veEn

ti ties () in which it receives identifiers of the constrainables and constraints it bas to solve from 
another manager. When the event E-param-dispatch is detected, the manager executes function Re

cei veParameters () in which it receives parameter data. The parameter data received is data con
ceming specific details of constraints or parameters for the solving process. 

Upon detection of E-start, the manager is triggered to solve a set of constraints. When the event 
is detected, a transition is made to SOLVING. During the transition, E-solving is raised to put all con
strainables in solving mode and variable coop, which indicates the manager is now communicating 
with another manager, is set to 1. 

In SOLVING mode, the manager follows the same procedure as described above. That is, it switch
es back and forth several times between SOLVING and EVALUATION after which the variable fin be
comes 1. As soon as fin becomes 1, the transition back to NORMAL is done via the transition labeled 
[ fin=l AND coop=l J. During the transition, E·normal is raised to put all constrainables back in 
normal mode. E·finished is raised to notify the cooperating manager of the termination of the sol ving 
process, and coop is set to zero. 

In NORMAL mode, there is one more event the manager can detect, which is the E-param-request 
event. 1t is raised by the other manager to inquire for the result of the solving process. During the 
transition, the manager sends parameter data in sendParameters (). 
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Figure 5.7: Circle c and rectangle R have two constraints which dictate that they have to 
touch and should have equal areas. Manager M cooperates with solver EqualArea and 
manager MT to solve the constraints. 
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In this section, we will present a detailed operational description of the model that was specified in 
Section 5.2. The example that was used for the operational description in Section 4.8 is used with 
a slight extension. Instead of two solvers, the main manager M uses an EqualArea solver to solve 
EqualArea constraint and cooperates with another manager MT to solve the Touch constraint. In 
Figure 5.7, the constraint network, together with the managers and solvers, is depicted. 

Suppose, the right side of rectangle Ris moved due to the execution of a message (see Figure 4.5). 
That is, the value of R. ris changed. Similar to the description in Section 4.8, we will exarnine the 
developing scenario point by point. Again, each point of the scenario bas a corresponding point in the 
previous operational descriptions. When necessary, we refer to the mode diagrams of Section 5.2. 

0. lnitially, all entities start in their NORMAL modes, which are represented in the Figures 5.3 
through 5.6 as black encircled dots. 

1. Rectangle R raises the E·changed event due to the change in its intemal state (the value of R. r). 
The raising of the event is represented by the zigzag arrow in Figure 5.3. 

2. The E·changed event is (only) detected by the Touch and the EqualArea constraints (that is, 
not by the managers, solvers, or any other constraints). Both constraints suspend the actions 
they are doing in NORMAL mode (Figure 5.4) and make the transition to CHECK. 

3. During the transition, the constraints raise the E·solving event to put their operands in solving 
mode (and initialize the value of val to 2). The two E-solving events (one raised by Touch, 
the other by EqualArea) are picked up by the circle and the rectangle. Both objects suspend 
the actions in NORMAL and use the first E-solving event they detect to switch to SOLVING. In 
SOLVING, the second E-solving event is detected. Upon detection, both objects perform the 
corresponding transition and increase the value of so 1 v ( which is initially zero) to 1. 

4. Upon entrance of CHECK, the constraints start executing CheckVal idi ty < ) . The constraints 
use the E-state-request event to retrieve the intemal states of the rectangle and the circle via 
data ftows. Since E-state-request is a targeted event, once raised, it will only be picked up 
by one object. For example, constraint Touch can request the state of circle c by raising the 
E-state-request event and indicating c as its target. Upon detection, c makes the corresponding 
transition and executes SendState () (State Flow I in Figure 5. l). lf both constraints have 
received the states, they check their validity. 

5. The EqualArea constraint is violated and, thus, its CheckValidi ty () function returns value 
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zero, which is assigned to the variable val. When val equals zero, the transition is made from 
CHECK to NORMAL via the arrow labeled [val=O J. During this transit.ion.. the constraint raillei 
the E·violation event. 

6. Touch is not violated and its CheckValidity{ l returns value 1, which is assigned to val. 
Consequently, the transition to NORMAL is done via the [val=l J transition. During this tran
sition, Touch raises the E-norrnal event. The event is picked up by the circle and the rectangle 
and they perform the transition labeled E-normal/ [NOT sol v=O J. In this transition, variable 
solv is decreased to 0. 

7. E·violation event is detected by the manager M. See Figure 5.6. 
8. The E-violation event causes the manager to suspend the actions it is performing in NORMAL 

and to make the transition to SOLVING. During the transition, it raises E-solving. The event 
is picked up by the circle and the rectangle which perform the transition labeled E-solving 
starting in SOLVING. In this transition, variable sol vis increased to l. 

9. Upon entrance of SOLVING, the manager starts executing the function InvokeSol vers (). It 
raises the targeted event E-entity-dispatch to send the identifier of the to-be-solved Equal
Area constraint to the EqualArea solver. When solver EqualArea detects E-entity-dispatch, 
it executes the function ReceiveEntities () and receives the constraint identifier and the 
identifiers of circle c and rectangle R (via Entity Flow VIII, Figure 5.l) from the manager M. 

10. Next, the manager mises E·start and the solver performs the transition from NORMAL to SOLV
ING. During this transition, the solver sets a variable fin to zero. See Figure 5.5. 

11. Upon entrance of SOLVING, the solver starts executing so 1 ve ( ) . It raises the targeted event 
E-state·request to receive (via Data Flow III) the states of the circle and the rectangle. Upon 
detection, the circle and rectangle execute Sends ta te ( ) . 

12. The solver requests parameter data from the constraint by raising the targeted event E·param
request. The requested parameter consists of an identifier of the object that changed. Upon 
detection, the constraint executes SendParameters ( l and sends the identifier of rectangle R 
(via Parameter Flow V). 

13. The solver now calculates a new value for circle by changing its radius of the circle in such 
a way that c and R have equal areas. When succeeded, it raises the targeted event E·state· 
dispatch, aimed at the circle, and assigns the new state to c (Data Flow Il). Upon detection of 
E·state-dispatch, the circle executes the function Recei veState () and receives new values 
for its intemal variables. 

14. Next, the function Sol ve () of the solver finishes and value 1 is assigned to the variable fin. 
When fin becomes l, the transition from SOLV!NG to NORMAL is done by the solver and, 
during the transition, the E-finished event is raised. 

15. The E-finished event is detected by the manager M, which makes the transition from SOLVING 
to EVALUATION. During the transition, variable fin is initialized to 2. 

16. Upon entrance ofEVALUATION, the manager executes the function Evaluate (). 

(a) M raises E-param-request targeted at the EqualArea solver to receive (via Data Flow 
VII) the result of the solving process. The solver detects the event and executes Send
Parameters ( ) and indicates that solving was successful and that c has changed. From 
this, M concludes that the Touch constraint might have become violated and, thus, that 
solving is not yet finished. After this, function Evaluate () returns the value zero which 
is assigned to variable fin. 

(b) The value of fin causes the transition back to SOLVING. Here, manager M starts exe
cuting InvokeSol vers (), again, and will now trigger manager MT to solve the Touch 
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constraint. It raises E-entity-dispatch to send the identifier of the Touch constraint to 
MT (Entity Flow XII) and E-param-dispatch to inform MT that rectangle R has changed 
(Parameter Flow XI). Next, it raises E-start to activate the solving process of MT. 

(c) Upon detection of the events E-entity-dispatch and E-param-dispatch, MT executes the 
functions ReceiveEntities () and ReceiveParameters (), respectively. When E· 
start is detected, MT switches to SOLVING. During this transition, MT raises E·solving and 
assigns value 1 to the variable coop. Next, it starts to execute the same algorithm as is 
described above for the manager M (using Data Flows VIII, VI, and VII to communicate 
with solver Touch). 
During solving, circle c is moved by the Touch solver such that the Touch constraint is 
validated. 
Finally, MT arrives in EVALUATJON where function Evalua te () returns value 1. When 
fin becomes 1, the transition back to NORMAL is done via the transition with guard 
fin=l AND coop=l. During the transition, MT raises E·normal to put the constrainables 
back in normal mode, raises E·finished to indicate it has finished the solving process, and 
sets variable coop back to zero. 

17. Manager M receives the E·finished event and switches from SOLVJNG to EVALUATJON where 
it executes Evaluate (). There, it raises E·param-request to request the result of the solving 
process from manager MT (Data Flow X). MT executes SendParameters () and indicates that 
circle c has moved. Based on this information, M determines that no EqualArea constraints 
were violated and that solving has finished. The function Evaluate () returns value 1 and the 
transition back to NORMAL is made via the transition labeled [ fin=l AND coop=O J. During 
the transition, M raises E-normal. This event is detected by the circle and the rectangle and 
they perforrn the transition labeled E-normal/ [NOT solv=OJ. In this transition, variable 
solv which has value 1 (see point 8, above) is decreased to 0. The E-normal event is also 
detected by the Touch and EqualArea constraints. For the Touch constraint holds that the 
value of variable val equals 1 (see point 6, above). Consequently, it performs the transition 
labeled E-normal [val=ll which does nothing besides removing the E-normal event from 
event memory. 1n the EqualArea constraint, val equals 0 (see point 5, above). Therefore, it 
performs transition E-normal [val=O J. During this transition, EqualArea raises E·normal 
(which it had not raised when it made the transition from CHECK to NORMAL, see point 5) and 
assigns value 1 to val. The event is detected by circle c and rect:angle R. Both constrainables 
perform the transition labeled E-normal [sol v=O J and switch back from SOLVJNG to NOR· 

MAL in which they continue the message passing activities with other objects. 

5.4 Correctness 

1n the above sections, we have described the conceptual model, CODE, and also explained its op
eration. Although in the scenario listed above, the communication proceeds without problems, the 
question remains whether this is the case for all possible scenarios. That is, is the model is correct? 

To verify these aspects of the system, forma] methods need to be applied. In particular, model 
checking techniques are very appropriate to fulfill the task. Model checking is a forma] verification 
technique for detennining whether a given system satisfies a given specification [Clark et al., 1986]. 
A system is represented as a finite-state machine and specifications about the system are expressed as 
tempora] logic fonnulas. For example, an important tempora! requirement concerning constrainables 
could be the following, "A constrainable that has raised the E-changed event. should eventually return 
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to NORMAL mode". 
In order ~ make_ the above specification of CODE suitable for model checkin_g, several modifi

cations should be made to the presentation of the protocol. First of all, the specification has to be 
simplified such that only the bare communication scheme remains without redundant details. Por ex
ample, details like the variables in the mode diagrams and functions executed are not directly needed 
to check the communication protocol. Next, depending on the specific model checking technique that 
is used, the specification of CODE might have to be rewritten such that it can serve as input for the 
verification tool to be used. Finally, a set of tempora! requirements has to be specified that guarantees 
absence of dead-lock, absence of life-lock, and continuous progress of all entities. 

In this thesis, a complete formal verification of CODE is not given. The main reason is that the 
amount of work had to be balanced against the benefits of such a proof. The benefit might be difficult 
to determine since the model that is verified bas gone through the modifications mentioned above and, 
moreover, an implementation will in genera] not be a precise implementation of CODE. Furthermore, 
in this research we decided to focus on the usability of CODE. It was one of the requirements of the 
conceptual model to develop a method for building systems that combine constraints and objects. 
Before proving such a method to be formally correct, it is first and foremost important to determine 
whether the method is workable. Therefore, instead of constructing a forma! proof, a prototype system 
was built using CODE as the guideline. 

5.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we specified CODE, a conceptual model for combining constraints and objects. The 
elements that exists in the model are events, data flows, and the entities. The entities are constrain
ables, constraints, sol vers, and managers. The characteristics of the entities are described and the way 
in which they interact. CODE is an elaboration of the requirements that were stated in Chapter 4. 

What the model does not describe is how to apply it to build an actual application. Tuis will be 
the subject of the next chapter, in which we present an application in which graphical objects can be 
subjected to constraints. The underlying system that deals with the constraints and the communication 
between the objects and the solvers is based on CODE. 



Chapter 6 

Prototype Implementation 

In this chapter, we describe the first prototype implementation of the conceptual model, called PRO

TOM (contraction of Prototype Implementation). It is the fourth step in the software engineering 
trajectory that was presented in Chapter 1. The aim of this implementation is to build a system that 
shows all the concepts and elements of the previous chapter and enables us to verify them. Next to this, 
the aim is to determine which software components can be distinguished in an actual implementation. 

PROTOM is built after the first version of CODE had been put on paper. As a result of the imple
mentation process, the conceptual model evolved. The model presented in the previous chapter is the 
final version of this process. 

In Section 6.1, the overall structure of the system and its components are presented. Several design 
decisions concerning this structure are explained. Section 6.2 treats the components of PROTOM and 
how the translation from the conceptual mndel to the implementation is done. Section 6.3 describes 
a constraint handling engine that provides several specific constraint types and solving techniques. In 
Section 6.4, a graphical application is shown that uses the constraint handling engine of Section 6.3. 
Finally, Section 6.5 concludes the chapter. 

6.1 Overvlew of System Components 

In order to verify the conceptual model, we build PROTOM to resemble CODE as closely as possible. 
That is, the elements that occur in PROTOM are directly mappable to the elements (entities, events, 
and data flows) in CODE. 

The underlying system that provides the functionality to enable such an implementation is MANI

FOLD (see [Arbab et al" 1993], [Arbab, 1998]), a language for managing interconnections among co
operating processes. The processes communicate via events and data flows. Using the language 
constructs of MANJFOLD (see Section 6.1.l), the communication primitives of CODE can be directly 
implemented. Furthermore, since the language is different from a programming language that imple
ments the object-oriented application or constraint engine, it creates the physical separation between 
the application and the engine. For these two reasons, we choose MANIFOLD as a starting point in the 
design of PROTOM. 

MANIFOLD enables us to implement the abstract conceptual model. To actually demonstrate this 
implementation, we need an interactive application that applies constraints on graphical objects and a 
constraint handling engine that solves the constraints. For this reason, an application, called Drawtool, 
is built that uses the constraints provided by a constraint handling engine, called the GA-CHE (see 
below). 

69 
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In Figure 6.1, an overview of all systems is presented. The programming Janguage MANIFOLD is 
based 0111:1le IWIM J!lOdel (see Section 6.1.1). PROTOM is based on CODE. lt is partly implemented 
in MANIFOLD to provide the conceptual functionality and partly in C++ to provide the interface to 
the outside world (see Section 6.2); Based on PROTOM, a constraint system, the GA-CHE (Graphics 
Application Constraint Handling Engine), is built that implements specific constraint types and solv
ing methods. Next to the GA-CHE, there is the GA-CI (Graphics Application Class Interface) which 
provides the classes for an object-oriented application (see Section 6.3). In the application, Draw
tool, graphical objects such as rectangles, circles, lines, can be modified. On the graphical objects, 
constraints can be imposed to specify relations (see Section 6.4). 

The implementation language for implementing the object-oriented application is C++. C++ 
provides object-oriented concepts and it can cooperate easily with MANIFOLD. The constraint handling 
engine is also implemented in C++, for convenience. lt could have been any other language (provided 
it can communicate with MANIFOLD). 

Related to the components in Figure 6.1, we distinguish three programmers that build software 
components (see also Section 4.1). 

1. The object-oriented application programmer. This programmer implements an object-oriented 
application in which constraints can be imposed on objects, in this case, the application is 
Drawtool. He has only access to the GA-CI which provides the classes for constrainable objects 
and constraint objects. He can create objects of these classes, create subclasses, and communi
cate with these objects via message passing. The application programmer cannot make direct 
modifications to the classes in the GA-Cl. 

2. The constraint handler programmer. This programmer creates a constraint engine which sup
plies constrainable and constraint types and solvers and managers that solve the constraints, 
here, the GA-CHE. He uses the functionality offered to him by PROTOM to implement the enti
ties as described by CODE. Next to this, the constraint handler programmer creates the interface, 
the GA-Cl, to provide the constrainable and constraint types to the object-oriented application. 
Which constrainable and constraint types are provided in the GA-Cl depends on the types that 
are implemented in the GA-CHE. 

3. The PROTOM system programmer. The PROTOM programmer builds the system that imple
ments the basic functionality for the GA-CHE and the GA-Cl to communicate with each other 
via events and data fiows. 

In subsequent sections, we will use these programmers to illustrate design decisions. We will refer 
to the types of programmers as the application engineer, the constraint engineer, and the PROTOM 

engineer, respectively. 
The GA-CHE and the GA-Cl are both developed by the constraint engineer. At first sight, it would 

be obvious to combine the two into one component. However, although the constrainable and con
straint types in the GA-Cl depend on the implementation of the GA-CHE, they are separate components. 
The GA-CI is an interface of classes to the application and, in this sense, is apart of the application. 
The GA-CHE is an engine that implements constraints and solvers. In accordance with CODE, the 
application and constraint handling engine have to be separated and should communicate via events 
and data fiows. This separation and communication is carried out by PROTOM. 

Before describing each component, we first introduce MANIFOLD. 

6.1.1 Manüold 

MANIFOLD is a coordination language for managing complex, dynamically changing interconnections 
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Figure 6.1: Systems overview. The language MANIFOLD is based on the IWIM model. The 
system PROTOM is based on the CODE model and is implemented in MANIFOLD and C++. 
The GA-CHE is a constraint handling engine. The object-oriented application, Drawtool, 
applies the constraints that are provided by the GA-CHE via the GA-Cl. 
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among sets of independent, concurrent, cooperating processes [Arbab et al., 1993]. The language is 
based on the IWIM (Idealized Worker Idealized Manager) model of communication [Arbab, 1996]. 
This model describes a communication protocol which makes a distinction between worker processes, 
that is, processes that perform a computational task, and manager processes, that is, processes that 
manage communications. The IWIM model separates computation from communication concerns 
and establishes that no process is responsible for its own communication with other processes. It is 
always the task of a manager process to arrange necessary communication among a set of worker 
processes. Furthermore, a manager process may itself be considered as a worker process by another 
manager process, which allows hierarchies of communicating processes to be built. 

The basic concepts in the IWIM model are processes, events, ports, and channels. A process is a 
black box with well-defined ports of connection through which it exchanges units of information with 
other processes in its environment. lnterconnections between ports are made through channels, which 
are communication links that carry units of information. 

Independent of the communication via channels, there is an event mechanism for information 
exchange in IWIM. There are extemal and internal events. Extemal events are said to be raised, 
which means that they are broadcasted into the environment. Extemal events can be picked up by any 
process, except by the process that raised the event (the event source). Intemal events are said to be 
posted. They are not broadcasted, but are only detectable by the event source itself. Both internal and 
extemal events are typed. Contrary to CODE, JWIM has no concept of targeted events. Except in the 
case of intemal events, a process never ( directly) knows who are the receivers of the events it raises. 

MANIFOLD is an implementation of the IWIM model and each of the basic concepts of process, 
event, port, channel in IWIM corresponds to an explicit language construct in MANJFOLD. Every 
process has an individual set of ports which serve as connection points for the channel s ( called streams 
in MANIFOLD). A process can raise events and can also decide for which event types it is sensitive. 

A manager process, called a manifold, is always written in the MANIFOLD Janguage. Worker pro
cesses can be written in any other language, such as C, C++, Fortran, etc. Corresponding to the IWIM 
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Figure 6.2: Example of MANIFOLD processes, streams, ports and events. Data which process 
Proc-1 puts on its output port is redirected to the input port of Proc-2. Similarly, output 
of Proc-2 is redirected to the input of Proc-3. Event ev..A which is raised by proc-3 can 
be detected by any process that is sensitive to the event. 

model, a manager process does not differentiate between worker processes and manager processes. In 
the remainder of this thesis, we will refer to (MANJFOLD's) manager processes as "manifolds", to avoid 
name confusion with the (constraint) managers of the conceptual model. In Figure 6.2, a graphical 
representation is given of some arbitrary processes, streams, ports, and events. 

6.2 Structure of PROTOM 

In this section, we describe the design and implementation of PROTOM. PROTOM implements all 
functionality which is described in Chapter 4 as accurately as possible. Specific information concem
ing the types of constrainables, constraints, or solvers should not be present in PROTOM. It should 
only provide abstract entities that behave as described by CODE. 

The following things should be present in the design of PROTOM: 

1. The entities, events and data flows as described by CODE, 

2. An interface to object-oriented applications, 
3. An interface to systems that implements specific constraint and solver types. 

These requirements lead to the structure of PROTOM as it is depicted in Figure 6.3. The three compo
nents are: 

• PROTOM Kemel, 
• 00-Application API (OO·API), 
• Constraint Handler API (CH·API). 

The PROTOM Kemel creates and removes processes that represent the conceptual entities and enables 
the communication among the entities. The 00-API is a library of classes that provides abstract 
constrainable and constraint types that can be used in an object-oriented application. Jt is the interface 
to the GA-Cl in Figure 6.1. The CH-API encompasses an interface toa constraint solver or solvers that 
implement specific constraint and solver types. In Figure 6.1, it interfaces with the GA-CHE. 

Below, we will treat each component of PROTOM in detail. 

6.2.1 Kemel 

The PROTOM Kemel is the part of the system that implements the communication protocol of CODE. It 
is built in MANIFOLD. Tuis implies that data units flow via MANIFOLD streams as depicted in Figure 5.1, 
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00-Application API 

Kemel 

Constraint Handler API 

Figure 6.3: Structure of PROTOM. The 00-Application API (00-API) is separated from the 
Constraint Handler API (CH-API) by the PROTOM Kemel. 
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and events are raised and detected as described in the tab les of Section 5 .1. The tasks of the Kemel 
are the following: 

1. Process management, which entails creating and removing MANIFOLD processes, 
2. Initializing event sensitivity of created processes, such that they can detect events that they 

should be sensitive to, 
3. Data flow management, which entails creating and removing channels among processes. 

Process Management 

One task of the PROTOM Kemel is to create and remove MANIFOLD processes and let these processes 
communicate according to CODE. 

Design Decision 6.1 
A decision has to be made conceming the relation between MANIFOLD processes and CODE entities. 

1. An option is to represent every entity in the conceptual model as a MANIFOLD process in the Ker
nel. The advantage is that it is possible to model CODE very accurately. The disadvantage is that 
it can lead to an exceedingly large number of processes and accompanying increasing burden 
for managing the overhead concemed with process creation, removal, and intercommunication. 

2. The altemative is to combine entities in processes. Tuis option would decrease overhead effort, 
but would obscure the precise event and data flow communication among entities. 

In PROTOM, a middle way is chosen. Constrainable, constraint, manager entities are all represented by 
separate processes. That is, there are constrainable, constraint, and manager processes, respectively. 
This is done to be able to implement and verify all event and data flow communication among these 
entities. To reduce extra overhead, for the solver entities a less strict approach (that is, less strict 
according to CODE) is taken. D 

Solvers that calculate a local solution for a constraint are combined with that constraint into one 
process. The resulting process is then equipped with event and data fl.ows for constraint functionality 
and for solver functionality. For example, the process can detect E-changed events from the operands 
it is imposed on (thus, acting as a constraint entity) and it can be triggered by a constraint manager to 
calculate a local solution (thus, acting as a solver entity). 

A solver entity that solves a collection of constraints (instead of calculating a local solution for 
only one constraint) is combined with a constraint manager entity into one process. The resulting 
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process has to be equipped with solver and with manager functionality. For example, the process is 
sensitive to the E-violation events raised by constraint entities (thus, acting as a manager entity) and it 
is able to send and receive states of constrainables via data flows (thus, acting as a solver entity). 

Event Sensitivity 

In PROTOM, not all events that are raised should be detected by all processes. Some processes should 
never detect events from certain other processes, while some processes should sometimes detect events 
from another process. 

Design Declsion 6.2 
The sensitivity rules that specify which process type should be sensitive to which events of which 
other process type are specified in the event tables in Section 5. L 

1. One way to implement these sensitivity rules is to let all processes be sensitive to all event types 
and let each process find out for itself which events are of interest to it. However, if every 
process bas to check all events that are raised, this results in needless system activity since most 
raised events are specifically aimed at another process or processes, but never at all processes 
together. 

2. A better strategy is to let entities be selectively sensitive for events. MANIFOLD offers the func
tionality to make processes sensitive and insensitive to event types. 

D 

The sensitivity rules for the entity types do not vary during operation of an application. Therefore, it 
is convenient to have sensitivity initialized when a process is created. Since the PROTOM Kemel is 
the component that creates the processes it is also the most suitable place to initialize event sensitivity. 
The sensitivity rules for non-targeted events can be summarized as follows. 

• A constrainable process is sensitive to the E-solving and E-normal events from the constraint 
processes that are imposed on it. 

• A constraint process can detect the E-changed event from the constrainables it is imposed on, 
and the E-solving and E-normal events from the manager process that is concerned with solving 
that constraint. 

• Finally, a manager process can detect E-violation events from the constraint processes it operates 
on. 

In MANIFOLD, a newly created process is, by default, only sensitive to events of the process that created 
it (in this case, the PROTOM Kemel). A process can be made sensitive to the event of another process if 
it bas a reference to this process. This means that by passing the proper process references around, the 
Kemel can make one process sensitive to events of another process. For the above Iisted non-targeted 
events, this means the following. 

• The constrainable processes on which a constraint is imposed receive the reference to that con
straint process. 

• A constraint process receives the references to the constrainables on which it is imposed and 
receives a reference to the constraint manager. 

• The constraint manager receives the reference to all constraint processes. 

In this way, the non-targeted events can be initialized. 
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For the targeted events, a different approach has to be taken. Like IWIM, MANIFOLD does not 
have targeted events, while in CODE targeted events are used to trigger specific entities. However, 
the language does provide the distinction between intemal and extemal events and has a mechanism 
called guards. A guard is a special process that is connected to a port and waits for some condition 
conceming this port to become true. When the condition becomes true, the guard posts an event in 
the event memory of the process that installed the guard. For example, a process A can install a guard 
on its output port, with condition connected and event ev_output. This means that, as soon as 
a connection is made to the output port of process A, the guard posts the specified event in the event 
memoryofA. 

The two mechanisms of intemal events and guards can be used to simulate targeted events in PRO
TOM. For each targeted event that an entity has to be sensitive to in CODE, it has a port and a guard on 
that port in PROTOM. On the event raising side, the process that wants to raise a targeted event, raises 
this event and outputs the identifier of the target process via its standard output port. The raised event 
and the identifier are detected by the PROTOM Kemel who creates a stream to the targeted process. 

For example, a constrainable bas to be sensitive to the (targeted) E-state-request event from a 
constraint (see Section 5.2.1). Therefore, a constrainable has a port, called p_state_out, and a 
guard on this port that posts an event ev-state..request as soon as a connection is made. When the 
constraint requests the state from a specific constrainable, it raises the event E·state-request and sends 
the identifier of the constrainable through its output port. The event and identifier are picked up ( only!) 
by the PROTOM Kemel who creates a strearn between the p_state.out of the constrainable and the 
p_sta te.in of the constraint. When the connection is made to the p.sta te.out of the constrainable, 
the guard posts ev-state_request in its event memory. And, finally, when the constrainable detects 
this event, it sends the data the constraint requests. 

Note that the constrainable does not know who is requesting the data. lt only detects a connection 
to its output port and sends the data. This clearly demonstrates the strong separation between the 
constrainables and the solvers. 

Data Flow Management 

The PROTOM Kemel takes care of the data flows that exist arnong entîties. The channels, called 
streams in MANIFOLD, that transport the data are connected to the ports of a process. Through these 
ports the processes send or receive data. 

Design Decision 6.3 
There are basically two strategies that can be followed for stream creation and removal. 

l. The first is to create all streams such that all data flows that are depicted in Figure 5.1 are 
implemented. 

2. The second option is to create a strearn when a process requests it, and remove the stream again 
after data bas flown through it. 

The first is more efficient in CPU time, since strearns do not have to be created and removed each time 
data is sent. Creating all streams in advance means that all processes are constantly connected and, 
thus, additional information bas to be sent with the data to route it properly. In MANIFOLD, the number 
of ports that a process can have is statie. The number of processes that a process communicates with 
is dynarnic. Therefore, it will be necessary to connect multiple streams to a single port. If a process 
sends data through a port to which multiple strearns are connected, this data is copied on all streams. 
Since the data in most cases will be intended for just one other process, this is a waste of resources. 
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The second option will be less efficient since stream creation and removal for each (little) part of 
data is time consuming. However, it has the advantage that streams are connected only between the 
two processes that communicate with each other. There is no routing information required, nor is data 
copied unnecessarily. Moreover, the stream creation can be used to implement targeted events as is 
described in the previous section. Therefore in PROTOM, this last altemative is chosen. 0 

The actual implementation of the part of the PROTOM Kemel that creates streams when a process 
raises a targeted event is done as follows. For every (constrainable, constraint, or manager) process, 
there is a separate manifold that takes care of stream creation requests for that process. lf a process 
raises a targeted event to request or send data, this event is detected by its accompanying manifold. 
Based on the type of the event, the manifold determines which ports have to be connected. For 
example, if a process P raises the E-state-request event to get the state of a process T, its manifold, 
say manif-P, creates a stream between P-state-in port of process Pand the P-state-out port of the 
targeted process T. 

For each type of data that a process can send, it has an output port. For each type of data that a 
process can receive, it has an input port (see Figure 5.1). For example, a constrainable bas an input 
and an output port for receiving and sending a state. A constraint has an input port to receive states 
and an output port to send parameter data. The altemative ofhavingjust one input port and one output 
port for all data for each process would require again extra information to identify the kind of data 
that is received or sent. Moreover, having just one port would disable a process sending or receiving 
data concurrently. 

6.2.2 00-Application API (00-API) 

The oo-API is the interface to an application that applies constraints. Since this application is object
oriented, the interface consists of a library of classes that can be used and inherited from within the 
application. 

The 00-API should provide functionality to the GA-Cl interface. At this level, we are not con
cerned with how or when the constraints are solved. The underlying system should satisfy and main
tain the constraints that are specified. We need three types of classes: 

1. Classes to create constrainable objects, 
2. Classes that enable to impose constraints on those objects, 
3. Classes for activation or deactivation of constraints. 

Seen from the 00-API, the underlying constraint handling engine is invisible. It is therefore not 
needed to add more classes for creating solvers or managers. 

In the 00-API, there are three C++ classes that enable the constraint engineer to build an interface 
for an application. These classes are: 

1. Constrainable, 
2. Constraint, 
3. MFHandler. 

These classes are abstract superclasses that provide necessary functionality for specific subclasses. 
The constraint engineer can subclass from Cons trainable and Cons traint to create constrainable 
and constraînt classes, respectively. The class MFHandler is a dedicated class to handle cornmunica
tion with the PROTOM Kemel. The classes are explained below. 
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Class Constrainable 

Class Constrainable provides the functionality for constrainable objects to the application. From 
Section 4.4, we can determine that this includes the following. 

• A constrainable provides a nonnal mode in which it only communicates via message passing 
and a solving mode in which it only communicates via data flows. 

• A constrainable raises an event when a state change bas taken place. 

When a new class is created for objects on which constraints will be imposed, this new class bas to 
inherit from Constrainable. The new class, say Sub-Constrainable, has to provide information 
to the class Constrainable to ensure proper constraint solving. This entails identifying the above 
mentioned aspects. 

l. The variables that constitute the state of the constrainable that can be subjected to constraints, 
2. The messages that should be blocked when the constrainable is in solving mode, 
3. An indication of when a state change is considered to have taken place. 

In the 00-API, we choose these aspects to be identified by implementing methods of class Con
strainable. 

1. Methods of Sub-Constrainable that should be blocked during constraint solving must call a 
method, sol ving...mode (),of class Constrainable to check if the object is in solving mode. 
Based on the value of the method it can decide, whether it is executed or not. 

2. The constraint engineer indicates the variables that constitute the state of an object of class 
Sub_cons trainable by implementing the methods frame_da ta ( ) and unframe_da ta ( ) 
of Constrainable. These methods, basically, pack and unpack the variables in order to be 
transported by MANJFOLD. 

The third point, determining how to indicate a state change, will be considered separately below. 

Iodicatiog State Change 

In Section 4.4, it was stated that a constrainable object indicates when its state has changed. In 
Chapter 5, it was determined that this is done by raising the E-changed event. 

Design Decisioo 6.4 
In PROTOM, it has to be decided who should initiate the raising of the E-changed event. There are 
three options. 

l. The PROTOM engineer. The PROTOM engineer implements the abstract superclasses. At the 
level of the abstract superclass it can not be decided when exactly an event should be raised. 
For example, should an event be raised (and consequently solving be triggered) if one intemal 
variable of the object changes or if more variables change? If an event is raised each time a 
single variable changes, solving might be triggered too often. For example, in the case where 
a vector is added to the position of an object and each time one coordinate of the position is 
updated also solving is triggered. In this example, one would like to treat the addition as one 
atomie action after which constraint solving is triggered. The PROTOM engineer only provides 
the facility to raise the event, but he cannot not decide when it has to be raised. 

2. The constraiot engineer. A better option would be to let the constraint engineer raise the event. 
This person implements constraint types and constrainable types and thus has knowledge about 
the states of constrainables. 
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3. The application engineer. It might still be the case that the event is raised to often. For example, 
consider the case where the application engineer has built a system to move graphical objects 
around. He furthennore has decided that constraints should not be solved while moving the 
objects, but only when a moved object has reached its end destination. If we let the constraint 
engineer decide to raise the event, constraint solving will also be triggered while moving the 
object. 

Because we want to offer the application engineer the possibility to fine-tune the triggering of con
straint solving, in PROTOM, we have chosen for the third option. lt is implemented by providing a 
special message commi t () to the application engineer. 0 

When an object has changed to such an extend that it might be necessary to solve the constraints, the 
application engineer calls the message commi t ( ) of that specific object. To preserve the state at the 
moment of committing, execution of the method Iocks the object and raises the E-changed event. 

Constrainable Objects and Processes 

The constrainable and constraint objects that are created in an applîcation relate to the constrainable 
and constraint processes in PROTOM Kemel. They both represent the entities of CODE and should 
have full access to the object-oriented techniques, such as inheritance, message passing, information 
hiding, and should be able to communicate via events and data flows. In order to use object-oriented 
techniques, an entity should be implemented as an object. On the other hand, in order to have access 
to events and data flows, the entity should be implemented as a MANIFOLD process. 

Design Decision 6.5 
These two aspects lead a number of possible altemative implementations. 

l. An entity can be implemented as a MANIFOLD process with some functionality for message pass
ing. However, in that case, characteristics of object-oriented programming, such as inheritance, 
might be lost and the entity would not have full access to all object-oriented techniques. Since 
one of the strengths of CODE is that an application can be fully object-oriented, this option is 
not acceptable. 

2. Altematively, the entity could be implemented as an object with some MANIFOLD functionality. 
In that case, however, the entity could not take full advantage of functionality that MANIFOW 

processes offer, such as being sensitive to a specific type of events. Since the aim of PROTOM 

is to be an îdeal implementation, this altemative, too, is not satisfactory. 
3. The adopted solution is to implement an entity both as an object in an application and as a 

process in the Kemel. In this way, an entity is a complete object, while it can also communicate 
via events and data flows. Furthermore, an application programmer is more explicitly shielded 
off from the constraint handling engine. 

0 

A consequence of having a constrainable entity represented as a C++ object and as a MANIFOLD 

process is that there are two states for one entity (one in the object and one in the process) that have to 
be kept up-to-date. That is, if a message call changes the state of the C++ object, the state of the MANl

Fow process has to be updated. And, if a solver changes the state of the process, the state of the object 
has to be updated. However, since message passing and data flow communication do not interfere with 
each other, the state update is only necessary when the entity switches its communication protocol. 
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A constrainable entity communicates via message passing when in normal mode and via events 
and data ftows when in solving mode. Therefore, the state of the MANIFOLD process has to be updated 
when the constrainable switches to solving mode and the state of the C++ object has to be updated 
when the constrainable switches to normal mode. 

Having a dual state for a constrainable has the advantage that while the constraint solver is modi
fying the state of the constrainable process, the state of the C++ object can serve as a back-up state in 
case the constraint solver cannot find a solution to the constraint problem. 

Furthermore, the dual state can introduce some tlexibility for an actual application. For example, 
consider the case where a constraint solver has to solve a large number of constraints on a large 
number of objects which can take a considerable amount of time. During solving, all constrained 
objects will be put in solving mode. Tuis means that they are 'frozen' while the solver is active 
because communication via messages is not allowed. In the case of an interactive graphics program, 
if the solver would need, for example, 2 seconds to calculate a solution and, consequently, the objects 
are frozen for 2 seconds, this could have an enormous impact on the user interface of the program. 
Since the solver is calculating with a state different from the one that the C++ object has, one could 
still allow (some) messages of the constrained objects to be executed to prevent 'blocking' of the user 
interface. In that case, the user could be notified about the solver's activity, for example, by changing 
the col or of the objects in solving mode. 

Class Constraint 

Class Constraint provides the functionality for imposing constraints on constrainable objects. This 
implies providing the following: 

1. Communication with the Kemel for creating and removing the constraint processes, 
2. Methods for inspecting characteristics of the constraint such as its arity or its operands. 

Llke a constrainable entity, an actual constraint entity consists of two parts; one part resides as an 
object in the C++ application and the other part is a MANIFOLD process in the PROTOM Kemel. The 
constraints in the application specify the relation among a set of constrainables. When a constraint 
is specified, the corresponding MANIFOLD processes are created in the constraint system. Next, the 
parameters of the constraint (its arity, operands) are communicated to the MANIFOLD process via data 
tlows. 

Once the constraint processes are set up in the Kemel, only these are used during constraint solv
ing. That is, the constraint processes communicate via events and data flows with their constrainable 
operands. The constraint objects in the application are only an interface to the application and commu
nicate via messages with (any) other objects. Consequently, a constraint object in the application does 
not detect state changes of its operands and it does not perform functions like checking its validity or 
calculating a local solution. 

Specific constraint classes are implemented by the constraint engineer. Based on the implemented 
types in the constraint handling engine (the GA-CHE), he can provide the corresponding constraint 
classes in the GA-Cl. 

Class MFHandler 

The final class is MFHandler, which is called this way because its main activity is handling the 
communication with MANIFOLD. That is, it implements all functionality that is needed for exchanging 
information with the Kemel. application engineer. It is used by the abstract superclasses Constrain

able and Constraint to be able to communicate with the MANIFOLD processes. 
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In an application, there is one object of class MFHandler and objects of the classes Constrain

able and constraint have a pointer to this one object. When a constrainable object, or constraint 
object, needs to communicate with the Kemel, it calls messages of the MFHandler object to accom
plish it. When in control, MFHandler object handles requests from MANIFOLD processes. When 
constraints are created or removed, this involves requesting the constraint object to send its type and 
operands. In other cases, it involves requesting constrainables to send or receive states. 

The class MFHandler also acts as the part of the constraint manager that bas to communicate 
with the application (see Section 4.7). For example, created constraints are registered to the MF

Handler object which communicates them to the Kemel. But, like the constraint objects, there is no 
functionality within the class itself. All messages are forwarded to the manager entity in the Kemel 
which perf orms the actual operation. 

6.2.3 Constraint Handler API (CH-API) 

The CH-API is the interface to the constraint handling engine that implements specific constraint and 
solver types. Simi!ar to the OO-API, the interface of the GA-CHE is offered in PROTOM, by means of 
abstract C++ superclasses. There is a class CHE.Constrainable, CHE.Constraint, CHE.Sol ver, 

and CHE.Manager. 

Note that the classes CHE.Cons trainable and CHE.Constraint are similar to but not the same 
as the classes Cons trainable and Constraint in the 00-API. The classes of the GA-CHE interface 
implement functionality to communicate via events and data flows among entities. The classes of the 
00-API implement functionality for the 00-application to communicate with the Kemel. 

A constraint engineer that creates a constraint system, inherits from the abstract superclasses of 
the interface and implements several methods of these classes. For example, in subclasses of CHE.

Constraint and CHE.Sol ver methods have to be implemented for packing and unpacking data that 
has to be communicated to other entities. 

The classes are used by the PROTOM Kemel to create objects thereof. In each process that is 
created by the Kemel, an object of a GA-CHE interface class is created which is put inside the process. 

6.3 Constraint Handling Engine 

The constrainable and constraint types that are provided by the GA-CHE are circles, rectangles, points, 
and lines. Examples of constraint types are touch or equal area between circles and rectangles, inter
sect between points and lines, and perpendicular between lines. Via the GA-Cl, these constrainables 
and constraints are made accessible for the object-oriented application. 

In this section the solving techniques of the GA-CHE constraint handling engine are described. In 
Section 6.3. l, we first present a local propagation manager to solve an acyclic network of constraints. 
lt illustrates the operation of one manager conducting a number of constraint solvers. 

Next, in Section 6.3.2, a second manager is added to solve cyclic networks. The manager in 
the former section is then adapted to cooperate with the second manager to solve networks that may 
contain cycles. 

6.3.1 Local Propagation Manager 

The network that is formed by the objects and constraints is solved by a manager that uses a simple 
local propagation algorithm, similar to the one described in Section 2.2.3. This means that for every 
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constraint a local solution is calculated until every constraint in the network is validated. Each con
straint has a local solver that can compute a solution for that constraint. A characteristic of the network 
is that it contains no cycles to prevent that the local propagation algorithm winds up executing infinite 
loops. 

In PROTOM, a constraint and its local solver are combined into one MANil<'OLD process. Tuis 
means, that one identifier identifies both a constraint and its associated solver. The algorithm that the 
manager uses to trigger local solvers is given below. 

1. Ll? () 
2. c := ''constrainable that raised E-changed'' 
3. Cstrs := ''constraints on C'' 
4. while (Cstrs i= l'll do 
5. for (V er E Cstrs) 
6. ''Trigger local solver Sof Cr'' 
7. rof 
8. Cstrs.trop := l'l 
9. for (V Cr estrs) 

10. Cstns := ''constrainables that were changed 
11. by solver S that solved Cr'' 
12. for (Ven E Cstns) 
13. Cstrs.trop : = Cstrs.trop + ' 'constraints on Cn' ' 
14. Cstrs.tmp .- Cstrs.trop - Cr 
15. rof 
16. rof 
17. Cstrs 
18. od 
19. PL 

Cstrs.trop 

The algorithm starts at the constrainable that first raised the E-changed event (line 2). The constraints 
on this constrainable are determined from the network (line 3), In the first propagation step, these 
constraints are solved (line 6). Next, the constrainables that were changed due to this step are deter
mined (line 10). Tuis information is requested from the solvers. Using the received constrainables, it 
is determined from the network which is the next set of constraints that have to be solved (line 13). 
Next, the constraint that was solved in the previous step is removed again, since it is not necessary to 
solve it again (line 14). Tuis continues until there are no more constraints left to solve. 

Since the network is acyclic, it can always be modeled as a tree. When taking the changed con
strainable as the root of the tree, residing at level 0, the nodes on level 1 are the constraints on this 
constrainable. The nodes at level 2 are the constrainables that are the remaining operands (besides 
the operand in the root) of the constraints at level 1. At level 3, there are constraints again, and so 
on. The local propagation algorithm solves the constraints which reside at the odd numbered levels. 
Considering this algorithm, the tree is traversed in a breadth-first manner. That is, first all constraints 
on level l are solved, next, the constraints at level 3, etcetera. 

An alternative to this strategy is to solve the tree in a depth-first manner. In that case, the algorithm 
can be written as a recursive algorithm and bas the advantage that the system (that runs the software) 
can take care of some data storage. However, a depth-first approach forces the algorithm to solve 
all constraints sequentially. Constraints deeper down the tree cannot be solved before the previous 
constraints higher up the tree are solved (this is a propeny of local propagation) and the branches of 
the tree are dealt with one after the other. Taking a breadth-first approach, all constraints in one level 
can be solved in parallel. Since MANIFOLD processes run concurrently, this is the most appropriate 
solution. 
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A local solver computes one solution that satisfies the constraint. In case more solutions are 
possible (for example, a constraint that specifies that a circle and rectangle should touch, bas an 
infinite number of solutions, even if one of the objects is fixed), the local solver picks one. In the GA

CHE, the solution chosen obeys the 'principle ofleast astonishment'. That is, the solver tries to find a 
solution that the user would' expect. For example, in case of a touch constraint, the solver calculates 
the shortest vector between the two constrainables, and translates one of them along this vector. 

If a solver calculates a solution which validates the constraint, the constrainables are updated by 
the solver and the identifiers of the changed operands are sent to the manager. Jf a local solver does 
not change any operands (either because it cannot find a solution, or the constraint is not violated), a 
notification is sent to manager. In that case, the manager will not propagate to constraints that come 
after the corresponding constraint. 

The constraint manager bas no knowledge of how any solver calculates a local solution for its 
constraint. Moreover, the constraint manager does not have any knowledge about the type of the 
constraints. The constraint network can contain any kind of constraints (which can be imposed on 
any kind of constrainables). As Jong as each constraint bas a local solver and the network of the 
constraints is acyclic, the manager can successfully apply local propagation to solve the network. 

The drawback of the simp Ie local propagation manager is that it cannot handle cycles. In case there 
are cycles in the network, the manager can wind up in a loop, continuously triggering constraints 
around the cycle. In the GA-CHE, endless looping is prevented by marking each constraint that is 
solved. If a constraint is marked more than a certain number of times (currently, this number is 
arbitrarily set to 5), it will not be triggered again. However, this implies that the solving of the 
network possibly is ended before all constraints are solved. In the next section, cooperating managers 
are introduced to solve a network that contains cyclic constraints. 

6.3.2 Cooperating Managers 

An extension of the previous implementation demonstrates the cooperation of two managers. The two 
managers are the local propagation manager and a cycle manager. The first manager tries to solve the 
network by local propagation, as described in Section 6.3. 1. The second manager applies a numerical 
method to find a solution to a set of numerical equations which are extracted from constraints in a 
cycle. The local propagation manager can solve networks that do not contain any cycles and, therefore, 
can be ordered as a tree. The cycle manager can solve cycles and, more genera!, other non-tree-like 
structures. 

If we have a network that can be structured as a tree apart from some subparts that contain non
trees, we would like to have one manager that uses local propagation to solve the tree and one manager 
that solves the non-trees. In this way, large networks in which the non-tree-like structures are relatively 
small can be solved efficiently. A Jocal propagation algorithm traverses the network only once, while 
a cycle solver treats a cycle, for example, by traversing it multiple times or solve all constraints in a 
cycle at once (see [Sannella, 1994] for an overview of cycle solvers). In the remainder ofthis text, we 
will use the word cycle to indicate cycles as well as any other non-tree-Iike structures. 

This is the strategy that is taken in the GA-CHE. The local propagation manager is the main 
manager. It maintains the complete constraint network and initially starts the solving algorithm when 
constraints get violated. The cycle manager is triggered by the local propagation manager to solve 
constraints in a cycle. 

The problem remains how to detect a cycle. One strategy is to traverse the network until a cycle 
is encountered which, for example, could be detected by marking the solved constraints, and let the 
encountered cycle be solved by a cycle manager. However, this will be inefficient since the constraints 
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are solved twice. First, by the local propagation manager and, next, by the cycle manager. Moreover, 
if cycles within cycles occur, this strategy has to be enhanced to be able to determine the constraints 
that have to sent to the cycle manager. 

In order to detect cycles as early as possible, a better strategy is to determine them before starting 
local propagation. If, in that case, the local propagation algorithm encounters a constraint that is 
marked as being in a cycle, all constraints in that cycle can be collected and sent to the cycle manager. 

The local propagation algorithm is very similar to the one described in Section 6.3.l. It only 
differs in two points. 

1. Before the actual algorithm is started, first, a pre-processing step is performed in which trees 
and cycles are determined. 

2. If, while propagating through the network, a constraint in a cycle is encountered, all constraints 
in that cycle are collected and are sent to the cycle manager. 

To detect whether a constraint is in a tree or not, the local propagation manager does a pre-processing 
step before starting the actual local propagation algorithm. In this pre-processing step, the constraint 
network is analyzed and for each constraint is indicated whether it is part of a tree or part of a cycle. 

Before discussing the network analysis algorithm, we first present the adapted local propagation 
algorithm. The lines that are different from the algorithm in Section 6.3.1 are prefixed by an asterisk 
(*). 

1. 

* 2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

* 7. 
* 8. 

* 9. 
* 10. 

ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 

* 17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 

LP_cycl () 
analyse.network () 
C := ''constrainable that raised E-changed•' 
Cstrs ''constraints on C' • 
while (Cstrs i= 0) do 

for (V er E Cstrs) 
if (''er is in a cycle'') then 

ers:= ''constraints in cycle of Cr'' 
''Trigger other manager M to solve ers'' 

el se 
''Trigger local solver Sof er'' 

fi 
rof 
Cstrs_tmp : = 0 
for (V er e Cstrs) 

estns : ''constrainables that were changed 
by entity (S or M) that solved er'' 

for (V Cn E Cstns) 
estrs_tmp : = Cstrs_tmp + ' 'constraints on Cn' ' 
Cstrs.tmp : = Cstrs_tmp - Cr 

rof 
rof 
estrs 

od 
lcyc.PL 

Cstrs.tmp 

In line 2, analyse..network () is called to mark which constraints in the network are in a cycle and 
which ones are in a tree. Tuis information is later used in line 7 to check if the constraint is in a 
cycle. If a constraint is in a cycle, all constraints in that cycle are collected (line 8) and then sent to 
the numerical manager (line 9). 
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b. 
~ 

Figure 6.4: A network of nodes. Nodes l, 5, 7, 9, 12, and 14 are tree nodes. Nodes 2, 
3, 4, 6 are in one cycle. Nodes 8, 10, 11, 13 are in another cycle. The arrows next to the 
edges indicate an arbitrary, incomplete traversal path starting at node 1. A b next an arrow 
indicates a backtracking step. 

In the for loop of line 6, an i f statement is added (line 7) to determine if a collection of con
straints has to be solved by a manager or one constraint bas to be solved by a local solver. Note that, 
in the for loop ofline 15, this distinction is not made. The algorithm requests all triggered entities to 
send the constrainables they changed. Since the interface for solvers and managers is the same for this 
type of information, it is not necessary to make the distinction between a solver or a manager entity. 

Network Analysis 

We want to analyze the network as a preprocessing stage prior to actually solving the network. Tuis 
stage identifies the constraints that can be solved by the Jocal propagation manager and find the con
straints that have to be solved by the cycle manager. This means that we are looking for constraints 
that are in trees and constraints that are part of a cycle ( that is, a non-tree-like structure ). Furthermore, 
the local propagation manager should be able to determine which constraints belong to a certain cycle. 
Therefore, all constraints that are in the same cycle should have a common attribute, so that they can 
be identified. 

The problem that has to be solved consists of three sub-problems: 

1. Traversing the network, 
2. ldentifyîng cycles and trees, 
3. ldentifying nodes that together belong toa certain cycle. 

The network under consideration is built up of nodes, where a node is either a constrainable or a 
constraint. Between each node, there is either zero or one undirected edge. Two nodes that are 
connected by an edge are neighbors. A collection of nodes { 111, ••• , lik} is in a cycle if (Vv; : 1 :;: 
i :;: k) a traversal path (v;, ... , v;) can be found without traversing any edge more than once. lf a 
collection of nodes forms a cycle, all the constraints that are represented by these nodes are also in 
that cycle. The same holds for a collection of nodes that forms a tree. See Figure 6.4, for an example. 

The network analysis is done by traversing the network. That is, given a current node, a neighbor 
is selected. The current node is marked visited, the edge is traversed, and the neighbor is also marked 
visited. lf a current node has no neighbors or all neighbors have been visited before, backtracking to 
the previous node is done. Backtracking is not interpreted as an edge traversal. Tuis algorithm visits 
all nodes in a depth-first traversal manner with backtracking. lt continues until all edges have been 
traversed exactly once (not counting the backtrack steps). 

We will call all nodes that have been visited previously toa current node c, the ancestors of c. 
The last ancestor that was visited before c was visited is the parent of c. All nodes that will be visited 
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after care the children of c. The children of c that can be visited directly after c bas been visited are 
called the next neighbors of node c. 

While traversing the network, we alter each undirected edge by giving it a direction, namely the 
direction in which it is traversed. After having traversed every edge exactly once, this will lead to the 
following situation conceming the nodes. 

• Every node, except the first node, bas one incoming edge from its parent node. 
• Every node that has p next neighbors (1 ::::; p ::::; m - 2, where m is the number of nodes in the 

network) has Po (1 ::::; p0 ::::; p) outgoing edges to these next neighbors. 
• Every node that bas p next neighbors (1 ::::; p :::; m - 2, where m is the number of nodes in the 

network) bas p1 (0:::; p; :::;: p - 1) incoming edges from these next neighbors (p0 + p; = p). 

While backtracking, it can be determined whether a node is part of a tree or a cycle. There are some 
trivia! cases (between brackets examples are given which refer to Figure 6.4). 

• If a certain node c, has no children, the status of cis a tree node (nodes 9 and 14). 
• If all next neighbors of node c have status tree, then also the status of cis tree (node 12). 
• If there is a next neighbor n of c that al ready is marked visited when c selects it (that is, node n 

is revisited by one of its children c), the status of cis cycle (node 11, when it visits node 8). 

It is more difficult to determine the status of c when there is a next neighbor n that has status cycle 
while n was not revisited by c. For example, consider nodes 7 and 13 in Figure 6.4. The status of 
nodes 8 and 11, next neighbors of nodes 7 and 13, respectively, are cycle. Furthermore, both node 8 
and node 11 were not revisited by nodes 7 and 13, respectively. Yet, node 7 is part of a tree, whereas 
node 13 is part of a cycle. 

The difference between nodes 8 and 11 is that there is a node that has revisited node 8 (namely, 
node 11 ), while no node has revisited node 11 ( only backtracking occurred). This information will be 
used to determine that node 7 is not in a cycle. 

The algorithm is presented below. At each point in time, a current node c is visited. The set Nc 
contains all next neighbors of c. There is a variable cycc that indicates whether cis in a cycle or not. 
Initially, cycc is 0, indicating c is in a tree. If cycc is larger than zero, c is in a cycle. Finally, there is 
a variable revc that counts the number of times anode revisits c. That is, revc equals the number of 
incoming edges p;. 

1. Int visit(Node cl 
2. ''Mark c as visited.' • 
3. for (Vn E Nel 
4. Nn Nn \ {c} 
5. if (' 'n is not marked visited' ·) then 
6. cycc :~ CYCc + visit(n) 
7. el se 
8. CYCc .- cycc + 1 
9. revn revn + 1 

10. fi 
11. rof 
12. return (cycc revc) 
13. tisiv 

The algorithm consists of execution of the recursive function vis i t (), which is called the first time 
by analyse..network () in LP-cycl (). The function takes as arguments a Node and returns an 
integer which is used to determine if the node is in a cycle or not. 
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Figure 6.5: Snapshots of Drawtool. Touch constraints are solved sequentially by a local 
propagation manager starting at the object that moved most recently (the middle rectangle). 

In visi t (),the current node c, is investigated. This node is marked as visited (line 2). After this, 
the next neighbors of care investigated (line 3). Fora selected n E N0 cis removed from Nn (line 4). 
That is, the current node cis removed from the set of next neighbors of noden E Nc. This implies, 
that the edge between node c and n is traversed only once. 

If n was not visited before, the function vis i t () is called recursively for noden and the return 
value of vis i t () is added to cycc (line 6). If n has already been visited, cis in a cycle and its cycc 
is increased (line 8). Furthermore, c has revisited node n and, thus, revn is increased (line 9). After 
all children of node c have been visited, node c backtracks to its parent. Finally, node c returns the 
difference between cycc and revc to the previous node (line 12). 

Just before backtracking, node c can determine if its parent is or is not part of the cycle that c is 
in. As can be seen in the algorithm, anode c that is removed from a set Nn (where n E Nc) is anode 
that is always marked visited. Therefore, no unvisited nodes are removed from the neighbor set, Nn, 
of any node n. This implies that all nodes of the network will eventually be marked visited, thus, that 
the number of visi t () calls equals at least m, where m is the number of nodes in the network. It 
can also be seen that the function visit () is never called fora node that has already been marked 
visited (line 5). Since the number of nodes in a network is finite and a node is marked visited when 
vis i t ( ) is called for that node, this implies that the algorithm always terminates and that the number 
of function calls that execute vis i t ( ) is at most m. Together with the previous conclusion, this leads 
to exactly m calls of function visi t (). 

In each execution of visi t (),the for-loop is executed for all next neighbors of a current node 
c. Ina maximally connected graph, the number of next neighbors equals (m - 1). Since the removal 
of node c from set N. (n E Nc) in line 4 of the algorithm means that the edge between node c and n 
is traversed only once, the average number nodes visited by c equals ((m - 1)/2). Since the number 
ofvisit () calls is m, the time-complexity of the algorithm equals <9(m(m - 1)/2) = <9(m2). 

6.4 Object-Oriented Application Drawtool 

In the context of PROTOM, a typical Object-Oriented application (00-application) is a program that is 
operated by an end-user, who communicates with the system via a graphical user-interface (and might 
be totally unaware of constraints and objects). The programmer of the application, the application 
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(a) Before solving (b) After solving 

Figure 6.6: Snapshots of Drawtool. Coincidence constraints between points and lines are 
solved sequentially by a local propagation manager. Constraints in a cycle are solved by a 
cycle manager. 

engineer, builds the system in an object-oriented way and puts constraints on objects. 
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For PROTOM and the GA-CHE, a simple application, called Drawtool, was built in which graph
ical objects could be manipulated. Relations between the objects can be specified using constraints 
that are provided by the GA-CHE. Examples of graphical objects are circles, rectangles, lines, points. 
Examples of constraint types include touch constraints, equal area, constraints, and intersection con
straints. 

All objects in the 00-application communicate with each other via message passing. Some of 
these objects, the ones on which constraints can be imposed, are extended with additional functionality 
(inherited from class cons trainable of the 00-API), which allows them to communicate with PRO

TOM. Wben no constraint solving is at hand, the constrainables behave as ordinary objects. During 
constraint solving, message passing is Iocked and communication takes place via events and data 
flows. 

In the Figures 6.5 and 6.6, some screen shots of Drawtool are taken. A user can modify the 
graphical objects that are displayed to him by selecting them using a mouse. After a modification 
operation, such as moving or resizing an object, bas taken place, the object executes its commi t ( ) 
messages which causes the GA-CHE to solve the constraints. 

6.5 Conclusion 

The aim of the implementation of PROTOM was twofold. First, to investigate CODE's approach to 
circumvent information hiding for solvers by separating the two paradigms. Second, to study and 
verify CODE's communication protocol. 

The implemented system is a simple application for manipulating geometrical objects in which 
constraints can be imposed on the objects. When an object is adapted, the constraints are solved by a 
combination of local propagation and a cycle manager. 

In the system, a strict separation between the 00-application and the constraint framework is 
maintained. The objects only communicate via messages, while. on the other hand, constraint and 
solver entities have direct access to the object's intemal state via data flows. The communication pro-
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tocol is implemented as accurately as possible using the MANIFOLD language. Using MANIFOLD, it was 
possible t9 hnplement t:very entity as a separate process and to define communication and commu
nication pattems among the processes indepedent of the data that was transfered. Similar separation 
between communication and computation can be found in middleware systems (CORBA, DCOM) 
and the TOOLBUS architecture [Bergstra et al., 1998]. In the Jatter, a number of tools can (only) co
operate with each other via a communication bus. This allows heterogeneous software components to 
be integrated with each other. Unlike MANIFOLD, the TooLBus is nota language (it is controlled by 
scripts) and does not have the same notions of events and data flows. However, it bas a formal basis 
and can formally be analyzed (for example, by using discrete time algebra). 

Evaluating the first aim of the PROTOM system, it tums out that the approach is very effective for 
avoiding conflicts with information hiding. Furthermore, the separation of the paradigrns leads to a 
separation of concerns, where object-oriented modeling does not interfere with sol ving the constraints. 
The extra work that is required by an application programmer to use the system is minimal (inheriting 
from some classes and implement sorne functions). 

In order to study CODE's communication protocol, all elements of the conceptual model, such as 
the entities, data flows, and events, are explicitly implemented as MANIFOLD processes. ln this way, it 
was possible to check, ad just, and restructure the cornmunication protocol of CODE. 

Having implemented the system, it tums out that a major drawback for using it as an interactive 
drawing tool is the Jong delay time needed each time the constraints have to be solved. This delay is 
caused by the fact that for each constrainable, constraint, and manager entity, several processes are 
instantiated which have to communicate with each other via streams that are constantly being created 
and removed. These activities produce an overhead that makes the system take several seconds to 
solve the constraints. 

A solution to reduce the overhead can be achieved by reducing the number of independent pro
cesses that need to communicate during constraint solving. However, doing this would obscure the 
'one-to-one' rnapping between the system and the conceptual model. As was indicated before, effi
ciency concerns were not taken into consideration when the system was designed. Rather, the goal 
was to study the behavior of the individual entities of the model and to demonstrate that the proposed 
model of communication indeed separated the message passing activity from the data flow communi
cation used for solving the constraints. 



Chapter 7 

Application Implementation 

This chapter describes the application implementation that was developed for the VR-DIS project and 
the GDP project which were mentioned in Chapter 1. This application implementation encompasses 
a constraint system for the object-oriented application in the two projects. The aim is to build the 
system as an independent software library. That is, it is independent of the applications for which it is 
developed. 

The constraint system is composed of two main components. the first is the SCAFFOLD system 
(Solver for Constraints And Fabric For Object-oriented Library Design). SCAFFOLD is the kemel 
that implements all functionality of the model CODE. The second component is called the VD-CHE 
(VR-DIS Constraint Handling Engine), which implements specific constrainable, constraint, solver, 
and manager types. The VD-CHE offers these types to the 00-applications in the VR-DIS project and 
the GDP project. The VD-CHE uses the SCAFFOLD system to implement the communication among 
constrainable, constraints, solvers, and managers. 

In the next section, a short summary of the backgrounds of the projects in which the 00-applica
tions are developed is given. In Section 7.2, the top-level design of SCAFFOLD and the VD-CHE is 
treated. Section 7.3 describes the SCAFFOLD system. Section 7.4 describes the VD-CHE constraint 
handling engine. In Section 7.5, the two 00-applications are presented. Finally, Section 7 .6 concludes 
the chapter. 

7.1 Project Backgrounds 

The constraint system was built for the VR-DIS project and the GDP project. The VD-CHE engine 
was initially developed for the VR-DIS project. The constrainable objects and constraint types that 
are provided by the VD-CHE are determined here. The background and the need for constraints in 
this project are described in Section 7.1.1, After thls, the SCAFFOLD system was incorporated in the 
GDP animation system. The background of the GDP and its relation to constraints is the subject of 
Section 7. 1.2. 

7.1.1 VR·DIS Project 

The VR-DIS project was started at the Architecture department of the Eindhoven University ofTech
nology in order to investigate the combination of a new medium like virtual reality (VR) with the 
architectural design process. In architectural design, much effort has been spent on systematically de
scribing the design process (see, for example, [Roozenburg et al" 1995], [Akin, 1986], [Bax, 1989]). 

89 
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Although many parts of this process, especially the creative part, are difficult to describe formally, it 
has prov~n to be v~cy \.l~eful to let specific tasks of the process be supported by computers. 

Whereas current software packages for architectural design are based on the traditional design 
technologies, the medium of VR offers new ways for building architectural design systems. VR relies 
on three-dimensional, stereo scopic, head-tracked displays, hand/body tracking, and binaural sound. 
It enables an architect to design a building as if he or she is creating a full scale model, provided 
the designer has the appropriate tools to manipulate the design and to easily change the view. The 
architect can use VR to judge a design on its aesthetic and its functional qualities. 

In the VR-DIS project, feature based modeling (see [Shah et al" 1995], [Leeuwen et al., 1998]) 
is used to support dynamic information modeling. Feature types can be associated with building 
components, but they enclose the additional information that a designer wishes to be captured. To 
specify and maintain geometrie relations within feature type modeling, also the use of constraints has 
been investigated [Dohmen, 1998]. 

In the VR-DIS project, it is investigated whether constraints can be used to describe the behavior of 
the design. Using geometrie constraints, a designer can specify relations among building components 
that are related to each other while a constraint solver maintains the relations. This facilitates the 
task of the designer and makes the maintenance of the relations less error-prone. A prerequisite is that 
constraint solvers need to be powerful engines to satisfy the constraints. Especially in situations where 
constraints conflict with each other (over-constrained, there is no solution) or situations in which 
constraints do not specify a unique solution (under-constrained, there is more than one solution), 
there is not one genera! approach to solve the problem. 

In Section 7.5.1, the 00-application is described that is built for the VR-DIS project and which 
uses SCAFFOLD and the VD-CHE. In the system, constraints can be imposed on three-dimensional 
objects and a constraint system maintains these relations whenever a constraint gets violated due to 
actions of the designer. 

7.1.2 GDP Animation System 

The GDP (Generalized Display Processor, see [Peeters, 1995]) is a system for creating and manipu
lating computer animations. In the system, animated objects display autonomous behavior that can 
interactively be controlled by a user through direct manipulation (a running animation can be con
trolled by means of a hardware device, for example, a mouse) and direct modification (a running 
animation can be controlled by means of script fragments). 

Direct modification is done through an object-oriented script-language, called Looks. Looks code 
is interpreted at run-time and offers full object-orientation, dynamic binding and garbage collection. 
Furthermore, the language supports concurrency that allows objects to perform operations concurrent
ly and to perform multiple operations simultaneously. 

The GDP continuously executes the Looks script to create a sequence of frames that together make 
up the animation. Basically, the GDP main loop is summarized as follows. 

1. while TRUE do 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. od 

''Parse Looks script'' 
''Interpret parsed script'' 
''Render the frame'' 

During parsing, Looks script fragments are read and checked whether they conform to the Looks 
syntax mies and context conditions such as correctness and uniqueness of class definitions. Based 
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on the script, the parser creates abstract syntax trees (ASTs) that can be read by the interpreter. The 
interpreter executes the statements that are stored by the parser in the ASTs. This encompasses the 
evaluation of methods and the update of object states due to their velocity, acceleration, or applied 
forces (for dynamic objects, see below). 

Finally, the renderer creates a view of the 3D scene as it is seen from one or more virtual cameras. 
The scene can be viewed using one of several rendering techniques (flat shading, Gouraud shading, 
Phong shading) in combination with different light sources (ambient, diffuse, specular). 

Looks contains an elaborate collection of default classes. Tuis includes classes for input and 
output, for data structures like arrays, collections, classes for geometrical objects, widgets, cameras, 
and so on. Since Looks is an object-oriented language (supporting, for example, inheritance and 
information hiding), it can easily be extended by new classes. Besides building new classes, Looks 
can dynamically bind pre-compiled Cor C++ code. Tuis enables to incorporate functionality which 
is not (yet) available in Looks or which would be too inefficient if it is implemented in Looks. 

The object-orientedness of the script-Ianguage promotes the well-structured design of the data 
model of an animation, since the animation entities map intuitively to objects that exist in an object
oriented system. Constraints, on the other hand, can be applied to facilitate the behavior of the ani
mation entities. Using constraints to simulate reality is convenient since reality often seems to behave 
as if it obeys constraints. 

Looks provides several types of constraints that can restrict the translational or rotational motion 
of rigid objects or that can be used to connect rigid objects to each other. Rigid objects are objects 
whose local 3D points remain fixed with respect to a body-fixed frame. Examples of constraints that 
restrict an object's motion are the prism constraint, which restricts translation to a certain vector, and 
the revolute constraint, which restricts rotation to one axis. Examples of connection constraints are 
point-to-point constraints, which specify that two points have the same coordinates, or point-to-line 
and point-to-curve constraints, which specify that a point has to lie on a line or curve, respectively. 

Depending on the specific class of the objects, the constraints are maintained in two different 
ways. The first one is by using kinematics, that is, adjusting position or orientation of objects using 
kinematic operations such as translate or rotate. The second one is by using dynamics, that is, applying 
f orces to objects in order to maintain constraints. Furthermore, kinematic objects can be instructed to 
follow the movements of a target object, which can be used to easily model, for example, a camera that 
has to follow an object. For dynamic objects, sophisticated constraints can be used to connect objects 
to each other, to simulate different kinds of springs, or to simulate rolling wheels [Barenbrug, 1999]. 

Although Looks provides a rich set of constraints, these constraint types can only be applied to 
rigid objects. Besides this, the Looks constraint solving techniques (inverse kinematics and relaxation) 
are focussed on constraint maintenance which requires a valid initia] solution as opposed to more 
general constraint solving techniques. The SCAFFOLD system is added to the GDP to alleviate these 
problems. The functionality of SCAFFOLD provides a general structure for modeling constraint types, 
solvers, and managers that do not necessarily only deal with constraint maintenance. The integration 
of the constraint system in the GDP project is the subject of Section 7 .5 .2. 

7.2 Constraint System Top Level Design 

The design of the constraint system is based on the experiences with the PROTOM implementation. 
Tuis leads to the first design decision. 

Design Decision 7 .1 
The system is divided into two main components, a Kemel part, called SCAFFOLD, and a Constraint 
Handling part, called the VD-CHE. 0 
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Figure 7.1: The constraint system SCAFFOLD is based on the CODE model. The constraint 
engine VD-CHE is built on top of SCAFFOLD. Two 00-applications, the VR-DIS Behavior 
Prototype and Looks, use the constraints of VD-CHE. The applications and systems are 
implemented in C++. 

Like in PROTOM, the kemel implements the main functionality of the conceptual model. The con
straint handling engine implements specific constraints and solvers that are accessible by an applica
tion. 

In Figure 7.1, an overview is given of all the systems involved. The structure of SCAFFOLD is 
based on the CODE model. The VD-CHE uses the functionality of SCAFFOLD to implement specific 
types. Two applications, the VR-DIS Behavior Prototype of the VR-DIS project and the Looks lan
guage of the GDP project, use the constraint system implemented by the VD-CHE. In the picture, one 
implementation language is indicated for all systems. 

Design Decision 7 .2 
Since 00-application of the VR-DIS project and the GDP project are implemented in C++, it is 
decided that this language is also used for the implementation of SCAFFOLD and the VD-CHE. By 
choosing C++, problems that can arise by coupling two different languages are evaded. D 

The SCAFFOLD Kemel (see Section 7.3) provides the basic functionality of the conceptual model. 
Tuis implies providing the four entity types (constrainable, constraint, solver, and manager) and al
lowing them to communicate via events and data flows. 

Design Decision 7 .3 
Like in PROTOM, the entity types are provided by means of abstract super classes. The functionality 
can be used by creating new classes that inherit from the abstract superclasses. D 

In Figure 7.2, an object diagram is depicted which presents the four entity classes constrain
able, Constraint, Sol ver and Manager. Functionality that these classes provide is, for example, 
solvers and constraints get the intemal state of a constrainable via data flows (which is implemented 
as specific messages), a constrainable an raise an event to indicate a state change which is picked up 
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Figure 7.2: Object diagram of SCAFFOLD and VD-CHE inheritance structure. 
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by the imposed constraints. The entity classes inherit from one common class Enti ty. Tuis class 
enables that all entities share some common attributes. 

The classes of the VD-CHE (see Section 7.4) inherit from the fourentity classes. There are two spe
cific constrainable classes, BB_Constrainable and rv_constrainable which represent bounding 
boxes and intervals, respectively. Two specialized constraint classes, BB_Constrainable and rv_
Constrainable, provide constraints that can be imposed on the constrainable objects. Subclasses of 
BB_Constrainable provide constraint types that can be imposed on BB_Constrainable objects. 
For example, touch, align, distance. 

The VD-CHE has two manager classes, ER.Manager and IV ..Manager, that deal with the respec
tive constraint classes. A solver class, Eq_Solver is dedicated to solve numerical equations. 

In the next sections, we will take a closer look at SCAFFOLD and the VD-CHE. 

7.3 SCAFFOLD System 

The SCAFFOLD system provides the basic functionality for dealing with constrainables, constraints, 
solvers, and managers. lt is similar to the kemel of PROTOM (see Chapter 6). The PROTOM kemel 
was built using the MANIFOLD language, enabling us to implement entities, events, and data flows. In 
the SCAFFOLD system, the aim is to implement the same functionality using the C++ language only. 

Below, we will consider the main aspects of CODE and describe how they are implemented in the 
SCAFFOLD system. 

7 .3.1 Entities 

The implementation of constrainable, constraint, solver, and manager entities is done in a straightfor
ward way. Namely, 
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Design Decision 7.4 
A single entity tyI>e is represented by one entity class. 0 

This leads to the entity classes Constrainable, Constraint, Sol ver, and Manager. Objects of 
class Constrainable can act as operands of an object of class Constraint. Objects of Constra
in t are added to an object of class Manager and are also managed by this object. A Manager object 
triggers objects of class Sol ver to calculate a valid solution for the constraints. 

In Section 4.1, the functionality of all entities is described. Tuis functionality is provided by the 
respective classes as follows. 

• Class Constrainable provides methods to put an object in solving mode or in normal mode 
A method coromi t ( l can be called to indicate a state change. It bas features to enable direct 
access to its internal data for solvers and constraints but not for objects of other types. 

• Class Constraint provides virtual methods check (), to check a constraint's validity, and 
sol ve (),to calculate a local solution. These methods are implemented in subclasses. 

• Class Sol ver provides methods to trigger sol ving, set the constraints to be solved, and methods 
for passing parameter data. The actual implementation of the methods is done in the subclasses. 

• Class Manager bas intemal data structures to store a network of constraints. Furthermore, there 
are methods to add or remove Constraint objects, to trigger constraint solving, and methods 
to retrieve information conceming the constraint network. 

7.3.2 Events 

Events that are raised by one entity should be detected by other entities for which these events are 
meaningful. In the PROTOM kemel, forwarding events was carried out by MANIFOLD. The handling of 
these event now bas to be carried out by C++. The language does not have a built-in event mechanism. 
Therefore, the events of CODE are implemented as specific message calls. 

We want these message calls to have the same functionality as the events of CODE (see Sec
tion 4.3). In particular, an entity should be able to indicate its sensitiveness to events. An entity that 
detects an event should be able to find out who the source is. And for untargeted events, the source of 
the event should not be concemed with its receivers. 

Design Decision 7.5 
The class that implements messages to supply events is called coromOrch, the communication orches
trater. In an application, there is exactly one (automatically generated) object of this class that handles 
all communication via events (and data ftows, see below). 0 

In this respect, raising an event means sending a message to the object of class commorch. 
In CODE, there are two kinds of events, targeted and untargeted. If an entity raises an untargeted 

event, it does not know which entities will detect it. In case of targeted events, the source indicates 
which entity should receive the event. 

The class coromorch provides methods for the untargeted events. An object that calls one of 
these methods passes an identification of itself and the event. Based on these parameters, the corom
orch object detennines to which objects the ·•event" bas to be "forwarded". In the current version 
of SCAFFOLD, the CoromOrch class determines which events are forwarded to which entities. It does 
not provide methods for an entity to indicate to which events it wants to be sensitive or insensitive. 
Forwarding events is done according to the specification in CODE. This means the following. 

• In CODE, the E-changed event is raised by a constrainable entity to indicate a state change. Tuis 
event is received by the constraints that are imposed on the constrainable. 
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In SCAFFOLD, to raise this event, a constrainable object calls the method cstn_event () of 
class commorch. The CommOrch object then calls the detecLevent () method of class con
straint for all constraints that are imposed on the object and passes the event type and iden
tification of the source as parameters. 

• In CODE, the event E-violated is raised by a constraint to indicate that it is violated. The con
straint manager detects this event. 
In SCAFFOLD, if a constraint wants to raise this event, it calls the method cstr_event ().The 
Commorch object will then call the method detect_event () of the constraint manager object 
that manages the constraint. 

• In CODE, the E-solving and E-normal are raised by constraints and managers to change the 
modes of a constrainable. 
In SCAFFOLD, class CommOrch provides the methods set_solving() and set.normal () 
which can be called by a constraint object or manager object. When one of these methods is 
called by a constraint, the Commorch object will put the operands of the constraint in solving 
or in normal mode, respectively. When called by a constraint manager, constrainables that are 
operands of the managed constraints are put in solving mode or normal mode, respectively. 

The methods cstn_event () and cstr_event () of class CommOrch are public methods. This im
plies that they can be called by any object. Undesirable situations that could occur if the method is 
called by "unauthorized" objects are prevented by the fact that the caller bas to pass its identifier as 
parameter of the method. This identifier is used by the Commorch object to check whether the caller is 
a registered constrainable or constraint object. Similarly, the detect_event () methods of the class
es Constraint and Manager may not be called by any object, but only by an object of Commorch. 
Thus, Constraint and Manager objects check if the caller is the Commorch object that manages 
them. 

Next to the untargeted events, there are the targeted events. If we would let these be handled by 
the class Commorch, the following scenario can be constructed. 

1. An object A that wants to raise a targeted event calls a method of class Commorch indicating 
the type of the event and the target object, B. 

2. The Commorch object calls the method of the target object B. 

In this scenario, the event raising object and the receiver are decoupled, which can have some advan
tages. For exarnple, the event raising object deals only with an identifier for the target object and the 
CommOrch object is concerned with re-routing the event to the exact address location of the target 
object. 

In the targeted event situation, the source of the event knows the target and the action that has to 
be performed. In this respect, an object A raising a targeted event for an object B is similar to object A 

calling a method of object B. However, the objects are not decoupled. 

Design Declsion 7.6 
There is no need to decouple the objects since they all exist as C++ objects in one application. For this 
reason, targeted events are not implemented as methods of the commorch class. They are provided as 
methods by the entity classes of the SCAFFOLD System themselves. D 

An example of a targeted event which is implemented as a message is the E-solve event. lt is raised 
by the manager to trigger a solver entity. The class Sol ver provides a method sol ve_cstrs ( J that 
is called by an object of class Manager. 
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7.3.3 Data Flows 

The data Hows iliá.texist in CODE are the following (see Figure 5.1): 

• State ftows from constrainables to constraints and between constrainables and solvers, 
• Parameter flows and entity flows among constraints, solvers, and managers. 

The state flows to and from the constrainables are essential. They guarantee that information hiding 
is ensured among objects while constraints and solvers have direct access to the object's state. The 
other data flows are not concemed with protection of constrainable data. 

Design Decision 7.7 
To deal with the data flows, there are three options. 

1. All data ftows are handled via the class CommOrch. 
2. All data flows are provided as messages by the respective classes. 
3. Some data flows are handled by the class CommOrch, while others are implemented as messages. 

Like with targeted events, it is not efficient to handle all data flows via the commorch. However, if 
direct access to a constrainable's intemal state is provided by messages of class constrainable, 
this implies that any object can approach this data. Therefore, state flows to and from constrainables 
are managed by the commorch object, while the other flows are implemented as methods of the entity 
classes of the SCAFFOLD system. D 

For example, the entity flow from managers to solvers (see Figure 5.1) is implemented as a method 
set_constraints () in class Sol ver. The entîty flow and the method seLconstraints () have 
the same functionality, namely, communicating the constraints that have to be solved from the man
ager to a solver. 

Class CommOrch has two methods to implement the state ftows for constrainables. These are 
get...state () and seLstate (). An object that calls one of these methods passes a reference of 
itself. The commorch object checks if the calling object is allowed to execute the method, that is, 
whether the calling object is a constraint or solver object. lf so, the CommOrch object calls the method 
get...state () or set-state ( l of class Constrainable which performs the actual state transfer. 

The methods geLstate () and set_state () of class Constrainable are private methods that 
can only be called by the commorch object. Access to this private method is granted to the orches
trater object using the friend construct of C++. Furthermore, the geLstate ( l and set...state () 
methods check whether the caller is the commorch object, thus preventing that other friends can 
execute the method. 

Finally, subclasses of Constrainable implement the set-state () and get-state () as pri
vate methods. This entails putting the constrainable variables in a special data structure that can be 
transported by the class CommOrch. 

In Figure 7.3, the object diagram is depicted which shows the most important relations between 
the classes in SCAFFOLD. Besides the five entity classes, three additional classes are shown, cornm
Orch, Network, and Node. The arrows in the object diagram indicate which object bas a reference 
(a pointer in C++) to another object. A plain arrow represents exactly one reference, an open circle at 
the end of the arrow means zero or more references, a closed cîrcle means one or more references. 

An object of class Constraint has references to the constrainables on which it is imposed. The 
number of references is at least one, because a constraint cannot exist without operands. An object of 
class Manager has a reference to one or more networks. An object of class Sol ver has exactly one 
network, which contains the constraints is has to solve. Tuis network is initialized by a manager which 
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1 Entity 

Constrai1iable Constrainl Sol ver 

Node 

Figure 7.3: Object diagram of SCAFFOLD class relations. 

triggers a solver to satisfy the constraints. A network contains zero or more objects of class Node. A 
node contains one reference either to a constrainable or to a constraint. This exclusive-or relationship 
is indicated in the figure by the dotted line. Furthermore, a node bas one or more references to other 
nodes which are its neighbors. 

The class commOrch bas references to constrainables and managers. The references to constrain
ables are needed to have quick access to all constrainables that are constrained, for example, to put 
them in solving mode or in normal mode. The references to the managers are used to get information 
about relations between constrainables and constraints, for example, in order to forward events that 
are raised by constrainables or constraints. The class Entity has one reference to the commorch 
object. This reference is used by all entity classes to raise events or to communicate via data ftows. 

7.4 VD-CHE Constraint Handling Engine 

The constraint handling engine VD-CHE is initially built to support constraint handling in the VR
DIS project. The acronym VD-CHE stands for the VR-DIS Constraint Handling Engine. Typically, 
constraints should be available that can be used to define relations among architectural elements that 
constitute a house. For example, there should be constraints to specify the positions and relations of 
the components of the room as it is depicted in Figure 7.4. 

The VD-CHE is an engine that provides one constrainable class, several constraint classes, one 
manager class and several solving techniques. All of its classes are subclasses from the abstract 
superclasses of the SCAFFOLD system. In this section, we will describe the different object and 
constraint types, the solving techniques that are applied, and the management mechanism that exists. 

7.4.1 Object and Constraint Types 

Constrainable Types 

In architecture, many different shapes occur that represent the elements to build a house. For example, 
there are walls, doors, windows, roofs, ftoors, pillars, and so on. In order to have one genera! shape 
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Figure 7.4: Aroom. The rectangles A, B, c, and D represent walls. Rectangle E represents a 
door in wall B. Connections between walls, the dimensions of walls, and the position of the 
door (relative to wall B) are specified by constraints. 

that can be used to represent a broad class of architectural elements and that can be applied to a large 
class of constraint types, the following choice is made. 

Design Decision 7.8 
The objects that are constrainable are axis-parallel bounding boxes. These boxes can be used to 
represent different kinds of architectural elements, such as walls, ftoors, doors, or windows. 0 

In order to be able to determine the side of a box, that is, left, right, top, bottom, front, back, the 
following choice is made. 

Design Decision 7.9 
The bounding boxes have an orientation. That is, a box bas a local coordinate system which defines 
the three dimensions (width, height, and depth) independent of its alignment relative to the axes of the 
global coordinate system. D 

The three axes of the local coordinate system are called the lateral axis, the vertical axis, and the 
frontal axis. The Jateral axis is the axis through the left side and right side of the box. The difference 
between left and right defines the width of the box. The vertical axis goes through bottom and top. 
The difference between bottom and top defines the height of the box. The frontal axis goes through 
the front and back. The difference between front and back defines the depth. Each local axis is always 
parallel to one the world coordinate axes (X, Y, or Z). For example, if the vertical axis is parallel to 
the Y-axis, the top and bottom sides of the box are situated on the Y-axis. 

All the sides of a bounding box are uniquely detennined by two points, its lower Ieft corner (lle) 
and its upper right corner (ure), and an axis (vaxis), which indicates the vertical axis of the box. 
See Figure 7.5 for an example, where all coordinates of llc are smaller than those of ure and vaxis 

= Y-axis. 
The VD-CHE constraint handling engine provides one class for constrainable bounding boxes (B

B_constrainable). This class inherits from the SCAFFOLD class Constrainable and implements 
the methods for state transfer. 

Constraint Types 

The following constraint classes are provided. 

Design Decision 7.10 
1. Unary constraints to limit the shape of a box, in particular, the position and dimensions of a 

box. 
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Figure 7.5: An axis-parallel bounding box. The position and orientation of the box are 
uniquely detennined by two corner points, llc and ure, and an axis, vaxis. The thick 
lines segments show the projections of the box on the global coordinate axes. 
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2. Binary constraints to specify relations between two boxes, in particular, distances, connections, 
and intersection relations. 

D 

Unary constraints on boxes put bounds on the position or the dimensions of the box. There are 
position constraints that fix the center point of a box to a certain position or let it vary within a certain 
limit. Dimension constraints can fix the dimension of a box or specify a minimum and/or maximum 
dimension fora certain axis of the box. 

Binary constraints are used to specify relations between boxes. Connection constraints specify 
that two boxes have to touch or have to be aligned. See Figure 7.6 for an example of a touch and an 
align constraint, respectively. 

With respect to distance constraints, there are different sorts that can be distinguished. For exam
ple, consider the situation as depicted in Figure 7.7. In the left picture, box B1 and box B2 should 
have a fixed distance to one another. In the right picture, the left hand side of box B3 should have a 
fixed distance to the left hand side of box B4. For this reason, we define opposite side distance con
straints and same side distance constraints. Opposite side distance constraints specify a fixed distance 
between two opposite sides of two boxes. For example in Figure 7.7, the distance between the right 
hand side of box B1 and the left hand side of box B2 is equal to d0 • Same side distance constraints 
specify a fixed distance between two same sides of two boxes. For example, the same side distance 
between boxes B3 and B4 is equal to d1• 

Next to the fixed distance constraints, also minimum and maximum distances can be specified. 
Other binary constraints are constraints that specify that one box has to contain another box or that 
two boxes may not intersect one another. 

The genera! constraint class for all bounding box constraints is BB_Constraint, which inherits 
from the SCAFFOLD class constraint. This class provides some basic methods that are necessary 
of all bounding box constraint types. Each specific constraint type inherits from the class BB_Con-
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Figure 7 .6: Connection constraints. The left picture shows a touch constraint. The bounding 
boxes B1 and B2 reside at opposite sides of the touch plane. The right picture shows an align 
constraint. The bounding boxes 83 and 84 reside at the same side of the touch plane. 

straint. These subclasses specify the arity and parameters of the constraint and implement the 
method for validity checking. A summary of the constraint types is listed below. 

• FixPosition(BB_Constrainable b, Point p) 
The constraint dictates that the center point of bounding box b must be equal to the specified 
point p. 

• {Min/Max/Fix)Dimension(BB_Constrainable b, LocAxis ax, float x) 
The constraint MinDimension dictates that dimension ax of bounding box b must be at least 
minimum value x. The constraint MaxDimension dictates that dimension ax must be at most 
minimum value x. The constraint FixDimension dictates that dimension ax must be equal to 
value x. 

• Touch(BB_Constrainable b1, BB_Constrainable bi, Axis a) 
The constraint dictates that the farther side of box b1 (seen from the origin) must touch the 
closer side of box b2 on axis a. 

• Align(BB_Constrainable bi. BB-Constrainable bi, Axis a, int n) 
The constraint dictates that operand b1 should be aligned with operand b2 on axis a. The integer 
n indicates if the closer sides of the boxes ( seen from the origin) must be aligned or the farther 
sides. 

• OppDistance(BB_Constrainable bi, BB-Constrainable b2, Axis a, float d) 
The constraint dictates that the farther side of operand b1 must have a specified distance d to 
the closer side of operand bi on axis a. 

• LatDistance(BB_Constrainable b1, BB_Constrainable b2, Axis a, float d) 
The constraint dictates that operand b1 should have lateral distance d to operand b2• The sides 
of the boxes that are closest to the origin on axis a will have distance d, and b1 is closer to the 
origin than bz. 

• Contains(BB.Constrainable bi. BB.Constrainable bû 
This constraint dictates that box b1 contains box bi. 

• Nonlntersect(BB_Constrainable bi, BB_Constrainable bi) 
This constraint dictates that the two boxes b1 and b2 may not intersect or contain each other. 

7.4.2 Constraint Management and Solving 

The constraint types that are specified in the previous section can be used to model the room in 
Figure 7.4. The next step is to build a solver that can maintain the relations that are imposed by 
constraints. A solution to the constraints should meet the following requirements. 
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B3 

Figure 7. 7: Distance constraints. The left picture shows an opposite side distance constraint. 
The bounding boxes B1 and B2 reside at opposite sides of the separating area. The right 
picture shows an same side distance constraint. The distance, d1, between bounding boxes 
B3 and B4 is specified between two equal sides of the bounding boxes. 

1. One solution has to be calculated which validates all constraints. 
2. In case no solutions exist, an error message has to be generated. 
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3. In case multiple solutions exist, one solution has to be chosen that does not confuse or surprise 
the user (the architect). (In practice, an acceptable approach to this requirement is to calculate 
values that displace the boxes as little as possible.) 

In order to validate the constraints, they are first decomposed or rewritten into a form that can easily 
be solved. Next, the values for the boxes are calculated such that the constraints are valid. 

The listed constraint types all operate on complete bounding boxes. An axis-parallel bounding box 
can also be represented by its projections on the axes of the global coordinate system. See for example 
Figure 7.5, where the thick line segments on the axes represent the projections of the bounding box. 
Each projection occupies a certain interval on an axis. As a consequence, the constraints on bounding 
boxes can be rewritten to constraints on the intervals on the axes. These interval constraints can then 
easily be rewritten to numerical equations and inequalities which can be solved by a numerical solver. 
Thus, the outline for the solving strategy is as follows. 

• First, the bounding box constraints are rewritten by a solver to constraints on intervals. 
• Next, the interval constraints are sent to a solver that rewrites the constraints to equations and 

inequalities. 
• Finally, the equations and inequalities are fed to a solver that can find a solution for them. 

Design Decision 7.11 
To map the solving strategy onto a solver-manager structure, several alternatives are possible. 

!. There is only one manager that maintains the bounding box constraints and controls a number 
of solvers to rewrite the constraints and to calculate solutions. 

2. There is a manager that maintains the bounding box constraints and controls a number of sol ver
s to rewrite the constraints and communicates with other managers to solve the rewritten con
straints. 

Por the VD-CHE, an intermediate solution is chosen. If a certain type of constraints is rewritten into 
another type, another manager is used to handle this other type of constraints. If a constraint type is 
rewritten into a form that can directly be used by a solver to calculate a solution, no other manager is 
~d D 

Por the VD-CHE, this leads to the following scenario (see Figure 7.8). 
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Figure 7.8: Overview of Solver and Manager structure. The rectangles represent objects. 
The lines represent uses-a relationships between the objects. That is, an object on the left 
side of a relationship uses the objects on the right side of the relationship. 

1. A BB manager that maintains the bounding box constraints feeds the constraints to an BBtoIV 
solver that rewrites the bounding box constraints to interval constraints. 

2. Because now there is a new type of constraints specified on a new type of constrainables, the 
interval constraints are sent to an IV manager that can handle these constraints. 

3. The IV constraint manager feeds the constraints to a IVtoEq solver that rewrites the constraints 
to equations and inequalities. 

4. Because the output of the IVtoEq sol ver is nota set of constraint objects, but a set of numerical 
equations, these equations are directly fed to the Eq solver that can calculate a solution. 

The BB manager is an object of class BB.ConstraintManager (see Figure 7.3). Tuis class inherits 
from the SCAFFOLD class Manager. The IV manager is an object of class rv _cons traintManager, 
which also inherits from Manager. The Eq solver is an object of class Eq.Sol ver. In the current 
implementation, both solvers that rewrite constraints are not implemented as actual separate classes. 
Since these types of solvers need all information of the constraints they have to rewrite, they are 
incorporate with these constraint types for efficiency. However, it must be mentioned that separation 
of the rewrite solvers from the constraints is a more modular solution. It will become necessary to 
design separate classes for the rewrite solvers once the structure becomes more complex. 

In the sections below, we will consider rewriting the constraints and solving the equations. 

Constraint Rewriting 

All constraints types, defined in Section 7 .4.1, that specify relations on or between bounding boxes 
can be rewritten to specify relations on or between the projections of the boxes on each axis. For 
unary and binary bounding box constraints holds, 

Cb(B1) '*"- C;v(x · B1) /\ C;v(Y · B1) /\ C;v(Z · B1) 

Cb(Bi. Bi) .._ C;v(x · B1, x · B2) /\ C;u(Y ·Bi, y · B2) /\ 

C;v(Z ·Bi, z · B2) 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

In the formulas, eb denotes a bounding box constraint and C;v denotes an interval constraint. B; 

(i = 1, 2) are two bounding boxes and k · B; denotes the interval that is obtained by projecting box B; 
on axis k (i = l, 2 and k = x, y, z). The arrow (-<-) denotes that the constraint on the left hand side 
of the arrow is rewritten by the constraints on the right hand side. 
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1 Relation 1 Illustration 1 Inverse 

x equal y ~ y 

x before y ~~ y before x 

x meets y 1 x 1 ~ 1 y meets x 

x overlaps y ~ y overlaps x 
~ 

x during y ~ y during x 
y 

x 
x starts y 

y 1 y starts x 

x 
x finishes y 1 y 

y finishes x 

Table 7.1: The 13 interval relations as defined by Allen. 

Interval constraints can be described using Allen's relations [Allen, 1981]. Allen defined thirteen 
elementary relations to describe the relative positioning of two segments along an axis. See Tab Ie 7.1. 
However, using these relations it is not possible to specify sizes of or distances between intervals. 
Therefore, some additional interval constraints are defined in Table 7.2. 

As an example, we consider the touch ( B1 , B2, x) constraint which specifies that the sides of 
B1 and B2 that reside on the x-axis should touch in such a way that B1 is closer to the origin than B2. 

This can be rewritten to interval constraints that specify that the projections of B1 and B2 on the x-axis 
have to meets (see Table 7. l) and that the projections on the y-axis and the z-axis have to coincide 
(see Table 7.2). Thus, 

Touch(B1, B1, x) +-- x · B1 meets x · Bz /\ 

y · B1 coincide y · B2 /\ 

z ·Bi coincide z · B1 

(7.3) 

For the constraint types in Section 7.4.1 holds that every bounding box constraint Cb can be rewritten 
toa conjunction of (at most) three interval constraints C;v· Each interval constraint can be rewritten to 
a set of linear equations and inequalities. Since we only deal with conjunctions, all interval constraints 
together can be rewritten toa single matrix which can be solved by a numerical solver (see below). 

The VD-CHE does not deal with disjunctions in the interval constraints. However, we briefty inves
tigate this situation. If the bounding box constraints introduce disjunctions in the interval constraints, 
the resulting equations and inequalities cannot be put in a single matrix. For example, consider a con
straint type Touchd which, as opposed to the above mentioned type Touch, specifies a distance, but 
does not specify which of the boxes bas to be closer to the origin. Touchd rewrites to the following 
interval constraints, 

Touchd(Bi. Bz, x) +-- (x ·Bi meets x · B2 v x · B2 meets x ·Bi) /\ 

y · B1 coincide y · B1 /\ 

z ·Bi coincide z · B1 

(7.4) 
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sz size x 
mnminx 
mnmaxx 
x eqBegin y 

x eqEnd y 

. x dist y, d 

x distBegin y, d 

x distEnd y, d 

x coincide y 
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Value ris middle of interval x. 
Value sz is size of interval x. 
Value mn is minimum size of interval x. 
Value mx is maximum size of interval x. 
Intervals x and y have equal beginnings (x starts y, 
or y starts x). 
Intervals x and y to have equal ends (x finishes y, or 
y finishes x). 
Difference between end of interval x and beginning 
of interval y is value d. 
Difference between beginning of interval x and be
ginning of interval y is value d. 
Difference between end of interval x and end of in
terval y is val ue d. 
Intervals x and y coincide (x meets y, or x overlaps 
y, or x equal y, x during y, or x starts y, or x finishes 
y, or their inverses ). 

Table 7.2: Additional interval constraints. 

Touch,/ does not specify the positions of the bounding boxes relative to each other. That is, either 
the first argument (Bi) is closer to the origin, or the second one (Bû is. This introduces the meets 
constraint disjuncts. 

A practical solution is to rewrite the collection of interval constraints into DNF (Disjunctive Nor
mal Form) notation in which the set of constraints is expressed as a series of disjuncts and each 
disjunct is either a single constraint or a conjunction of constraints. In order to solve the constraints, 
only one disjunct has to be validated. The problem is to choose the right disjunct and, in case a chosen 
disjunct cannot be satisfied, determine another one. 

The DNF notation for the Touchd constraint will be, 

Touch,/(Bi. B2, x) +- (x ·Bi meets x · Bi A 

y · B1 coincide y · B2 A 

z ·Bi coincide z · B2) 

v (x · Bz meets x · Bi A 

y · Bi coincide y · B2 A 

z · B 1 coincide z · B2) 

(7.5) 

In the VD-CHE constraint handling engine, the algorithm or heuristic for deciding which disjunct bas 
to be chosen, would be typically situated in the IV Manager (see Figure 7.8). In case the choice 
for a disjunct is based on the current values of the bounding boxes, the IV manager would need an 
additional solver to do this (it would be an IVtoEq solver). This is because there are no state ftows 
between a constrainable and a constraint manager, that is, a manager cannot retrieve a constrainables 
state (see Figure 5.1). A solver can inspect the state of a constrainable and can use this information to 
rewrite the interval constraints. 
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In SCAFFOLD, the practical complications have been avoided by only allowing conjuncts of con
straints. However, adding disjuncts would not change the structure of the constraint handling engine. 

The final rewrite step is to rewrite the interval constraints into linear equations and inequalities. 
This results in a matrix which will be solved by a numerical solver. In this matrix the columns repre
sent the numerical variables, which are internal variables of constrainables, and the rows represent the 
constraints. That is, a constraint er on a constrainable en occupies a number of rows in the matrix, 
while the constrainable en occupies a number a columns. Since no constraints have an arity higher 
than 2 (they are only imposed on one or two constrainables), this results in sparse matrices. 

As an example, we show bere how the meets and coincide constraints rewrite to linear equations 
and inequalities. 

181 meets1 82 +- 1:· :s: 1:· /\ 1:2 :s: 1:2 /\ (7.6) 

f,81 = 1:2 

l 81 coincide I 82 +- 1:1 :s:1:1 /\ 1:2 :s: 1:12 /\ (7.7) 

1:1 :::: 1:2 /\ 1:2:::: 1:1 
181 and 182 are two intervals belonging to bounding boxes B1 and B2, respectively. Variable 1:1 

(i = 1, 2) is a scalar (with continuous domain) which has the value of the beginning of interval I B;. 

Variable I : 1 is a scalar which has the value of the end of interval l B;. 

Solving Linear Equations and Inequalities 

The system of interval constraints that is rewritten into a set of linear equations and inequalities can 
be represented as follows. 

(7.8) 

x E JRn is a vector containing n scalar variables. Each variable is associated with either the beginning 
or the end of an interval. The dimensions of the matrices A1 and Az are m 1 x n and m2 x n, respective!y, 
where m 1 is the number of equal-to (=) equations and m2 equals the number of greater-or-equal-than 
(~) inequalities. b1 and b2 are the right hand side variables written as column vectors having size 
m 1 and m2 , respectively. Less-or-equal-than (:5) constraints are expressed in terms of rows in A2 and 
elements of b2 after multiplying all coefficients by -1. 

For the variables in x, a solution has to be calculated that satisfies the constraints, which means 
solving the system in Formula 7.8. The problem is modeled as a constrained optimization problem, 
where a proper objective function has to be optimized subject to the constraints. The optimization 
function is found by considering the requirement that a solution to the constraints should displace the 
boxes as little as possible. This can be achieved by minimizing the change of each variable. It leads 
to the following objective function / 1 that has to be minimized. 

f1(x) 
l 
2 Il x c 11

2
, (7.9) 

where c is a constant vector containing the current values of all variables. The constraints on this 
function are stated in Fonnula 7.8. 

In the field of (non-linear) constrained optimization, the problem of optimizing a quadratic func
tion subject to linear constraints is known as the Quadratic Programming problem (QP). A QP prob-
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lem is defined as follows (see [Fletcher, 1987], [Luenberger, 1984]). 

minimize 

subject to 

l 
-xTGx+gtx 
2 
arx = b;, i E E 

aTx::: b;, i El 

(7.10) 

G is a symmetrie and semi positive definite matrix. That is, the dimension is n x n and Vx :F 0 : 
xTGx::: 0. E and l are index sets for the equality and inequality constraints. 

To be able to apply these methods, we first have to rewrite the constraints in Formula 7 .8 and the 
function in Formula 7.9 into a QP problem. Ifwe expand / 1, we get, 

1 !1 (x) = 2(xTx - 2 cTx +cTc) (7.11) 

In the minimization function, we can ignore the constant term (cTc). It can then be seen that G = 1 
(the identity matrix) and g -c. The constraints in Formula 7.8 can be rewritten into the shape 
of Formula 7.10 as follows. Bach vector a; equals the i-th row in matrix Ai and b; equals the i-th 
element of bi, for 1 ~ i ~ m1 (IEi = m1). Similarly, each vector am 1+; equals the i-th row in matrix 
Az, and bm1+; equals the i-th element ofb2, for 1 ~ i ~ m2 (111 = m2). 

Several techniques are known to solve this problem. For example, the Lagrange Method can be 
used to solve the equality constraints and an Active Set Method to deal with the inequalities. The 
Lagrange methods optimizes some function which is subject to linear equality constraints. Active Set 
Methods select certain inequality constraints that are solved as equalities. When these methods are 
combined, the above described constrained optimization problem can be solved. For the theoretical 
background of these and other techniques, we refer to [Fletcher, 1987] and [Luenberger, 1984]. 

In the current implementation, another approach is taken. In the formulation of the problem in the 
beginning of Section 7.4.1, it was stated that a calculated solution should not "confuse" or "surprise" 
the user. A good heuristic is to ca1culate a solution that is as close as possible to the current situation, 
which can be done using QP as is described above. However, the minimum displacement is not a hard 
requirement. Calculating a solution that is near the current situation instead of the nearest solution 
would also be acceptable. The constraint solver in the VD-CHE calculates such a solution. Below, we 
describe how this is done. 

The equality constraints are solved directly by using the conjugate gradient method which mini
mizes the function h [Press et al" 1992]. 

minimize fz(x) = ~xTAx - bTx (7.12) 

where A is symmetrie and positive definite. Any non-singular matrix can be made symmetrie and 
positive definite by multiplying it by its transpose. Since in genera!, matrix Ai in Formula 7 .8 will not 
be symmetrie or positive definite, we define A A1 T A1• Furthermore, b = A1 Tbi. Consequently, 
the sizes of A and b are n x n and n, respectively. 

A minimum is found when the gradient of fz, the vector of first partial derivatives, V fz, equals 
zero. As can be seen from Formula 7 .12, V h Ax - b, which means that minimizing h solves the 
equalities (not the inequalities!) in Formula 7.8. 

The conjugate gradient method is an iterative method to find the minimum of a quadratic function. 
In each iteration, the current solution is improved by selecting a descent direction vector v along which 
is searched for a better one. Vector v is determined using the gradient at the current position. The 
conjugate gradient method is similar to steepest descent, hut it uses amore sophisticated technique to 
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determine the descent direction which leads to faster conversion to the minimum. The minimum of 
the quadratic function is found in n steps. 

To deal with the inequalities of A2, a heuristic is applied that is similar to Active Set methods. 
That is, there is a set of inequality constraints that is treated as active and there is a set that is treated 
as inactive. Active constraints of A2 are added to matrix A1, resulting in matrix Aj, and corresponding 
elements of h:2 are added to b1, resulting in vector bi. (Consequently, we redefine A = Af Aj and 
b = Aj Tbi in Formula 7 .12.) The inactive constraints are ignored as far as solving is concerned. Tuis 
implies that active inequality constraints are treated as if they were equality constraints. It is obvious 
that if an inequality constraint is validated as an equality constraint, it is solved. 

The set of active and inactive constraints is updated as the conjugate gradient method is iterating 
towards a minimum. Which inequalities should be active and which inactive is determined by check
ing their validity. Active inequalities that become valid during the process are made inactive, while 
inactive constraints that become invalid are made active. 

If there is a solution to the system in Formula 7.8, this approach will eventually converge to this 
solution. If the system of equations defined by matrix Aj is over-constrained, there is no solution. 
However, the algorithm iterates to some value, because matrix A will not be over-constrained (due to 
the AjT Ai multiplication). 

If there are multiple solutions, the starting point of the algorithm, say point c, determines which 
one is found. Usually, since the algorithm iterates from c towards the solution space, the solutîon 
will be close to c. However, this cannot be guaranteed and, consequently, it cannot be proven that the 
boxes are displaced as little as possible. On the other hand, examples that were tried in practice did 
not show unexpected large displacement of the boxes and acceptable results were produced. 

7.5 00-Applications 

There are two object-oriented applications that are based on the SCAFFOLD system. The first is the 
VR-DIS Behavior Prototype (see Figure 7.1) which is a three-dimensional modeling tool that is built 
for the VR-DIS project. The second is Looks which is the script Ianguage of the GDP. In the following 
sections, these two applications will be presented. 

7.S.l VR-DIS Bebavior Prototype 

The VR-DIS Behavior Prototype is an interactive, graphical systern to create and rnanipulate archi
tectural elements. It was developed in the VR-DIS group at the Architecture department. The aim 
of the prototype system was to investigate the role of geometrical constraints in architectural design. 
The prototype system provides axis-parallel bounding boxes that can be used to represent elernents 
such as walls, doors, and windows. On the elements, constraints can be imposed to aid an architec
tural designer in modeling a scene. The user-interface of the application consists of a window which 
displays a three-dimensional view of the scene. Via this window, a user can manipulate the elements 
and the camera viewpoint (see Figure 7.9). Another window is a text window in which commands can 
be entered to create or remove elements and constraints and in which the status of the system can be 
inspected. 

The VR-DIS Behavior Prototype starts one default constraint manager to which all created con
straints are added. Constraint solving can be invoked explicitly by the architectural designer via the 
text window or it is invoked (autornatically) by a constrainable that raises the E-changed event. In the 
Jatter case, the person who irnplements the VR-DIS Behavior Prototype indicates at which points an 
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(a) View from 1he righ1 (b) View from 1.he Jef1 

(c) Moved o ne wall (d) Afler sol ving 

(e) Moved ouler walls inwards (f) Afler sol ving 

Figure 7.9: Snapshots of the VR-DIS application. 
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element has changed to such an extend that constraint solving is necessary. At that point, the object 
calls its cornmi t ( ) message which raises the event and the constraints and the sol ving process. 

The programmer of the VR-DIS Behavior Prototype only deals with the classes that are provided 
by the VD-CHE. The VD-CHE provides a class for constrainable bounding boxes (class BB_Con
strainable) and the classes for bounding box constraints (the subclasses of BB_Constraint). 
There is one class that can be used to create constraint managers, BB..Manager. Via an object of this 
class, the programmer can maintain the constraints and set certain parameters for the solving process, 
for example, the number of iterations. The VR-DIS programmer has no access to the solvers that 
are created by the constraint manager. In this way, the constraint system itself is shielded from the 
programmer. 

In Figure 7 .9, some snapshots are depicted that give an impression of the system. In the pictures, 
the walls of one level in a house is modeled by constraints. Constraints specify that walls have to touch, 
specify distances between walls that contain doors, minimum sizes of walls, relative distances between 
walls, and so on. Figures 7.9(a) and (b) present the same house from two different viewpoints. In 
Figure 7.9(c), one wall is moved, while Figure 7.9(d) presents the solution that is calculated. Minimum 
dimension constraints prevent that the wal! which size is decreased, becomes flat. In Figure 7.9(e), 
all outer walls are moved inwards. Figure 7.9(f) presents the solution. Note that in the figure, first all 
walls are moved and next solving is invoked. However, it is also possible to maintain the constraints 
as elements are moved. This option can be set by the architect who uses the prototype. 

7.5.2 Looks 

The Ianguage Looks is the scripting language to control the GDP animation system. Looks allows 
that compiled C++ code can be called from within the language. Since the SCAFFOLD library is 
implemented in C++, it can be linked to Looks. The coupling enables to create constrainable objects 
in a GDP animation on which the SCAFFOLD constraints can be imposed. In this way, the new 
constraints contribute additional functionality to the already existing constraints in Looks. 

We require that no changes to either system have to be made in order to couple Looks with the 
SCAFFOLD library. The coupling should be realized by only creating the proper subclasses in Looks 
as well as in the SCAFFOLD library. 

The script-language is extended with classes that a Looks prograrnmer needs to impose constraints 
on constrainable objects. These include the classes to create constrainable objects, constraints, and 
constraint managers. There is one type of constrainable object provided which is the bounding box 
class from the VD-CHE library. There is a number of constraint classes, each class representing a 
specific constraint type that can be imposed on constrainable objects. The manager class can be used 
to create constraint managers to which constraints can be registered. 

In the GDP main loop (see Section 7.1.2), a frame is drawn at the end of each iteration. It is 
preferable to have all constraints solved before the frame is rendered but after all objects performed 
their methods and have been updated. In order to trigger constraint solving, a Looks programmer has 
two options. 

• The programmer calls the sol ve..network () method of a constraint manager object, whenever 
he wants constraints to be solved. 

• A state change is indicated via the corruni t ( ) method of constrainable class and the "system" 
handles efficient constraint solving. 

A call corruni t ( ) directly triggers constraint sol ving. Since, in genera!, more than one object will 
move in between two frames and an object can also move more than once, this can lead to solving 
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Figure 7.10: Snapshots of the GDP animation. 
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the constraints multiple times before a frame is drawn. This is not necessary or desired. lnstead, a 
better strategy would be to save up state-change indications and trigger constraint solving just before 
rendering is done. This option implies that the SCAFFOLD library needs to communicate with the 
GDP, since it has to know the rendering is at hand. Consequently, this requires an adaptation of either 
the GDP or the SCAFFOLD system. 

To avoid this, we choose for the first option. lt is the responsibility of the Looks programmer to call 
the sol ve..network () method of the constraint manager before a frame is rendered. lt has a slight 
disadvantage, since the programmer has to take care of it, and has to be cautious not to trigger sol ving 
multiple times before a frame is drawn. On the other hand, there is the advantage that the programmer 
has more control over the sol ving process. For example, he can choose to call sol ve..network () 
once every five frames. 

Currently, the VD-CHE is added to Looks, via the standard way of coupling a C++ library to the 
GDP. lntegrating the constraint handling engine more with the Looks language could free the Looks 
programmer from creating a constraint manager himself. Also, special construct could be created in 
Looks that would trigger constraint solving in a way that would be transparent to the programmer. 

In Figure 7 .10, some snapshots of an animation are taken. Box es fall from a certain point in space 
towards a table. One box which is already on the table makes an oscillating movement. The falling 
and oscillating movements are implemented using functionality of the GDP system. Boxes that land 
on the table are pushed by the oscillating box towards the edge of the table. When pushed beyond 
the edge, the boxes fall to the ground. Once reached the ground, each box is transported back to its 
original position after which it starts falling again. To prevent that boxes intersect the table or each 
other, and to model movement of objects pushing each other, constraint types are used of the VD-CHE. 

7.5.3 Evaluation by Users 

Within the VR-DIS project and the GDP project, the constraint system SCAFFOLD is used for solving 
constraints. In this section, we present the opinion of the users of the constraint system. 

VR-DIS 

Within the VR-DIS project, there are two users. The first one is the architect who used the VR-DIS 
Behavior Prototype to investigate constraints in the design environment. The second one the software 
engineer who implemented the VR-DIS Behavior Prototype. This person is called the developer 
of the object-oriented application in the CODE context. The software engineer used the SCAFFOLD 
system to solve constraints that are imposed by the architect on the elements. The conclusions of the 
architect concern observations related to the applicability of constraints in a design environment. The 
conclusions of the software engineer have to do with the usage of SCAFFOLD as a software library. 

For the architect, geometrie constraints are a powerful concept for capturing specific design 
knowledge. However, several limitations of the current prototype system have been observed. In 
the described geometrie constraint solving mechanism the bounding box plays a central role. Al
though many building elements fit a bounding box quite well (for example, wall and ftoor), it imposes 
limitations on architectural design. For example, elements like walls, ftoors can only meet perpen
dicular, curved walls, roofs cannot be represented adequately. Thus, bounding boxes suit well for an 
important category of building elements, but for non-rectangular shapes, a different strategy must be 
developed. 

The software engineer developed the prototype system that is used by the architect. The graphical 
user interface of the prototype system does not allow yet the direct creation and manipulation of design 
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constraints. A graphical representation of constraints gives the user better control of the design and 
its behaviQl', Widgets should allow the user to interactively attach and detach constraints appropriate 
for the building element at hand. 

The main strength of the constraint system according to the software engineer was the well
designed structure of the software library. The library bas been 'plugged-in' in several other small 
applications for testing purposes. For these test applications, no changes were necessary with respect 
to the constraint library. Based on this fact, it was relatively easy to create new elements (besides the 
bounding box classes) that can be used in architectural design. 

A disadvantage of the constraint system is that the performance of the prototype systems decreases 
rapidly with an increasing number of constraints. The complete set of equations is solved each time 
when a system event that signals a change in the position of one of the bounding boxes is raised. The 
constraint solving algorithm could be optimized by recalculating only local changes. 

GDP 

The users in the GDP project are the developers of animation scripts in Looks. For a Looks program
mer, the main requirement is whether constraints enable him to write less code. According to the 
programmer of the demonstration animation this was the case. The advantage was that constraints can 
be specified in a statie manner, while in the main loop of the animation only the motions of the objects 
have to be prescribed. 

The steps to arrive at a constraint-driven animation in Looks include the following. 

1. Create a constraint manager. 
2. Create the objects on which constraints have to be imposed. 
3. Create the constraint objects themselves. 
4. Initialize each constraint with the operands on which it is imposed. 
5. Add the constraints to the constraint manager. 
6. Trigger the constraint manager at the end of each frame to invoke constraint solving. 

Currently, the first and the Jast step have to be carried out by the Looks programmer. However, 
they can also be made part of the GDP animation system so that they are performed automatically. 
Constraints can be added and removed dynamically from the constraint manager. 

The Looks programmer was able to create bis own constrainable and constraint objects by simply 
inheriting from the constraint classes that were provided in Looks. He was not able to write constraint 
solvers in Looks. The solvers only reside in the constraint system and are invisible to the Looks 
programmer. This was experienced as a positive point, since the programmer was not drawn into 
solver aspects. 

The disadvantages of the constraint library were similar to the ones in the VR-DIS project. The 
provided bounding box classes were too limited to model a complex animation with various objects. 
Furthermore, as more constraints were added the animation would become slow. In an animation in 
which about 30 constraints were applied on 10 objects, the frame rate would drop to 5 to 10 frames 
per second. 

The coupling of Looks and the constraint system was done by a software engineer in the GDP 
project. His task was to create an interface that would enable a Looks programmer to communicate 
with the SCAFFOLD library. His experience with SCAFFOLD were again similar to the software en
gineer in the VR-DIS project. The modular design enabled him to smoothly integrale Looks and 
SCAFFOLD. Updates and changes in the SCAFFOLD system itself had no effect on the created inter
face. 
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7 .6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we described the SCAFFOLD system, the constraint handling engine VD-CHE, and 
two applications that use the engine. SCAFFOLD implements the functionality that is described in 
the CODE model. Based on SCAFFOLD, the VD-CHE provides constrainable and constraint types 
and solving mechanism. Two 00-applications, the VR-DIS Behavior Prototype and Looks, use the 
classes of the VD-CHE to apply constraints. 

In contrast with the PROTOM implementation, SCAFFOLD and and the VD-CHE implemented 
the model CODE without the help of an extra language or mechanism to bring about the separation 
between the 00-application and the constraint world. As can be seen in this chapter, in both 00-
applications there is still a strong separation between the 00-application and the VD-CHE library 
enabling separate development and updates of systems. Both the VR-DIS Behavior Prototype and 
Looks use exactly the same VD-CHE library. 

From evaluation with users and software designers in the VR-DIS project and the GDP project, it 
can be concluded that the main advantage of the SCAFFOLD library is its modularity and flexibility 
for using it in a wide range of environments. SCAFFOLD owes its modularity to the fact that it is based 
on the CODE model. CODE prescribes the separation of the constraint world from the object world and 
identifies the elements that occur in an implementation. 

The disadvantage of the SCAFFOLD library was its loss of performance when a large number of 
constraints had to be solved. This is due to the fact that the numeric constraint solver of the VD-CHE 
can be implemented in amore efficient way. First of all, the numerical method that is applied does 
not exploit all characteristics of the set of equations that have to be solved. Secondly, the constraint 
manager solves all constraints at once without exploring the possibility of calculating a local solution. 
However, due to the setup of SCAFFOLD, it is a relatively easy job to replace the numerical solver or 
the constraint manager by a more efficient one. 

The main goal of CODE and of SCAFFOLD was to assist software engineers in creating object
oriented software systems that incorporate constraints. In the two application implementations in the 
VR-DIS project and the GDP project, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to let an object
oriented component cooperate with a constraint component by separating both paradigms. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

8.1 Design Process 

As part of a designer's Ph.D. dissertation, we devote this last chapter to an evaluation of the design 
process that was carried out during the project. In Chapter 1, an outline was given of the software 
engineering process that was followed during the project. This was the following: 

1. Domain analysis (Chapter 2), 
2. Problem analysis (Chapter 3), 
3. Outline of a solution (Chapter 4), 
4. Specification of the solution (Chapter 5), 
5. Prototype implementation (Chapter 6), 
6. Application implementation (Chapter 7). 

In the engineering discipline of software development, several process models exist that describe 
how to go through the different phases to develop a software product (see [Sommerville, 1989], 
[Winograd et al., 1996], [Jacobson, 1995], [Boehm, 1986]). Among the most familiar are the wa
teifall approach, prototyping, and the spiral model. The waterfall approach is the oldest one which 
was developed as a reaction to the software crisis in the late 1960s. The software engineering process, 
or life-cycle, is viewed as a number of phases, such as requirements definition, specification, design, 
implementation, and so on. The initiaJ idea of this model was to end one phase before starting the 
next one. However, this principle was abolished relatively quickly and overlap of phases and iterations 
between subsequent phases were incorporated. The waterfall approach is still one of the most widely 
applied models. lt is especially useful for management purposes to plan and estimate development 
costs, although the actual software engineering process in reality is often executed differently. 

The prototyping approach involves developing a working system, the prototype, as quickly as 
possible, and modifying it until it performs in an adequate way. Based on the prototype, the system 
requirements are determined and the software is re-implemented for the finaJ product. Tuis approach 
is especially useful in the development of systems for which detailed requirements are difficult to 
specify, for example, user-interfaces. A disadvantage of this approach is that the prototypes are not 
always discarded once the requirements are determined. In practice, existing code of the prototype 
implementation is frequently used in the implementation of the final product. Since prototype imple
mentations are usually not set up using sound software engineering principles, the final product often 
suffers from the anomalies that were introduced by the prototype. These anomalies, such as bugs, 
tricks, and backs, and most of them usually undocumented, are hard to isolate and they can cause 
costly problems throughout the lifetime of the software product. 

115 
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The spiral model overcomes some of the problems of the previous two models. It describes the 
different pbases that are performed for the development of an initial product, and subsequent versions, 
using a waterfall model for each phase. It is especially intended to help in managing risks. In the 
beginning, only the highest priority features are defined and implemented. Next, feedback from users 
or customers is collected in order to develop the next version. The model describes how subsequent 
versions can be developed incrementally from a prototype to a complete product. The model owes 
the name to its graphical representation in which the subsequent phases are depicted in a spiral. Each 
time one round in the spiral is completed, a version of the product is finished. 

For the development of the constraint system for the VR-DIS project and the GDP project, the 
prototyping approach was taken. Tuis approach was chosen because the requirements for the con
straint system were not clear initially. The projects in which the system was going to be used were 
themselves experimental research environments. Furthermore, the constraint system had to combine 
two different programming paradigms that conceptually conflicted with each other. Through the use 
of prototypes, a better insight could be gained in the development of a final system. 

The prototyping approach has proven to be an appropriate way to perform the research. The first 
prototype implementation, called PROTOM, was built using the MANIFOLD language (see Chapter 6). 
During the creation of this implementation, insight was gained regarding the implementation aspects 
of the model. The prototype was discarded after it was finished, and the knowledge gained was taken 
to implement a new class structure for the final constraint system. This resulted in a constraint system 
called SCAFFOLD which had a clear structure in accordance with the conceptual model and enabled to 
combine object-oriented programming with constraint programming. Moreover, SCAFFOLD resulted 
in a software library that could easily be used and plugged-in into different systems, such as the design 
environment of the VR-DIS project and the animation system in the GDPproject. 

In Figure 8.1, an overview of the activities is given on an approximate time scale. The phases 
do not follow each other in a sequentia] order, but overlap. The overlap occurs because clear borders 
between the phases are hard to identify and iterations to previous phases were often necessary. At the 
end of the fourth year, part of the time was spent to write the Ph.D. thesis, which is not depicted in the 
figure. 

Although the borders are not precisely demarcated, we can give a good indication of when a cer
tain activity started to receive attention and when it was stopped. The problem analysis was started 
while analyzing the domain. When the problem analysis was nearing its end, the design of the concep
tual model was already unfolding. At a certain point in time, the design, specification, and prototype 
implementation of the conceptual model were executed in parallel. As experience was gained due to 
the prototype implementation, iterations to previous phases were done to incorporate the new insights 
in the design and the specification. Figure 8.1 also shows that the specification still continued after the 
prototype implementation was finished. In this period, the experience gained by the prototype imple
mentation were worked out to arrive at a final version of the conceptual model. After the conceptual 
model had crystallized into its final shape at the end of phases 3, 4, and 5, the practical implementation 
was started as a relatively separated activity. 

In the figure, the sizes of the boxes give a rough indication of the effort that was spent on each 
activity. The approximate distribution of the effort over the different phases is given in Table 8.1. 

l. The domain analysis (Chapter 2) gave an overview of the two background disciplines, object
oriented programming and constraint programming. In both the VR-DIS project and the GDP 
project, applications (the virtual reality design environment and the animation system) are built 
using object-oriented technologies. For these applications, a constraint system was needed that 
would enable to impose constraints on the objects. 
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Figure 8.1: Global overview of the six project phases. 

2. After this overview, the problem was described and analyzed (Chapter 3). The usefulness of 
objects and constraints in computer graphics justifies the investigation of combining these two 
approaches for the development of graphics software systems. However, two conceptual incom
patibilities were encountered which obstruct a smooth and straightforward integration of the two 
paradigms. These incompatibilities were worked out and an initial solution was indicated. 
Already in this stage, a small prototype implementation had been built to experiment with the 
basic concepts of the conceptual model. Tuis implementation is not mentioned in this thesis. 
However, it was used for demonstration purposes in [Veltkamp et al" 1996]. 

3. In the outline phase of the project (Chapter 4), a solution was developed that proposes a radical 
separation of the constraint system and the object-oriented framework. Tuis is done by means 
of two orthogonal communication strategies for objects, messages on the one hand, and events 
and data-ftows on the other hand. The solution is described in form of a conceptual model 
which identifies the entities and describes the communication among the entities. The entity 
types are constrainables, constraints, solvers, and managers. They communicate via events and 
data ftows. 

4. In the specification step (Chapter 5), the conceptual model was further worked out in detail. 
The model is named CODE and consists of the elements described in the outline. 
Commonly known notatîonal techniques were used to specify the characteristics of the model. 
State charts are used to describe the modes that an entity can be in. A data flow diagram is used 
to describe the data exchange among the entity types. Event tables describe the sensitivity of 
entities for events. 

5. To verify the conceptual model and to arrive at a system in which all software components are 
distinguished, a prototype implementation was built that resembles the CODE model as closely 
as possible (Chapter 6). 
The communication structure was built in a concurrent environment using the MANIFOLD lan
guage. The implementation consisted of an application for manipulating geometrical objects 
that allows constraints to be imposed on the objects. Several types of constraints are provided, 
such as touch, equaLarea, that are solved by a 1ocal propagation solver and a cycle solver. 
The prototype implementation demonstrated the feasibility of the conceptual model and provid
ed the "blueprint" for the application implementation. 

6. In the final stage of the engineering process (Chapter 7), the constraint system SCAFFOLD was 
built, based on the CODE model and the experlence with the prototype implementation. Spe-
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Phase Cha ter Estimated e 

Domain analysis 2 14% 
Problem analysis 3 12% 
Outline conceptual model 4 12 % 
Specification conceptual model 5 17 % 
Prototype implementation 6 20% 
Application implementation 7 25 % 

Table 8.1: Estimates for the various design activities. 

cific constraint types were developed in cooperation with the VR-DfS project group. These 
constraint types could be used to specify touch, distance, and other constraints among ar
chitectural elements. For the GDP project, SCAFFOLD was integrated with the Looks language, 
allowing Looks programmers to use and create their own constraint types. 

8.2 Conclusions 

The goal of the Ph.D. project was to build a constraint system for the GDP project and the VR-DIS 
project. In both projects, object-oriented systems had been developed or were under development 
that had to be combined with constraint technology. This resulted in a conceptual model CODE upon 
which the constraint system SCAFFOLD was built. Based on the experience with these systems, we 
draw the following main conclusions. 

• The conceptual model demonstrates that radical separation of object-oriented programming and 
constraint programming is an effective way for combining the two paradigms. 
CODE separates a system in the object-oriented application module and the constraint system 
module. The communication between the two modules is described by means of events and data 
ftows. The advantage of using events and data flows is that this communication strategy does 
not interfere with the message passing communication between objects. In the model, events 
are used to notify the constraint system of changes in the object-oriented application and data 
ftows are used to access intemal variables of objects directly. 
The implementations of the model clearly demonstrate the detachment between the object
oriented application and constraint system and the feasibility of implementing the functionality 
of the events and data flows. 

• The strict definition of the entity types constrainables, constraints, solvers, and managers in 
CODE allows the definition of constraint types independently of the solvers or solving tech
niques that have to satisfy them. The constraints define only the relation that has to hold with
out maintaining information about how to solve them. The "solving" information is kept by the 
solver or manager that solves a network of constraints. 
The advantage is that constraints can be solved in different ways depending on various factors 
that can be surveyed by a constraint manager. For example, in a network which is solved by local 
propagation, a certain constraint is solved in such a way that only those variables are updated 
which have not been updated before by any other solver. Solving techniques that are discussed 
in the Jiterature often maintain solving information within the constraints [Sannella, 1994) or 
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even within the objects themselves [Hoole et al., 1994]. This makes it more difficult to upgrade 
solvers or to experiment with different global solving techniques. 

• The implementations of CODE show that multiple solvers can be made to cooperate to solve 
one network of constraints. This is desired if for a certain constraint problem there is not a 
single sufficiently powerful solver. When multiple solvers are present, each solver can work on 
a part of the network that contains a specific structure or that contains a specific type of con
straints. Each solver can apply an efficient method to satisfy the constraints. The cooperating 
solvers are controlled by a manager which maintains the network. In literature, the benefits of 
solver cooperation have well been recognized. For example, in [Sannella, 1994], the SkyBlue 
solver cooperates with dedicated sol vers to deal with cycles in the network. Also in the field of 
constraint logic programming, research is done regarding cooperation of multiple solvers (see 
[Kirchner et al., 1994], [Monfroy, 1996]). 

• The CODE model and the implementations demonstrate the feasibility of modular design when 
combining objects and constraints. The use of constraints enabled the software engineers to 
specify relations arnong many objects in a declarative manner. This declarative style freed 
him from writing out these relations himself. Moreover, the maintenance of the relations was 
outside his scope. As a result less code had to be written, which resulted also in less errors 
that were made. Furthermore, in the implementations, the systems are clearly decomposed into 
modules that are designed and can be revised independently and have well-defined interfaces. 
Tuis modularity enables software engineers to better design, implement, and maintain software 
systems. 

8.3 Further Work 

Based on the conclusions of the previous section, we suggest the following subjects for further re
search. 

• To develop proofs that justify the design of the conceptual model. Such proofs can either be 
in terms of theoretica] design principles or in terms of hypotheses and well-formulated experi
ments. They can show on a theoretica! level that, for example, fewer lines of code were written 
under some controlled situation or that users were able to tackle complex tasks with greater 
speed. 

• To develop a variety of satisfaction techniques that exploit specific features of constraint net
works. Although developed in a computer graphics context, the CODE model is very genera!. 
However, different constraint domains give rise to specific constraint types, solving techniques, 
and structures of networks. 
For exarnple, in the area of user interface design, linear inequality constraints are frequently 
used to express relations for the specification of the relative position of a certain object (for 
example, Jeft, right, or above) with regard to another object [Boming et al" 1997]. In com
puter animation, constraints are often solved using kinematics or dynamics {Barenbrug, 1999]. 
Geometrie modeling often deals with non-linear constraints [Kramer, 1992]. In multimedia, 
constraints are used to guarantee quality of service, such as coherency among the presented 
data, restrictions on the validity of data, and so on [Hintum, 1997]. 
Sub-modeJs of CODE can be developed that provide specific solving techniques for a certain 
application area. For example, specific solver-manager structures can be developed for for 
the combination of the local propagation algorithm with degrees of freedom propagation. Or 
constraint managers and solvers can be developed that deal with specific cyclic structures in the 
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network. A third option is to develop managers that can transform a constraint network into a 
higher-order constraint network (see below). 

• As a specific instance of developing generic constraint satisfaction techniques, extensions to 
the conceptual model can be developed to explicitly define higher-order constraints and meta
constraints. Higher-order constraints impose conditions on other constraints and offer possibil
ities to deal with large and complex constraint networks. Meta-constraints put restrictions on 
the solving process. 
In cases that allow a constraint network to be decomposed into subproblems, the global struc
ture of the network can be expressed in a so-called higher-order network. The structure of that 
network can be exploited to determine a global solving strategy while the solution of subprob
lems is treated in isolation. An overview of techniques that exploit structures in a network is 
given in [Freuder, 1994]. Meta-constraints can define restrictions on the constraint satisfaction 
mechanism which allow to select from different solvers. 
In environments where the resources are scarce and the variety of constraint variables and 
types is large (for example, in multimedia environments), higher-order constraints and meta
constraints solvers can improve efficient constraint solving. In [Hintum, 1997], a constraint
based quality-of-service management system is developed for a multimedia environment. By 
dynamically servicing requests for resources using constraints, it provides a specific kind of 
higher-order constraints and meta-constraints to fulfill the requests. 

• To develop a software engineering method based on the conceptual model. In CODE. the design 
activities that a designer of an object-constraint application has to perform are under-exposed. 
CODE describes the separation of the constraint and object world and the communication be
tween the two. 
However, it does not explicitly describe a phased methodology which treats the different steps 
in the design process of combined 00 and constraint solving systems. Although design is an 
inherently "messy" process [Winograd et al., 1996], phasing could aid in the efficient develop
ment of applications based on CODE. For example, ideally, the identification of constrainable 
and constraint types should go before developing solver and manager types. In order for CODE 

to incorporate also a design method, tools and techniques have to be provided to structure the 
design process. 
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Abbreviations 

API 
CH-API 

CODE 

GA-CHE 

GA-Cl 

GDP 
IWIM 
00-API 

PROTOM 
SCAFFOLD 

VD·CHE 

VR-DIS 

Application Programmer's Interface 
Constraint Handler API (of PROTOM) 
Constraints on Objects via Data flows and Events 
Graphics Application - Constraint Handling Engine 
Graphics Application - Class Interface 
Generalized Display Processor 
Idealized Worker Idealized Manager 
Object-Oriented API (of PROTOM) 
Prototype Implementation 
Sol ver for Constraints And Fabric For Object-oriented Library Design 
VR-DIS Constraint Handling Engine 
Virtual Reality - Design Information System 
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Summary 

In the area of interactive computer graphics, two important approaches to deal with the complexity of 
designing and implementing graphics systems are object-oriented programming and constraint-based 
programming. From literature, it appears that combînation of these two bas clear advantages but bas 
also proven to be difficult. One of the main problems is that constraint programming infringes the 
information hiding principle of object-oriented programming. The goal of the research project is to 
combine these two approaches to benefit from the strengths of both. 

1\vo research groups at the Eindhoven University of Technology investigate the use of constraints 
on graphics objects. At the Architecture department, constraints are applied in a virtual reality design 
environment. At the Computer Science department, constraints aid in modeling 3D animations. For 
these two groups, a constraint system for 30 graphical objects was developed. 

A conceptual model, called CODE (Constraints on Objects via Data ftows and Events), is presented 
that enables integration of constraints and objects by separating the object world from the constraint 
world. In the design of this model, the main aspect being considered is that the information hiding 
principle among objects may not be violated. Constraint solvers, however, should have direct access 
to an object's internal data structure. 

Communication between the two worlds is done via a protocol orthogonal to the message passing 
mechanism of objects, namely, via events and datajlows. This protocol ensures that the information 
hiding principle at the object-oriented programming level is not violated while constraints can directly 
access "bidden" data. Furthermore, CODE is built up of distinct elements, or entity types, like con
straint, solver, event, data flow. This structure enables that several special purpose constraint solvers 
can be defined and made to cooperate to solve complex constraint problems. 

A prototype implementation was built to study the feasibility of CODE. Therefore, the implemen
tation should correspond directly to the conceptual model. To this end, every entity (object, constraint, 
sol ver) of the conceptual model is represented by a separate process in the language MANIFOLD. The 
(concurrent) processes communicate by events and data ftows. The implementation serves to validate 
the conceptual model and to demonstrate that it is a viable way of combining constraints and objects. 

After the feasibility study, the prototype was discarded. The gained experience was used to build 
an implementation of the conceptual model for the two research groups. This implementation encom
passed a constraint system with multiple solvers and constraint types. The constraint system was built 
as an object-oriented library that can be linked to the applications in the respective research group
s. Special constructs were designed to ensure information hiding among application objects while 
constraints and solvers have direct access to the object data. 

CODE manages the complexity of object-oriented constraint solving by defining a communication 
protocol to allow the two paradigms to cooperate. The prototype implementation demonstrates that 
CODE can be implemented into a working system. Finally, the implementation of an actual application 
shows that the model is suitable for the development of object-oriented software. 
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Samenvatting 

Object-georiënteerd programmeren en constraint programmeren zijn twee belangrijke manieren om 
met de complexiteit van het ontwerp en de implementatie van grafische systemen om te gaan. Uit 
de literatuur blijkt dat de combinatie enerzijds duidelijke voordelen biedt, maar anderzijds moeili
jk te verwezenlijken is. Eén van de grootste problemen wordt veroorzaakt doordat constraint pro
grammeren het principe van information hiding schendt. Het doel van het onderzoeksproject is de 
combinatie van deze twee benaderingen, zodat de sterke eigenschappen van beiden gebruikt kunnen 
worden. 

De toepassing van constraints op grafische objecten is onderzocht in twee gebruikersgroepen aan 
de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven. De eerste groep is verbonden aan de faculteit Bouwkunde. 
Hier worden constraints toegepast in een virtuele ontwerpomgeving. De tweede groep is verbonden 
aan de capaciteitsgroep Informatica. Hier worden constraints toegepast ter ondersteuning van de 
modellering van 30 animatie. Voor deze twee groepen is een constraint systeem ontwikkeld, waarin 
constraints kunnen worden aangebracht tussen 3D grafische objecten. 

Een conceptueel model, genaamd CODE (Constraints on Objects via Data flows and Events), 
maakt de integratie van constraints en objecten mogelijk door een scheiding te maken tussen de ob
jectwereld en de constraintwereld. Bij het ontwerp van dit model mag het principe van information 
hiding niet geschonden worden. Desalniettemin moeten constraint solvers directe toegang hebben tot 
de interne structuur van een object. 

Communicatie tussen de twee werelden vindt plaats via een protocol dat volledig onafhankelijk is 
van het mechanisme van berichtenuitwisseling tussen objecten, namelijk via events en datajlows. Dit 
protocol verzekert dat het principe van information hiding niet geschonden wordt op het niveau van 
object-georiënteerde programma's. Desondanks hebben constraints direct toegang tot "verborgen" 
gegevens. CODE is opgebouwd uit verschillende elementen, of entiteitstypen (zoals constraint, solver, 
event en data flow). Deze opbouw maakt de definitie van toepassingsspecifieke constraint solvers 
mogelijk, die kunnen samenwerken om gecompliceerde constraintproblemen op te lossen. 

De toepasbaarheid van het model is onderzocht door middel van de implementatie van een proto
typesysteem bij het CWJ in Amsterdam. Het doel was het realiseren van een een-eenduidige afbeeld
ing tussen het conceptuele model en de implementatie. Op grond van de taal MANJFOLD, wordt iedere 
entiteit (object, constraint, solver) in het conceptuele model, gerepresenteerd door een apart process. 
De parallelle processen communiceren door middel van events en data flows. Het systeem bevat een 
local propagation solveren een numerieke solver voor lineaire gelijkheden. De implementatie vormt 
een validatie van het conceptuele model en toont aan dat het een geschikte manier is om constraints 
en objecten te combineren. 

Na het toepasbaarheidsonderzoek werd afstand gedaan van het prototype. De hiermee opgedane 
ervaring werd aangewend bij de implementatie van het conceptuele model voor beide onderzoeks
groepen. Deze implementatie behelsde een constraint systeem voor de toepassing van constraints op 
3D objecten. Het constraint systeem werd gebouwd in de vorm van een object-georiënteerde biblio-
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theek, die aangeroepen kon worden door de applicaties van beide onderzoeksgroepen. Information 
hiding tussen objec~n in een applicatie werd gegarandeerd door speciale constructies, terwijl con
straints en solvers toch directe toegang hadden tot de gegevens van een object. 

CODE toont aan dat een conceptueel model gedefinieerd kan worden, waarin de twee program
meerparadigma's kunnen samenwerken door ze van elkaar te scheiden. De implementatie van het 
prototype toont aan dat het model in een werkend systeem toegepast kan worden. De uiteindelijke 
implementatie toont aan dat het model gebruikt kan worden bij de ontwikkeling van praktische, goed 
gestructureerde modulaire software. 
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11. Als voor het einde van dit jaar enkele belangrijke problemen ten aanzien 
van internationale conflicten niet zijn opgelost, dan zal het mondiale Jaar· 
2000 probleem niet te maken hebben met vliegtnigen die "spontaan" (d.w.z. 
als gevolg van de millenium bug) uit de lucht vallen, maar met vliegtuigen 
die doelbewust (d.w.z. als gevolg van een "escalatie") uit de lucht worden 
geschoten. 

12. Het verblijf op de aarde zou veel aangenamer zijn, wanneer elk van haar be· 
woners de wapenen zou opnemen tegen zichzelf in plaats van tegen elkaar. 




